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A. Information on the TOEFL® iBT 

The Format of the TOEFL® iBT 

Section Number of Questions 	 Timing 	Score 

Reading 
• 3-5 Passages 
- approximately 700 words each 
- 12-14 questions per passage 

60-100 min. 30 points 

Listening 

• 2-3 Conversations 
- 12-25 exchanges each (3 min.) 
- 5 questions per conversation 

• 4-6 Lectures 
- 500-800 words each (3-5 min.) 
- 6 questions per lecture 

60-90 min. 30 points 

BREAK 10 min. 

Speaking 

• 2 Independent Tasks 
(preparation: 15 sec. / response: 45 sec.) 
0 1 personal experience 
0 1 personal choice/opinion 

• 2 Integrated Tasks: Read-Listen-Speak 
(preparation: 30 sec. / response: 60 sec.) 
0 1 campus situation topic 

- reading: 75-100 words (45 sec.) 
- conversation: 150-180 words (60-80 sec.) 

0 1 academic course topic 
- reading: 75-100 words (45 sec.) 
- lecture: 150-220 words (60-90 sec.) 

• 2 Integrated Tasks: Listen-Speak 
(preparation: 20 sec. / response: 60 sec.) 
0 1 campus situation topic 

- conversation: 180-220 words (60-90 sec.) 
0 1 academic course topic 

- lecture: 230-280 words (90-120 sec.) 

20 min. 30 points 

Writing 

• 1 Integrated Task: Read-Listen-Write (20 min.) 
- reading: 230-300 words (3 min.) 
- lecture: 230-300 words (2 min.) 
- a summary of 150-225 words 

• 1 Independent Task (30 min.) 
- a minimum 300-word essay 

50 min. 30 points 
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B. Information on the Writing Section 

The Writing section of the TOEFL® iBT measures test takers' ability to use writing to communicate in 
an academic environment. This section has two writing tasks. For the first writing task, you will read a 
passage and listen to a lecture and then answer a question based on what you have read and heard. For 
the second writing task, you will answer a question based on your own knowledge and experience. 

1. Types of Writing Tasks 

(1) Integrated Writing Task 

• Read -You will read a short text of about 230-300 words on an academic topic for 3 
minutes. You may take notes on the reading passage. 

• Listen - After reading the text, you will listen to a lecture discussing the same topic from a 
different perspective for about 2 minutes. You may take notes on the lecture. 

• Write - You will have 20 minutes to write a 150- to 225-word summary in response to the 
following kinds of questions: 

Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to explain how they cast doubt on 
specific points made in the reading passage. 

Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to explain how they challenge specific 
claims/arguments made in the reading passage. 

cf. This question type accounts for almost all the questions that have been asked on the TOEFL® 

iBT so far. 

Problem-Solution 

Summarize the points made in the lecture, being sure to specifically explain how they answer 
the problems raised in the reading passage. 

(2) Independent Writing Task 

You will have 30 minutes to write an essay of at least 300 words in response to the following 

kinds of questions: 

Agree / Disagree 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? [A sentence or sentences that present 

an issue] Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

cf. This question type accounts for almost all the essay topics that have been asked on the 

TOEFL® iBT so far. 

Preference 

Some people say X. Others believe Y. Which opinion do you agree with? Use specific 
reasons and examples to support your answer. 

Some people do X. Other people do Y. Which do you think is better? Use specific reasons 

and examples to support your opinion. 
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2. Writing Scoring Rubrics 

(1) Integrated Task (Question 1) 

Your response to the Integrated Task will be scored according to these criteria: 

Score 	 Task Description 

5 

A response at this level is a well-organized summary of the lecture in connection 
with the reading. The response includes important points made in the lecture and 
appropriately explains how they are related to important points made in the reading. 
It shows appropriate language structure and usage, with only occasional minor errors 
which do not interfere with conveying information and connections. 

4 

A response at this level contains most of the important points from the lecture and the 
reading and is generally good in relating the information from the lecture to that from 
the reading. But it may omit some points or explain them imprecisely. It may also 
show noticeable minor language errors or an occasional lack of clarity. 

3 

A response at this level includes some important information from the lecture and 
connects it with the relevant information from the reading. But it may omit one key 
point made in the lecture and shows only limited understanding of the information. 
Some content or connections between ideas may be incomplete or incorrect; errors 
in grammar or usage make some sentences unclear. 

2 

A response at this level does not include sufficient relevant information from the 
lecture and the reading and is not successful in relating the information from the 
lecture to that from the reading.. It is characterized by language errors or expressions 
that make it difficult for the reader to understand key ideas or to follow connections 
among ideas. 

1 
A response at this level contains little or no important points from the lecture and fails 
to relate information from the lecture and the reading. It is poorly written and contains 
so many language errors that it is difficult to understand it. 

0 
A response at this level only copies sentences from the reading, is not related to the 
topic, is written in a language other than English, or is blank. 
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(2) Independent Task (Question 2) 

Your essay for the Independent Task will be scored according to these criteria: 

Score 	 Task Description 

5 

An essay at this level effectively responds to the topic and task by clearly stating an 
opinion and is easy to understand. It is well organized and shows unity, progression, 
and coherence. It is well developed with clearly appropriate examples, reasons, 
and/or details, and it displays a good command of language, including a variety of 
sentence structures and well-suited choices of words and idioms to express ideas. 

An essay at this level responds to the topic and task well, but some points may not 
be fully supported. It is generally well organized and shows unity, progression, and 

4 
coherence with only occasional redundancy or lack of clarity. It also is generally well 
developed with appropriate examples, reasons, and/or details, and it demonstrates a 
good use of language, including various sentence structures and range of vocabulary 
with occasional language errors that do not obscure the meaning. 

An essay at this level responds to the topic and task on a basic level with somewhat 
developed examples, reasons, and/or details. It shows unity, progression, and 

3 
coherence in spite of occasional, unclear connections among ideas. It is also 
characterized by correct but limited use of grammar and vocabulary, including errors 
in sentence formation and word choice that may make some sentences unclear or 

difficult to understand. 

An essay at this level displays limited development in response to the topic and 

2 
task, with inappropriate or insufficient supporting details. It has poor organization or 
connections among ideas and is marked by obviously inappropriate word choice or 
word forms and an accumulation of errors in grammar and/or usage. 

An essay at this level responds to the task confusingly. It lacks any organization and 

1 development. It contains little or no detail, or details that are not related to the task, 
and it shows serious and frequent errors in grammar and usage. 

0 
An essay at this level only contains words from the topic, is not related to the topic, is 
written in a language other than English, or is blank. 
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0 Essential Grammar, 
Collocations, or Patterns 
& Expressions 

This part presents essential grammar or 
lexical items you need to know in order 
to respond effectively to the writing 
tasks on the TOEFL® iBT. Essential 
grammar for writing is dealt with in units 
1 to 5; essential TOEFL® collocations in 
units 6 to 12; and essential patterns and 
expressions in units 13 to 16. 

I 

0 Check-Up Check-Up 
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How to Master Skills for the TOEFL®  iBT Writing Basic is designed to be used either as a 
textbook for a TOEFL® iBT writing preparation course or as a tool for individual learners 
who are preparing for the TOEFL® test on their own. With a total of 19 units, this book is 
organized to prepare you for the test with a comprehensive understanding of the test and 
thorough practice of essential expressions and skills to address the writing tasks on the 
TOEFL® iBT. The book is comprised of four parts, and each part provides a step-by-step 
program that can enhance your writing ability. At the back of the book are two actual tests of 
the Writing section of the TOEFL® iBT. 
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49 Check-Up 
The purpose of this section is to ensure 
that you understand essential grammar 
points, collocations, or patterns and 
expressions presented at the beginning 
of each unit. You will be given a chance 
to confirm your understanding before 
starting on the further exercises. 
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This component appears at the 
beginnings of units 17 to 19. It introduces 
each of several helpful writing skills 
for the TOEFL(6)  iBT by showing how 
to brainstorm, outline, take notes, 
paraphrase, and summarize step by step. 
This presentation will help you understand 
each skill in a simple, clear way. 

0 Essential iBT Writing Skills 
1, ,  w Brainstorming & Outlining 
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Q Writing Practice 	 
This section allows you to practice 
writing various English sentences while 
using the grammar points, collocations, 
or patterns and expressions you have 
learned. In this practice section, there 
are sentence completion, sentence 
formation, and translation exercises. 

49 Writing Challenge 	 
Exercises in this section encourage you 
to make full sentences on your own, to 
provide some sentences to complete the 
given contexts, and to state your own 
theses with some reasons in response 
to the given prompts. These writing 
exercises will help you express your 
ideas in English fluently and accurately. 
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Practice with Essential 
iBT Skills 	  

 

 

This section will help you to practice 
brainstorming, outlining, note taking, 
paraphrasing, and summarizing—all 
skills that were introduced in the former 
section. You will experience enough 
exercises to practice those skills in 
response to the essay prompts and 
passages, which are very similar to those 
on the real TOEFL® iBT. 

0 Actual Tests 
This part offers two full practice tests 
that are modeled on the Writing section 
of the TOEFL® iBT. These tests will 
familiarize you with the actual test 
format of the TOEFL® iBT. 

• Listening 
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Essential Grammar for Writing 

Grammar is what gives sense to language. It is used to increase the range of 

language choices when you write. Understanding and having knowledge of the 

uses of grammar will help you write more effectively. In this part, you will study basic 

grammar points and practice a lot of sentence writing skills to make well-formed 

English sentences. These drills are the very first step to writing your own essays. 

Unit 1 Basic Sentence Structure / Gerunds / Infinitives 
Ca:u true eau co ban / Danh deng / Weng tit nguyen 

Unit 2 Participles / Voice 
Phan /The 

Unit 3 Parallelism / Comparison 
trUe d6ng clang / So sanh 

Unit 4 Noun Clauses / Adjective Clauses 
Menh de danh tit/ Menh (16 tinh tit 

Unit 5 Adverb Clauses / Conditionals 
Menh de trang tit / Cau 	kien 



imp 	 ip 

Basic Sentence Structure / Gerunds / Infinitives 111-  
CSu talc cau cd ban / Danh dOng tit / DOng tit nguyen mkt 

A Basic Sentence Structure 

1 Sentence 

Cau là ciOn vi ngii phap ldn nhat, thtidng bao gom mot chti ngil (subject), mot Bong W 	chia 

(finite verb) va di8n to mot Sr Wang hoan chinh. 

O Jeremy wants  to major in chemistry in college. (Call coy Wang hoan chinh) 
S 	V 

O Chemistry is his favorite subject. (Cau Co ST Wang hoan chinh) 
s 	v 

* Cau khong hoan chinh (Fragment) 

O Wants to major in chemistry. (Cau thigu chu n0) 
O Jeremy to major in chemistry. (Cau thigu Bong W) 

O Because Jeremy likes chemistry. (Cau thigu m'gnh de chinh) 

Because Jeremy likes chemistry, he wants to major in that subject. (Cau OA) 

2  Sentence Patterns 

1) Pattern 1 -Chu ngil (Subject) + D'Ong tif (Verb) 

O My grandparents live  in a small town. 
S 	V 

O This meeting will last  for at least three hours. 

2) Pattern 2 - Chu ngil (Subject) + DOng tit (Verb) + 136 ngii (Complement) 

O Parents are  the best tenni! for their children. 
s v 

• Computers have become  verAdMillat in modern life. 
s 	v 	 c 

3) Pattern 3 - Chu ngc (Subject) + acing W (Verb) + Tuc di (Object) 

O Students should follow school rules  

O Some people prefer  to get up early in the morning. 

4) Pattern 4-Chu ngil (Subject) + DOng tii (Verb) + The tit gian tigp (Indirect Object) + The tit true tigp 
(Direct Object) 

O Some schools give :11/11111.11111 r-a long summer vacation I. 
I.O.S 	 V 	 D.O. 

14 



Unit 1 I Basic Sentence Structure / Gerunds / Infinitives 

O We should ask ourselves what the most important thing in our lives is 
I.O.S 	V 	 D.O. 

5) Pattern 5 - Chu nga (Subject) + DOng tit (Verb) + Ttic tit (Object) + B6 ngif (Complement) 

O Good friends make school life 	happy . 

O Watching fun movies allows me to take a break from my busy routine . 

B Gerunds 

1 As a Subject 

O Taking a walk is a very good exercise. 

O Eating meals regularly is important for your health. 

2  As a Complement 

• One of my favorite activities is surfing the Internet. 

O Teamwork is communicating with others. 

3 As an Object 

O I enjoy watching movies in my spare time. 

O My brother is proud of having many good friends. 

C Infinitives 

Like a Noun 

O To read books in English is very important for improving your vocabulary. (Chii ngii) 

It is very important to read books in English to improve your vocabulary. (Chili 	ngit th4t) 

O The main purpose of traveling is to experience new things. (36 ngii) 
O People often like to criticize others' behavior. (Mc tii) 

2  Like an Adjective 

O People's behavior has much to do with what clothes they wear. 

O I always need a book to read on the subway. 

3 Like an Adverb 

O In order to earn more money in the future, people try to get accepted to good schools. 

O No one is intelligent enough to make good decisions without others' advice. 

15 



Check-Up 

A Mark the subject, verb, object, and complement in each sentence as shown in the example. 

Scientific technologies have made our lives 	convenient . 
S 
	

V 	 0 
	

C 

1 Laughter improves health by lowering stress hormones. 

2 Friends are one of the most important influences on young adults. 

3 Our city should build a new library for our children. 

4 I found it helpful to listen to others' advice when making an important decision. 

5 Every morning, I exercise. 

6 A happy life requires an optimistic attitude. 

7 Some people change their jobs very frequently. 

8 I was a child when I lived in a different country. 

9 Inexperienced workers earn less money than experienced ones. 

10 I could almost not breathe because of the stuffy atmosphere. 

11 Many immigrants have a hard time adjusting to a new culture. 

12 Our community offers students various after-school activities. 

13 Modern apartment buildings are too expensive in my town. 

14 Universities give students many opportunities to learn a variety of subjects. 

16 



Unit 1 I Basic Sentence Structure / Gerunds / Infinitives 

r-pt Correct the errors in the following sentences. Some sentences have no errors. 

1 People should ask the advice of others before move to other cities. 

2 	It is important for students to studying history and literature. 

3 Some people prefer working for a large company to work for a small company. 

4 People have different ways spending their time. 

5 Children love to-watch television, but they dislike to watch informative programs. 

6 Working for others means that you should follow their rules. 

7 In order to live a healthy life, you need exercising regularly. 

8 Experts recommend to take some time to laugh when you get stressed out. 

9 Traveling gives us the opportunity of meeting new people. 

10 Learning how to spend money is as important as to learn how to save it. 

11 The government should spend more money to improve public transportation. 

12 People work because needing money to live. 

17 



Writing Practice 

Translate the following into English by putting the given words and phrases in the right order. 

Tre em bat dal] hoc nhung ky nang xa hoi tit gia dinh 
(from their family / children / social skills I learning / start) 

2 Kinh nghiem Oen tiep (hoc tit ngtkii khac) cang quan trong nhif kinh nghiem tate ti6p. 
(firsthand experience / as / secondhand experience / is / important / as) 

3 Di du lich veng quanh the gidi dei hoi nhieu thei gian va tien bac. 
(a lot of / traveling / time and money / around the world / requires) 

4 TA ca cluing ta deu phai chiu trach nhiem cho ski o nhiem khong khi. 
(are / all of us / responsible / air pollution / for) 

5 Mot cu6n tieu sit kith thich sit quan tam cue 01 hcin met cuen lieu thuy6t. 
(a novel / my interest / than / stimulates / more / a biography) 

6 Ngttdi ta c6 khuynh hding cif xtt khac di khi ho mac deng phut. 
(people / wear uniforms / tend / when / to behave / they / differently) 

7 Ngay nay, sinh vien thueng nhan tin cho ban be trong gie hoc. 
(their friends / nowadays / send / during their classes I frequently / text messages ! students) 

8 Tivi c6 anh huang tieu cue doi yeti each cui xit cua chung ta bang each lam cho chung ta kern nang &Ong di. 
(television / by making / has / on our behavior / less active / a negative influence / us) 

9 Cluing trInh hoc hi0 tai se thay doi de dap (mg nhiing nhu eau da dang cua sinh vien. 
(various needs / should change / school curriculum ! to meet / the current / the students') 

10 Met phan xet ding bang c6 the duvc dtia ra sau khi xem xet ky tang Vet ca thong tin. 
(all the information / a thorough examination / can be made / after / of / an impartial judgment) 

18 



Unit 1 I 	IteriGe StruCur ' Ge Int-1s 

Using the given words or phrases, translate the following into English.(*)  

1 Ngudi ta tin rang tin bac lam cho ho hanh phtic. (make — happy) 

2 Viet nhat lqr la met thoi quen tot. (keep a diary) 

3 Toi mien song d mot 1iST tut xa ma toi co the danh thdi gian (vui chili) vdi the ban hoc cUa tel. (live in a dormitory) 

4 Khong ai thich don dep nhiing tha ngooi khac vitt lai ca. (clean up after) 
• 

5 Mot s6 ngu'di kieu cang den n6i khong Lang nghe ldi ngudi khac. (too — to-V) 

6 CO qua nhieu this can phai tham do trong vu tru. (explore) 

7 U'u tien cUa chung ta la danh cang nhi6u thdi gian cho gia dinh cang tot, (spend time) 

8 CO ducic ski rieng tti thi khong de dei vdi nhiing ngtfdi n6i ti6ng. (have privacy) 

9 Phat don tre em khong phai 1a each gido due tot. (punish physically) 

10 Mot se quec gia da phat trien vu khi hat nhan de tit phong tha. (defend oneself) 

11 Toi can mot val ngii0i ban de tin ca'y. (trust) 

12 Th4t kho de mac dung trang phut Han Quec truyk tilting. (Korean traditional clothes) 

(*) Ghi chit: Do tinh chat cila boat bai tap nay, chting till dat uu ten hang dau vat) viec dlch sat nghia 
chit khong phai vao van phong. (ND) 
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Writing Challenge 

Translate the following into English. 

Cac nha lanh dao phai gi6i vice giao tiep re rang, bee truc. 

2 Di da hoc deo .nhUng bai hoc quY gia nhgt tit be me 01. 

3 Con ngiki hien dai mang theo lien thoai di &Ong di khAp noi. 

4 Ritng mita nhiet ddi cung cap cho chang ta hong oxy kheng 10.  

5 Khi ban hoc ngoai ngii, dieu quan trong la phai tan dung tot tn.  dien. 

6 Cac trodng dai hoc yeu cau sinh vien duy tri diem tot. 

). 
7 Gong nghe hien dai cho phep cluing ta trao den thong tin true tiep vdi nhfing ngotti sting o dal nide khac. 

8 Me Thien nhien day cho Chung ta nhang dieu ma cheng ta khong the hoc 0 tru'ting. 

9 De tra thanh met cung dan tot, ban phai tuan the luat phap. 

10 Di xe dap khong nhiing tot cho sac Idiot ma con tao hung phgn 

11 Toi thich 	Lich den moi quec (gia Chau Au. 

12 Nining ngutii song nei tam thich suy nghi met minh hon la chia se suy nghi cea minh vdi notti khac. 

20 
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Unit 1 I Basic Sentence Structure / Gerunds / Infinitives 

Complete the following paragraphs in English. 

1 Toi thich song a mat thi tram nho han la sung d mat thanh ph6 lan vi ygu to an toan. ES thanh ph6 ldn, ngudi ta 
khong biet ngudi sang canh nha ho la ai, va ding khong quan tam den an toan cua nhCing ngudi lang gigng. 

In a big city, people neither know who lives next door to them, nor are they concerned about their 

neighbors' safety. 

2 Mgt s6 ngudi thich o nha hen la di chili trong suet kY nghi. Do la do ho co the o nha xem phim thoai mai han la 
xai E'en ii ben ngoai. 

That is because they can have a more comfortable time watching movies at home than by 

spending money outside. 

3 Chung ta CO the hoc Hi v6 cuac sang bang each lang nghe ngu'di ldn tu6i hon. Ho da trai qua nhieu dieu va ho san 
sang day cho chang ta nhfing dieu ho cla hoc dudc. 

They have gone through a lot of things, and they are 

ready to teach us what they have learned. 

4 Tinh ban khong the xay nen trong mat ngay du'dc. De co dudc mat tinh ban tot, ban phai not that vdi ban be va 
khong nen chi trich ho. 

Friendship is not built in one day. 

5 B6 me khong nen cho pile') con cai xem tivi. Vi tre em khong co cac tieu chuan dao ddc viing chat, chnng co the 
c6 gang bat chudc hanh vi bao lite tren tivi. 

Parents should not allow their children to watch television. 

6 Doc sach khong phai luc nao cung tot cho sac khOe tinh than. Vi du, neu ban khong doc gi ngoai truyen cudi, dieu 
do co the co hai cho stic khOe tinh than cua ban. VI vay, 136 me nen khuyen con cai doc nhCing cuen sach co nai 
dung tot nhii ti6u su, truygn nenn hoac sach thi ca. 

For example, if you read nothing but comic books, it may be harmful to your mental health. 

Therefore, parents should advise their children to read good books, such as biographies, short 

stories, or poetry books. 

TAN TAO UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
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C  
Do  Participles / Voice 

Phan / Thd 

A Participles 

Present Participles 

1) Thi ti6p din 

o The world is trying to stop global warming. 

O Violence on television is increasing juvenile delinquency. 

2) Tinh tii mang tinh chu 4ng 

O We should protect every living creature. 

O Not all television programs are interesting. 

2  Past Participles 

1) Thi hoan thanh 

O We have experienced a great deal of stress in our daily lives. 

O Before the airplane was invented, people had thought that only birds could fly. 

2) Tinh tii mang tinh bi dOng 

O Highly educated people may get better jobs than others. 

O Some parents are never satisfied with their children's grades. 

3 Participle Clauses 

1) Cac clang mOnh de phan tit 

MOnh de phan tit dddc dung  a chi thdi gian, ski nhdyng b4, diOu kiOn, 1ST do nhd mOnh de trang 

O Traveling in other countries, you should follow their customs. (= When you travel...) 
O Being easily affected by the media, children should not watch television without their 

parents. (= Because they are...) 

O Studying with a group, you will get distracted easily. (= If you study...) 
O Hating electronic waves, I spend a lot of time in front of my computer. (= Though I 

hate...) 

O Wearing her glasses, my grandmother was reading a book. (= With her glasses on...) 

2) Quad he giiia mOnh de phan to vdi cum hoc mOnh de trang tit 

O Getting hotter, people plan outdoor activities. (X) 

—* With the weather getting hotter, people plan outdoor activities. (= As the weather 
gets...) 
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Unit 2 I Participles . 

O Exploring outer space, we should solve the environmental problems on Earth. (X) 

Before exploring outer space, we should solve the environmental problems on 

Earth. 	Before we explore...) 

3) MO s6 mOh de phan tit Luc clang lam cum (lac ngil 

— 0 Generally speaking, people with good eating habits do not frequently get sick. 

0 Judging from my experience, some movies are not worth watching. 

0 Compared with nonfiction, fiction is more fun to read. 

B Voice 

The Active and Passive Voice 

A lot of people saw the movie (ChU dog) 
NgOi thic hien hanh dOng hanh dong gi tong 

The movie was seen by a lot of people (Bi dO'ng) 
doi tong 	hanh 4ng 	Ngdi thqc hi?'n hanh 

O 	Deforestation accelerates global warming. 

- 	

Global warming is accelerated by deforestation. 

O Teachers should teach their students to follow the school rules. 

Students should be taught to follow the school rules by their teachers. 

O Students should submit their homework on time. 

- 	

Homework should be submitted on time (by students). 

2  When to Use the Passive Voice 

1) Khi &di tuung nhan hanh clOng quan trong hon ngdai thuc hien hanh &Ong 

O Our environment should be protected (by us). 

O Children should be taught (by their parents) to take responsibility for their actions. 

2) Khi ngtki thyc hien hanh diing khong rij rang hoac khOng quan trong 

O Nobody is allowed (by hospital authorities) to use a mobile phone in the hospital. 

O Many soldiers were killed in the war (by other soldiers). 

3) Khi ngu6i not mueM din toy khach quan 

O It was found in some research that children tend to imitate the parent who is the same sex. 

O The sample was collected from the water, and the number of germs was counted. 
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Check-Up 

Fill in each blank with the correct form of the given verb. 

1 	I found documentaries 	 . (bore) 

2 There is a heavy rain 	 in the countryside. (fall) 

3 Some students 	 to participate in extracurricular activities. (require) 

4 People 	 others' secrets are trustworthy. (keep) 

5 South Korea 	 rapidly since the Korean War. (develop) 

6 Parents are now 	 that there is too much violence on television. (complain) 

7 We should have 	 the food shortage. (prevent) 

8 Adolescents 
	 on television are often rebellious. (show) 

9 The greenhouse effect will 
	

many countries in danger. (put) 

10 Plastic bottles should 	 . (recycle) 

11 Every person 
	 a knack for something. (have) 

12 Ten years ago, public transportation 	 more frequently than nowadays. (use) 
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Unit 2 Participles /Voice 

Correct the errors in the following sentences. Some sentences have no errors. 

1 	Usually, people live in rural areas are friendly. 

2 The polluting air may cause lung cancer, 

3 Nuclear weapons should not used in any circumstances. 

4 In my opinion, a lecture class is more tired than a discussion class. 

5 Children raising in large families usually get along well with others. 

6 Many scholars have acknowledged the negative impact of the media. 

7 Generally speaking, a lot of people using computers to get updated information. 

8 Young children should not permitted to travel by themselves. 

9 The president of our country elects every five years. 

10 Addicting to the Internet, some children feel awkward when talking to others face to face. 

11 It is important that foreign language classes be staffed with good teachers. 

12 Natural sciences give us insight into the future as well as teaching us about the origin of the world. 
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Writing Practice 

Translate the following into English by putting the given words and phrases in the right order. 

1 Nati ta ce the tim thdy muc tieu cua minh trong cuOc song bang each lam cong viec cua minh. 
(in life / people / their goals / by doing / may find / their jobs) 

Cf 	
• 

2 NhAu cau hen triet hoc vim chda dude tra ldi. 
(are left / many / unanswered / philosophical questions) 

3 Bang each td hoc, ban ce the that hanh each lap luan. 
(you / by learning / can practice / by yourself / reasoning) 

4 So vdi nhilng ngddi tot nghiep ph6 thong, nhiing nodi tot nghiep dai hoc ce the ce nhieu co' hOi kiem viec hum 
(may have / compared with / college graduates / high school graduates / more job opportunities) 

5 Trude khi di Cam trai, ban nen kiem tra thii tigt tru'dc dd. 
(check / before / the weather / you should / going camping / first) 

6 Chung ta nen chuin bi sin sang phong bit cd tham hoa thien nhien nao ce the xay ra. 
(any possible / be prepared for / natural disasters / we should) 

7 Ngay nay ngu'di ta qua quan tam cign cuoc song rieng tu' cua nhfing ngiki nOi tigng. 
(too people are / nowadays / celebrities' private lives / interested in) 

8 NIAbg van de mei trddng khong doptc giai guy& ce the de doa tong lai cua thong ta. 
(may threaten / unsolved / our future / environmental problems) 

" ( ;  

9 M6t s6 ngtki cho rang gido vien nen duo sinh vien danh gia. 
(say / be evaluated / teachers should / by their students / some people) 

10 Chung ta bi anh hdang bii nhfing ngddi tre tuOi hot ding nhd la nhiing ngddi ldn tuOi hon. 
(younger people / are influenced by / older people / we / as well as) 
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Unit 2 I Participles /Voice 

Using the given words or phrases, translate the following into English. 

Ban 'thong nen lam on khi dang xem phim trong rap. (watch movies) 

2 Nhieu nguyen nhan cUa chilng beo phi da chtuc cong chung biet den. (obesity; know 

N 

3 Met khi a biet duo, ngon ngii se khong the de clang bi pen di. (acquire) 

4 Cac nu'dc dang Oat trien cn sii ghip d ti f nhang nude khac. (developing countries) 

5 Mt s6 ngureti bi tate di cd hi doge giao due bai ban. (deprived of) 

( 

• 6 Neu ban tap the due hang ngay, ban se có the hien loon mph khoe. (work out) 

7 Bang each sit dung phudng tin giao thong ding cong,  chi:mg ta co the lam giam o nhirem khong khi. (use; reduce) 

• • 	 , 	 - 	it. 	'rt 

8 Theo kin cUa toi, khong the bin he cho bao lye Luc. (justify) 

Cac khac biet van hoa co the doge khg.c phut chi khi cluing ta ce gg.ng clap nh4n nhCng khac biet do. (overcome) 

10 Xet theo Lich sU cOa loài ngudi, tliVe he a 40 ra mOt the gidi khong co chin tranh. (create) 

11 Nhfing ngueli tit nghiep dai hoc thuidng duo xem la thigu kien tilde thuc te. (consider) 

12 Mac du da cai thien chit lung cuOc sing, su phat trien cong nghiep cang da to ra nhieu van d id hOi. 

(improve; social problems) 
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Writing Challenge 

kg Translate the following into English. 

1 Khong có gl co the' dat duo chi bang sli may man. 

2 Tr e em dehi dieu gi do mai me 18i cutin. 

3 Ngay c met Mn khong gic lai hda ding co the' lam t6n hai tinh ban. 

4 Sau khi chiu dung nhitig gian khO, ban se den duo biidc ngoat quyet dinh. 

5 Trudc khi dien duo phat minh, nhip sting cua chang ta ret cham chap. 

6 Neu nhieu nguai han quan tam den phiic Mi xa hei, the gidi se trd thanh met not tot Mm d s6ng. 
t• 

7 Doi khi tre em bei r6i khong 	tgt-ca th8ng tin tren tivi la dung hay khong. 

8 Chung ta phái cal 10 trai dat khei bi hay hoai them niia. 

9 Khi not chuyen vol ai, ban nen nhin thing van mat ngu'ai do. 

10 Neu toi duo phep cher' nth de' s6ng, toi se song d New York. 

11 NO co tinh tu than van deng thich lam viec met minh. 

12 Gong nhan rang tre em có khuynh huang Mt chuac be me, cac bac cha me nen co Ong trd thanh nhting 
tam guung sang. 
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Unit 2 I Participles /Voice 

Complete the following paragraphs in English. 

So vdi cuec song d met thanh ph6 16n, toi day euec song e met thi trail nho nghe ce ve lap clan hen. S6ng 
met thi trail nhO, toi có thd quen bidt tat ca lang gi6ng cua ten. M6i quan he tong tac xa hei nay se gitip bao ve 
toi khOi nhiing tei de eó thd xay ra. 

Living in a small town, I may get to know all of my neighbors. This social interaction will help protect 

me from possible crimes. 

2 Toi cho rang tinh each cua con nguei duo quydt dinh bei cha me khi con the au. Vi du, tre em hu hong rat có the 
se tee thanh nhUng nguei len co tinh tai cho minh la trung tam. Trai lai, tre em bi be be có khuynh hudng phat 
tri6n tinh thidu to trong. 

I believe that a person's personality is determined by his parents during his childhood. 

On the contrary, neglected children tend to develop low self-esteem. 

Xet theo kinh nghiem etia toi, nude Phan quyen rn hen bat cit nude nao khac. Bac biet Paris duo menh danh 
thanh pia cua nghe thuat va kidn true. VI vay, tei mu6n den tham nude Phap met Fan nfita ndu ten CO ce 

Paris especially has been called a city of art and architecture. Considering that, I would like to visit 

France again if I had a chance. 

4 Nhting nguei not tidng duec xa hei quan tam thueng tham gia vao cac boat do, ng xa hoi. Sit tham gia cua ho rat 
Bang khich le vi nguei ta thueng lang nghe ho. Tuy ray, ho co thd gay ra nhUng hau qua xgu cho phong trao khi 
ho dem ddn cho ding chnng thong tin sai 

Socially engaged celebrities often participate in social movements. 

However, they may cause bad consequences for the movement when they misinform the public. 

Tivi eó hai cho tre em. Tre em con be rat de bi tivi tac deng. Vi du, nguei ta not rang tre se sinh xem tivi qua 
nhieu co thd mac cluing ti V. 

Television is bad for children. 

For instance, it is said that infants who watch television too much may become autistic. 

6 d nu'de toi, au duee xem la loci deng vat quan trong. Theo truf6n thuydt lap quec cua cluing toi, Dangun, nguei 
lap ra dat nude, ra dei tit su ket hep gi&a con trai cua Thueng dd va met nguei phy nil do g6u bidn thanh. 

According to our national foundation myth, Dangun, who founded the country, was born from a 

union between a son of God and a woman who was transformed from a bear. 
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Parallelism / Comparison 
CSu tnic ang ding/ So sanh 

Parallelism 
Cau trinh bay thong tin thanh mOt danh muc hay mOt chuOi bao 

^
hai phan hay hcm có cang chtic nang 

nga phap thicic pi la cau có ca.'u trlic dOng clang. 

Junk foods may cause diabetes, heart disease , and may make you gain weight. (X) 

— Junk foods may cause diabetes, heart disease, and obesity. (tii) 

— Junk foods may cause you to develop diabetes, to have heart disease, and to gain 

weight. (cum di) 

— If you eat junk foods, it is said that you may develop diabetes, that you may have heart 

disease, and that you may gain weight. (menh de) 

1 Parallelism with Words 

O Not every expensive handmade item is both creative and an art. (X) 

— Not every expensive handmade item is both creative and artistic. (tinh 

• Trains, buses, and a ferry are examples of public transportation. (X) 

— Trains, buses, and ferries are examples of public transportation. (danh tio 

• Some work needs to be done not quickly but precise. (X) 

— Some work needs to be done not quickly but precisely. (trang tn') 

2 Parallelism with Phrases 

O He not only finished his reading assignment but also writing an essay. (X) 

— He not only finished his reading assignment but also wrote an essay. (cum dOng tit) 

• It is easier to forgive than hating someone. (X) 

It is easier to forgive than to hate someone. (cum deng nguyen maul 

• Working out, eating organic foods, and to take a rest are the best ways to maintain 

good health. (X) 

- Working out, eating organic foods, and taking a rest are the best ways to 

maintain good health. (cum danh deng tif) 

3 Parallelism with Clauses 

om When we took our trip, we not only visited Rome but also skiing in Switzerland. (X) 

— When we took our trip, we not only visited Rome, but we also went skiing in 

Switzerland. 

• The mass media neither gives us the necessary information nor telling us the truth. (X) 

— The mass media neither gives us the necessary information, nor does it tell us 

the truth. 

O Either you save money for a rainy day or just splurge today. (X) 

— Either you save money for a rainy day, or you just splurge today. 
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B 

Unit 3 I Parallelism / Comparison 

Comparison 

Positive Degree 

So sanh bang me to mac Q bAng nhau giiia hai del tuong. 

O Consumption is as important as production to boost the economy. 

O A discussion class is not as boring as a lecture class. 

O Larry is not so successful as his brother. 

2  Comparative Degree 

So sanh hon me to met trong hai d6i tuong co mdc 4 trei hcin dot tuong kia. 

o Our government charges higher prices on gas than other countries. 

O It is getting harder to make a good living. 

O You should spend less money than now to save for the future. 

3 Superlative Degree 

So sanh nh6t me to met trong ba dot tuong tra len co mite de vuot trei nh6t. 

o Air pollution is the most imminent problem of all the environmental issues. 

O The Industrial Revolution brought about the most radical changes in human history. 

O The easiest way to predict the future is to create it. 

4 Important Structures 

O Nothing is as important as your health. 

O Parents affect their children's psychological development more than any other 

person. 

O The more sincere you are to your friends, the better your friends will treat you. 

O I think that owning a dog is the same as owning a cat. 
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Check-Up 

Fill in each blank with the correct form of the given word. 

Owing to the Internet, information searches have become 
	 and faster. (easy) 

2 Smoking heavily and 	 too much are bad habits that will harm your health. (drink) 

In my opinion, the violin makes 	 sound of all musical instruments. (beautiful) 

4 Usually, the speeches of good leaders are either persuasive or 	 . (inform) 

5 Adventurous people are neither afraid of failure nor 
	 about danger. (worry) 

6 Living with a stranger is not as enjoyable as 
	 with your friend. (live) 

7 Dogs are 	 toward humans than any other pet. (friendly) 

8 Some people feel more comfortable when they are alone than  	are with others. (they) 

9 We need formal education not only 	 knowledge but also to learn social skills. (gain) 

10 Some documentaries are as 	 as lectures. (education) 

11 The harder you work, 	 you will get to your dream. (close) 

12 Some classes are too boring to concentrate or 	to catch up with. (fast) 
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Unit 3 I Parallelism / Comparison 

lej  Correct the errors in the following sentences. Some sentences have no errors. 

1 Teenagers are more influenced by their peers than their parents. 

2 Some documentary films are more entertaining as blockbuster movies. 

3 Good communication skills are most necessary quality a leader should develop. 

4 The more people have, they want more. 

5 Cats are one of intelligent animals that I have ever seen. 

6 We can learn both cooperation and competition by playing games with others. 

7 Many people enjoy comedy, romantic, or action movies. 

8 Indoor activities are usually not as expensive than outdoor activities. 

9 A modern apartment building is robust and more convenient than a traditional house. 

10 I want to live in a studio near campus, not a dormitory. 

11 In order to write a good essay, you should not only know vocabulary and grammar but also have 

knowledge. 

12 Every person is affected by his environment either directly nor indirectly. 
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Writing Practice 

A Translate the following into English by putting the given words and phrases in the right order. 

1 Sgng a thanh ph6 dat do horn song a mien que. 
(than / is / living in the country / more expensive / living in the city) 

2 Toi cam thgy 'hi tin khi a cang vdi ban be hdn la khi toi met minh. 
(when I am alone / more confident / with my friends / I feel / than / when I am) 

3 Toi by vong trudng cua chung toi se mua nhieu may vi tinh 	chit khong phai nhieu sach Mn. 
(our school / not more books / more computers / I hope / will buy) 

4 Ngay nay, chuyen mon cao quan trong Mn bat cd pham chat nal) khac a ngudi gido vien. 
(than any other / today / more important / expertise / in a teacher / quality / is) 

5 Dieu hanh met doanh nghiep ton nhieu lien him la mua met can nha. 
(to run a business / much more money / it costs / to buy a house / than) 

6 Ngu'di xem tivi qua nhieu khong the gift ducte clang ye gon gang va cfmg khong c6 dttdc dau oc minh man. 
(nor / a couch potato I have a sound mind / stay in shape / can / neither) 

7 Thanh tich hoc tap khong quan trong bang sac khOe cUa minh. 
(is not as / important / academic achievement / one's health / as) 

8 Thanh thigu vien danh nhieu thdi gian vdi ban be hem la viii cha me. 
(than / with their friends / adolescents I with their parents / spend more time) 

9 Thiic an vat, nhu banh pizza, banh hambdgd, va Vida khong tot cho sac khoe. 
(such as'/ for one's health / junk foods / pizza, hamburger, and soda / are not good) 

10 Ngudi to hoc dudc nhitng bai hoc quan trong nhgt vao thdi thd 
(in their childhood / learn / the most important / people / lessons) 
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Unit 3 I Parallelism / Comparison 

Using the given words or phrases, translate the following into English. 

1 1146t s6 ngu'ai lon thieu kien thdc nIni tre em. (as as) 

2 Ngtfai ta thifOng tranh nhiing cong viec nguy hiem, do ban hoac khO khan. (avoid) 

3 Lam lanh dao met nhom thi tang thOng lion lam met tranh via. (more stressful) 

4 Gido vien khong nen day sink vien cua minh canh tranh vdi nhau ma phai hop tac, (not but —) 

5 Met khi ban tot nghiep trung hoc, ban co the hoac la kiem met cong viec hoac la di hoc dai hoc. (either M or —) 

6 MOt so trang web khong thich hop cho ca ngtki lan lan tre em. (both and ~) 

7 Phim kinh di thudng khong nhang clang so ma con day bao lilt. (not only but also —) 

8 Ca bao lan tap chi Nu la nIning ngugn tot dg thu thap ben thifc phO thong. (both and —) 

9 Ban co the hoc &toe nhieu diet' tit met men sach nhu' tit gib vien ciia ban. (as — as) 

10 Ban c6 the mac trang phut truygn thong hoac vao ngay le truygn thong hoac d mot INA tiec trang trong. 
(either — or —) 

11 De tra thanh mot hoa si, tinh sang tao quan trong nhit bat di phgm chat nao. (as — as any —) 

12 Chang ta c6 the hoc dive nhieu so kien lich 	tit mot cuan tigu thuygt Lich sit nhut tit mot giO hoc Lich 
(as as —) 
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0 Writing Challenge 

A Translate the following into English. 

Toi thich nghi ngoi a nha hon choi dua ben ngoal. 

2 0 nhfem m8i twang la mot trong nhiing van a nghiem trong nhat tren the giai. 

3 va khi hat nhan nguy hiem hon bat di vu khi nao khac. 

4 O My, chat Wong dia mot s6 tritang ding khong thap hon chat lito'ng cua tniang 

5 Trot tuyet la mot trong nhiing hoat dOng ngoai trai ph6 hien nhat vao maa long. 

6 Khong có gi quy hon gia dinh cua minh 

7 Di thay xem phim thich hon nhieu so vdi doc sach. 

8 Thac an a nha hang ldiong lanh manh nha thtic an a nha. 

9 Trong s6 nhang mon the thao mua he pile Men la bo'i, litat van va cau ca. 

10 Di cho rang choi da banh c6 ich cho sac khOe tinh than lion la choi dan piano. 

11 }long phai teen mat ma ding khong phai the tin dung c6 ich tren m8t, hon dao hoang yang. 

12 Di nghi rang may bay la pining tien giao thong van tai co ich nhat ma chang to da tang phat minh. 
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Unit 3 I Parallelism / Comparison 

 

a Complete the following paragraphs in English. 

Toi &Ong y viii y kien rang tro chui quan trong del viii ngtidi lOn ciing nhti tre em. Ngddi ta not rang tro chdi day sit 
hop tac, mot trong nhiing nhan -CO quan trong nhg cUa sit thanh tong, va tro chui ding day each vtiot qua this thach. 

I agree with the idea that games are as important for adults as they are for children. 

2 Neu phai chon gida mot cai camera, met qua bong va met con dui, toi se chon qua bong de cho met dila be. Ngay 
nay, tre em co khuynh hiking danh qua nhieu thdi gian o trong nha, vi vay toi mu6n cho dila be co Mi ddoc chdi 
dila ben ngoai. Ban khong the chui da bong trong nha, trong khi do ban ce the chui viii camera hay con thud bgt 
cif cho nao. 

Given the choice between a camera, a soccer ball, and an animal, I would choose to give a child a 
soccer ball. These days, children tend to spend too much time indoors, so I want to give the child a 

chance to play outside. 

3 LY do tai sao hoc sink di hoc khong nhiing la do ho can duo gido duc bai ban ma con la do ho can hoc each flea nhap 
viii xa Mi. Bang each chui dua viii ban be va tuan thU nhiing quy dinh cua nha truting, ho ce the hieu biet 

By playing with their friends and 

following school rules, they can learn about society. 

4 Toi thich nhiing men hang lam bang may hun nhiing mon hang lam bang tay. Thong thitdng thi hang lam bang tay 
khong nhang dat lien ma con cuc kY ming manh. Trai lai, sin pha'n lam bang may thddng re tien, chat than va 

de sit dung. 

I prefer machine-made items to hand-made ones. 

On the contrary, machine-made products are mostly cheap, strong, and easy to handle. 

5 Cach tot nhgt 	trai qua ngay cuoi than la nghi ngui a nha. tru6ng hoac ii not lam yiec, cluing ta luOn bi nhieu 

ngddi vay quanh. Doi khi chi:mg ta can phai tach ra khoi ngu'di khac va duqc 6 yen mot minh. 

The best way to spend a weekend is to take a rest at home. 

Sometimes, we need to get away from others and enjoy being alone. 

6 Toi cho rang phong an la can phong quan trong nhA trong nha. Vi hau het moi ngddi deu danh nhieu thdi gian 

ben ngoai hun o nha, gid On toi thu'dng la thdi gian duy nhat ma tat ca cac thanh vien cua gia dinh tap trung lai. 
Vao luc do, phong On cung cap khong gian de cac thanh vien trong gia dinh co the not chuyen viii nhau. 

I believe the dining room is the most important room in a house. 	  

At that time, the dining room provides a space where family members can talk to each other. 
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Noun Clauses / Adjective Clauses 

 

  

1\40h cue dash tic / ARnh cue tinh tir 

A Noun Clauses 

That-clauses 

O That the human brain develops even after puberty was reported by some scholars. 

(Chu ngii) 

= It was reported by some scholars that the human brain develops even after 

puberty. (Chi) ngii 	ngii that) 

O Some people argue that children are easily influenced by environmental changes. 

(Ric tit) 

O The teacher made it clear that the homework should be submitted by Monday. 

(Ric tit gia-tic tit that) 

o My concern is that people do not care about others. (BO ngii) 

• I support the argument that all students should wear school uniforms. (DOng vi) 

2 Whether- / If-clauses 

O Whether you have a diploma or not makes a huge difference in a job market. (Chi) ngii) 
• Before buying something with a credit card, you should consider if you can afford it. 

tit) 

O The issue is not whether you can live with others or not. (B6 ngit) 

3 Wh-clauses 

O What has been said cannot be reversed. (Chu ngii) 
O I don't know whom I should trust. (Tile tit) 

O Ignorance is when you reject something you do not know anything about. (B6 ngii) 

B Adjective Clauses 

Relative Pronouns 

Dai tif quan he la cac dai tit ni-ui who, which, that, whose, who(m). 

1) Vai tro dia. dai tit quan he 

a. Chili   ngti 

O People who have pets are usually kind and warm. 

O A lime is a green fruit which looks like a lemon. 

O Not everything that is learned is contained in books. 
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Unit 4 I Noun Clauses /Adjective Clauses 

b. Sd hifu each 

O There are some children whose parents are too busy to take care of them. 

O Students are recommended to read books of which authors are still alive. (= ...whose 

authors...) 

c. Tac tit 

O People need friends with whom they can share secrets. (= ...friends whom... share 

secrets with.) 

• I want to have a job which I really like. (= ...a job I really like.) 

O Some people wish to move to a country in which they can live without laws. (= ...a 

country where...) 

2) Cach sit dung 

a. Menh de quan he gidi han mo to hoac dinh nghia tit thing tritdc. 

O The student who is sitting by the window is dozing. (= The student that is...) 

• Jane Goodall is a researcher who is renowned for her studies on chimpanzees. 

(= ...a researcher that is renowned...) 

O New York is one of the most attractive cities that I have ever visited. 

b. Menh de quan he khong gidi han h6 sung them thong tin cho tit thing trudc. 

O Mike, who is sitting by the window, is dozing. (NOT MikeTthat-is...) 

O This book was written by Jane Goodall, who is renowned for her studies on chimpanzees. 

O I do not like to watch television shows, which are often dumb and time-wasting. 

3) Menh de quan he du'dc rat gon 

O The student sitting by the window is dozing. (= ...who is sitting...) 

O Almost half of the people attending the meeting were not invited. (= ...who attended...) 

O The road leading to success can be full of hardships. (.... which leads...) 

Relative Adverbs 

Trang W quan he du'dc thing to chi ndi ch6n (where), thdi gian (when), Vr do (why) va each thdc (how). 

O I chose the place where I would spend my summer vacation. (= I chose where...) 

O Nobody can tell exactly the time when our universe came into being. (= ...tell exactly 

when...) 

O The reason why Billy was absent from school is not known yet. (= Why Billy was 

absent...) 

O The Internet has greatly changed how we communicate with others. (= ...the way we 

communicate...) 
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Check-Up 

.IA1 Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words: that, whether, who, whose, which, how, 

where, or what. 

1 	People think 
	

they have vacations to take breaks from their daily routines. 

2 It is true 	 most adolescents are rebellious. 

3 I hope to have a job 
	

I can earn a lot of money. 

4 	 you are rich or poor does not decide your worth. 

5 Scientists have studied 
	

can be done to stop global warming. 

6 I trust Susan, a friend 
	

always takes my side. 

7 Many people do not know   serious Internet crimes are. 

8 I like discussion classes in 	 I can express my opinions. 

9 Some moviegoers do not like a movie 	 story is too simple. 

10   	a good teacher should do is encourage his students to try harder. 

11 My parents told me 	 I should not take advantage of others. 

12 The question is 	 there is something we can learn from video games or not. 
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Unit 4 I Noun Clauses Adjective Clauses 

LB] Correct the errors in the following sentences. Some sentences have no errors. 
p 

1 	It is you which decides your future. 

2 I do not believe what our future has already been decided. 

3 Expensive restaurants do not let in people who clothing is untidy. 

4 We should decide now that we can do for the next generation. 

5 A number of people make online communities which they can make friends. 

6 The government should help people who cannot take care of themselves. 

7 I would like to build a small house that I can live with my family. 

8 You should follow your own rules what guide your behavior. 

9 Scientists wonder why we will have another ice age in the future or not. 

10 Some people do not realize how much we rely on natural resources. 

11 Who are confident in their knowledge do not hesitate to speak in public. 

12 There is no room for doubt that modern technology has increased people's quality of life. 
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0 Writing Practice 

111  Translate the following into English by putting the given words and phrases in the right order. 

1 Di main di du lich den met dat nu'dc ma toi c6 the hoc duo met nen van hoa mdi. 
(a new culture / where / travel to / I can / I would like to / learn / a country) 

2 NhCing ngudi mu6n duy trl ale khoe nen tap the duc deu clan. 
(maintain their health / should have / who want to / people / regular workouts) 

3 MA rat nhieu thdi gian de tim dttqc met ding viec c6 the thda man tat ca yeu cau cua ban. 
(to find a job / all your needs / it takes / which can satisfy / a lot of time) 

4 Dung la cluing ta c6 the hoc duck nhilng bai hoc quY gia W qua khii. 
(from the past / that / valuable lessons / it is true / we can learn) 

5 Met ngudi c6 thai cl() lac quan vdi cuec song c6 the chili dung bat ca gian kh6 nao. 
(can endure / a person / toward his life / who has / any hardship / an optimistic attitude) 

6 Dat ra nhCing dieu ttu tien co nghia la ban sap xep nhfing dieu phai lam theo thd ty. 
(in order / setting priorities / you put / means that / the things to do) 

7 Toi khong hieu tai sao chang ta phai mac d8ng phuc di hoc. 
(we / school uniforms / why / I do not / should wear / understand) 

8 Ap luc tit ban d8ng trang lila la met lY do tai sao met s6 sinh vien khong the nao tranh dutqc r'ac r6i. 
(can't stay / peer pressure is / some students / why / out of trouble / one reason) 

9 MOt s6 ngudi khong the tii be) duo nhfing thoi quen xati lam hai sac khoe cua ho. 
(harm their health / cannot break / some people / their bad habits / which) 

10 Kieu ngu'di ban mu6n trd thanh quan trong hon loai ding viec ban mu6n co. 
(what kind of job / you wish to become / what kind of person / you will have / is more important than) 
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Unit 4 I Noun Clauses /Adjective Clauses 

Using the given words or phrases, translate the following into English. 

Toi mugn cign tham met vien bao tang c6 nhieu bac hoa. (visit a museum) 

2 Th4t thu vi duuc not chuyen vdi mot ngudi có thi hien rieng khac vdi tai. (personal taste) 

3 Toi mugn tra thanh met nha khoa hoc nghien ciiu vu try. (outer space) 

4 Ky nghi la that gian chng ta c6 thg thutig thac cuec s6ng vdi nhip sting chain rat (slow-paced life) 

5 Khong phai ngudi nal) c6 nhieu kign thac cang khan ngoan ea. (have knowledge) 

6 Met so not ly luan rang ski toan cau boa da binh thuang hoa cdc nen van hoa khdc nhau. (globalization; normalize) 

7 Kign that khoa hoc chi:mg ta hoc duuc d truang del khi co ich trong cuec s6ng hang ngay cua chang ta. (daily life) 

8 Nhang ngut khong tap the due Nu clan thudng co vac clang xau. (in bad shape) 

9 Bao cao not rang d6ng phut di hoc can trei hoc sinh th6 hiO'n ca tinh cUa minh. (hinder from —) 

10 Ngudi ta khuyen rang nhang benh nhan huygt ap cao nen tranh nhang tinh hugng Ong thong. 
(It is recommended that —) 

11 Nhieu qu6c gia dang co gg.ng phdt trien nhang ngu8n nang Wong mdi c6 the thay the nhien lieu hoa thach. 
(fossil fuels) 

12 Bang cdch doc ti6u thuygt Int cgu, tai c6 the hieu duo tinh cam cua ngttdi khdc ma til& day tai chu'a tang bigt. 
(read fiction) 
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Writing Challenge 

A Translate the following into English. 

1 Toi tin rang cha me bigt dieu gi la tot nhgt cho con cai cua ho. 

2 NMng mon hang lam bang tay thigu ski sang tah thtkng khong dat tien 

3 Toi mu6n sting vdi mat ngutti co nen tang van haa khac vdi toi. 

4 NhiAu bac cha me mong con minh tra thanh nhiing ngudi gi6i h in nhiing  ngdai khac. 

5 Dieu quan trong dal vdi toi la co mat ngutii ban ma tai co the ding di du lich. 

6 Neu ban bi sa sat th6 chgt, ban se hi6u nhiing ngdii khoe manh may man nht.i th6 nao. 

7 Toi khong mugn tra thanh mat ke kieu tang coi thudng ngudi khac. 

8 NhiAu hoc sinh trung hoc khong bigt ho mugn lam gi sau khi tot nghiep. 

9 Nhang nha lanh dao xa hal gioi luon lam nghi ve nhiing gi ho co the lam cho xa hai. 

10 Bac si nghien cdu cach ho co the bao ve con figu'ai trate nhiing benh tat khac nhau. 

11 Tro chili video bao hic co the tac clang tieu cuc dgn tre em, nhring nguai chUa chin chan NT6 mat tam VT. 

12 Toi ton trong vua Sejong, no& da CO thanh tuu vi dai nhgt la phat minh ra bang chill cai tieeng Han, goi la Hanged: 
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Unit 4 I Noun Clauses /Adjective Clauses 

Complete the following paragraphs in English. 

Vi van a tin trung Ian nhau, Vol muen chon ban ding phong cho rieng minh thay vi la ban ding phong nha trueng 
phan chg. Neu toi song vdi ban ding phong do tei chon, toi co the sting chung phong thoai mai hen, toi c6 the neu 
ra va giai quy6t van d6 de dang hen. 

For a trust issue, I want to choose my own roommate instead of having a roommate assigned by 

the school. 

2 Toi khong deng y yei y kien rang chimg ta c6 the hoc duec v6 cu6c s6ng bang cach chei game. That long ma noi, toi 
nghi ngd khong biet co diet' gi chung ta có the hoc & game khong. 14 do chung ta chei game la de giam cang thang. 
Tuy vay, neu cluing ta c6 gang hoc mot di.6u gi do trong khi dang chei game, cluing ta se cam thay cang thang them. 

I do not agree with the idea that we can learn about life by playing games. 

The reason why we play games is to relieve our 
stress. However, if we try to learn something while we are playing games, we will feel stressed out. 

3 Dung là ban nen CO muc tieu trong cuec s6ng. Neu ban khong biet muc tieu cua ban là gi, c6 le ban se khOng chic  

dung du'cic bat cii gian kh6 nao. Hen Oa, toi cho rang cuec sting khong muc dich lam cho notii ta bi quan. 

It is true that you should have a goal in your life. 

Moreover, I believe that an aimless life makes a person pessimistic. 

4 Hoc sinh trung hoc con tre den n6i chung khong biet phai hoc gi d truting. 1\16u duo phep hoc bat cii mon nao chting 
mu6n, chimg c6 the tranh nhiing mon kho nhung quan trong. Vi yay, cac nha gido duc nen gill') hoc sinh chon nhiing 

khoa hoc can thi6t. 

If they are allowed to learn anything they want, they may avoid the subjects which are difficult but 
important. Therefore, educators should help students choose the necessary courses. 

5 Theo Y kien caa toi, hoc sinh nen mac d6ng phuc di hoc. Hoc sinh mac deng phuc it co kha nang dinh den rat r6i 
hen hoc sinh khong mac ang phuc. Ngoai ra, khong con nghi ngd rang mac &Ong phuc kinh t6 hen mac quan do 
thong thuting. 

In my opinion, every student should wear a school uniform. 

In addition, there is no doubt that 

wearing a school uniform is more economical than wearing casual clothes. 

6 Toi men phat minh met c6 may thei gian. Neu toi the tao duec met chiec, toi co the di than' met s6 lanh to quec 
gia trong lich sit c6a chung ta va cho ho biet nhiing gi ho nen lam ya nhiing gi ho khong nen lam. Ngoai ra, toi CO 
the di den Wang lai de xem the giei se thay clei nhu the nao. 

I would like to invent a time machine. 

Besides, I may go to the 

future and see how the world will have changed. 
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Adverb Clauses I. Conditionals 
IWOh cue trang 	Chi di6u kin 

A Adverb Clauses 

1 Time 

O Some people tend to eat a lot when they feel stressed out. 

O While we were sleeping, a burglar broke into the house. 

O He plans to study abroad after he graduates from university. 

O Usually, I reserve judgment on someone until I get to know him better. 
O Since I graduated from high school, I have missed my school uniform. 
O I agree that children should begin learning a foreign language as soon as they start 

school. 

2  Reason 

O I want to get a high-paying job because I should support my family. 
O Since children cannot live by themselves, their parents should be responsible for 

them. 

O As it is raining again, we have to cancel our picnic. 

3 Condition 

O If I were a pet, I would not want to live with humans. 

O Unless you want to lose your job, you should be punctual. (= If you don't want...) 
O In case you are in danger, you should carry your cell phone all the time. 
O As long as you are healthy, you can do anything. 

/  Contrast 

O There are many things that you can learn from children though they are young. 
O Even if you are well prepared for an exam, it is possible for you to make mistakes. 
• While sports mainly strengthen your body, the arts can enhance your soul. 
O Most rural areas are safe whereas some urban areas are dangerous even during the 

daytime. 

5 Purpose & Result 

O You should keep your friends' secrets so that you can be trusted. (Muc dich) 
O Some people are so immoral that they take advantage of others' weaknesses. (gt qua) 
O Global warming is such a problem that some islanders worry that their islands might 

sink. (KA qua) 
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Unit 5 Adverb Clauses / Conditionals 

g Conditionals 

Present Condition 

dong tit a thi hien tai don dong to o thi hien tai don 

Cau diet' kien hien tai Lac dung a dien to nh.ing ket qua hien nhien hoac nhang ket qua theo thei quen. 

co If water is boiled at 100°C, it changes into vapor. (= When water is boiled...) 

O If I am surrounded by strangers, I feel unsafe. (= When I am surrounded...) 

2 The First Conditional 

If.. deng tit d thi hien tai don ...will + deng tit nguyen mau 

Cau dieu kien loai 1 ngu Y rang hanh deng o menh de if rat eel the xay ra. 

O If you work hard, you will be promoted soon. 

• If you don't try anything, you won't be able to decide if you like it or not. 

3 The Second Conditional 

If ... &Mg tit thi qua ail don ... would (could/might/should) + deng tit nguyen mau 
•	  

Cau dieu kien loai 2 Lac dung khi so gia dinh trai vai so that a hien tai hoae khi cluing to khong 
mong men hanh thing o menh a if xay ra. 
O If I were able to predict the future, I would become rich. 

O If we found another planet to live on, we could relieve overpopulation on Earth. 

The Third Conditional 

deng tit o thi qua kha hoan thanh ... would (could/might/should) + have + phan W qua khd 

Cau dieu kien loai 3 duo dung de din to sit gia dinh trai vai sU viec da xay ra trong qua khii. 
Lou Y la a loai eau nay tiled gian la qua khd va dieu kien do khong the du'oe thip hien vi hanh deng 
o menh a if cid khong xay ra. 
O If I had done more research, I could have written a more thorough report. 

O If we had been careful about the environment, the animals would have not lost their 

shelters. 

5 Important Structures 

O If it were not for electricity, our lives would be very inconvenient. 

O If it had not been for my parents' support, I couldn't have finished college. 

O I wish I could travel back in time to meet Albert Einstein. 

O I wish my country had not gone through the economic crisis in 1999. 
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0 Check-Up 

1111 Using the appropriate conjunctions, combine the following sentence pairs. 

1 People feel satisfied. + They are praised for what they have done. 

2 You do not face your problem. + You cannot solve it. 

3 Children will be much healthier. + They do not eat fast food. 

4 You quit your job. + You should give notice to your employer. 

5 Some teachers want their students to attend class. + They get sick. 

6 I grew up in a big city. + I did not have many chances to see wildflowers. 

7 You live in a foreign country. + You cannot learn its language without making an effort. 

8 We all know. + Every human being is destined to die someday. 

9 Students attend a summer camp. + They can participate in various outdoor activities. 

10 Some people prefer hiking in the mountain's. + Others prefer swimming in the sea. 
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Unit 5 I Adverb Clauses /Conditionals 

Correct the errors in the following sentences. Some sentences have no errors. 

1 Some cities are such dangerous that nobody is seen on the streets after dusk. 

2 If it had not been for the Ice Age, the dinosaurs might survive much longer. 

3 I wish every student have his own computer at school. 

4 While some people wish to work for a big company, others prefer a small company. 

5 Unless you are not willing to sacrifice yourself for your children, you should not become a parent. 

6 You are recommended to keep the receipt while you buy something. 

7 If we could prevent school violence, the juvenile crime rate would be much lower than now. 

8 Before you miss your favorite TV show, you can watch it on the Internet. 

9 Some parents cannot take care of their children even though they love their children. 

10 As long as you move to a foreign country, you will experience cultural differences, 

11 Unless government agencies do not usually fire employees, they can always retire from their jobs. 

12 I suggest running the subway 24 hours a day that people who work at night can use it. 
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Writing Practice 

Translate the following into English by putting the given words and phrases in the right order. 

1 Khi chung ta xem quang cao, chting ta c6 the nhdn dliqc nhieu thong tin lie cac san phem khac nhau. 
(a lot of information / when we / we can get / about various products / watch commercials) 

2 Di se khong bao gitt tit bo cho den khi toi dat dace roue tieu trong cuec sting. 
(I will never / my goal / until / give up / I achieve / in life) 

3 Tit khi toi ra diii, toi chiia bao gio red to quk toi. 
(my home country / I was born / I have never left / since) 

4 Trong khi mot s6 ngotti they thoai mai khi tuft lenh cUa ngotti khac, mot s6 ngodi khac thi khong. 
(others' orders / feel comfortable / whereas / in following / some people / others don't) 

5 Neu ban a chung phong vii ai do, ban se killing co nhieu so rieng 
(you will / share a room / much privacy / not have / with someone / if you) 

6 Trii phi ding ty thanh town no Eng han, neu khong no co the bi pho. san. 
(go bankrupt / a loan / a company / it may / unless / in time / pays back) 

7 Met so ngotti ton sung vat chat d6n not ho nghi tien co the giai guy& bat c6 yen de gi. 
(can resolve / so materialistic / money / some people are / that they think / any problem) 

8 Met khi ban civet dinh linh voc hoc thudt ma ban main theo duel, ban nen thao ludn dieu dO vii giao vien cilia ban. 
(with your teacher / once you decide / that you want / you should discuss it / on a field of study / to pursue) 

9 Trak khi ban yeu cau noki khac giup cid, ban nen c6 Ong giai quyelt van de cUa ban met minh dd. 
(to solve / before / you ask / alone / you should try / for others' help / your problem) 

10 O thanh pho, ban co the mua nhu 3r6u phgm d8 clang vi caa hang tien lqi co a kith noi. 
(everywhere / because / easily / in a city / buy necessities / convenience stores are / you can) 
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Unit 5 I Adverb Clauses / Conditionals 

Using the given words or phrases, translate the following into English. 

1 'Ude gi toi khong phal mac deing phut di hoc. (I wish) 

2 Ban khong the nao có ban than cho den khi ban xay dking ski tin cay. (until) 

3 Th6i gian troi qua, nhong ski suy thoai kinh to the gidi doting nhit Gang tra nen toi to hon. (economic recession; as) 

4 Neu ban bat tit, ban có the an bao nhieu dg an vat cling thick. (if; immortal) 

5 Mi cam th6y ty tin phat bieu trade ngit6i khac chi khi toi da chuan bi san sang. (only when) 

6 Neu ban troy thanh mot ctt dan trong mot Ong ang, ban nen tham gia vao mgt s6 host dOng cua Ong 

(if; community) 

7 Neu ban hoc vdi ngitoi khac, ban có the a clang bi sao nhang. (if; get distracted) 

8 Chung nao cluing ta có quygn to do ngon Juan, chung ta mdi có the tao nen do Juan quan cluing, (as long as) 

9 Chang bao lau niia chung ta se het node sach vi chting ta lien toe lam 8 nhfem song va Men. (because; before long) 

10 1118t se nglidi ngu nggc den not ho khong nhan thdc ditoc thien nhien quan trong nhii the nao. (so — that —) 

11 VI ngay nay sinh vien co mot kY nghi he dai nen ho có the di du lich den nhfing d'at node khac. (since) 

12 Neu toi là tong th6ng, toi se dam to them vao gig.° due. (if; invest in) 
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Writing Challenge 

Translate the following into English. 

Neu toi song et met thanh phe len, cu6i tun nao toi ding se di tham met vien bao tang. 

2 Ngtiiri ta khong biet gia tri cUa sec khoe cho den khi ho danh mat no. 

3 Toi thich mba he vi no gyi lai nhiing ky tic thei tho' au coa toi. 

4 Trong khi hau het tre em au thich tuyet, thi Mu het nguei len du ghat tuyet. 

5 Neu khong co vu khi hat nhan va chu nghla khUng b6, the gidi se la - nth an toan hen nhieu. 

6 Met khi ban thanh lap nhom hoc tap yeti noel khac, ban nen tuan theo quy Binh cua nh6m do. 

7 Phong khi ban bi lac a nuetc ngoai, tot ho'n het ban nen mang theo ban a cua khu 	do. 

8 Neu ngutti ta suy nghi sau hen, ho se hieu ling the thao quan trong dei vth thanh thieu nien. 

9 1■14 s6 ngu'di khong quan tam ho lam tong viec gi mien la ho kiem du'ec nhieu tien. 

10 Neu cha me cif giai quyet nhfing van de ma con cai gay ra, con cai se khong the hoc du'ec tinh trach nhiem. 

11 Thai dO lac quan tot cho sac khOe tinh than ctia ban vi no bao ve ban khoi bi phien muon. 

12 Mac du se lueng giao vien duck gib due tot Bang tang, sink vien van they thich du hoc. 
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Unit 5 I Adverb Clauses / Conditionals 

1111 Complete the following paragraphs in English. 

1 Ude gi toi co thg song d mat thi tran nhe vi toi mugn danh nhieu thdi gian vdi lang ging cUa toi. Mac du toi da  
sang d mat chung cu.  trong mat thanh ph6 ldn doe nam nam rai, nhung toi tham chi khong bigt ai ging ngay ben 
canh nha minh. 

Though I have been living in an apartment building in a big city for five years, I do not even know 
who lives next door to me. 

2 DU thang hay thua, ban ciing co the rat vui khi ban chdi mat tro chili vdi ngtidi khac. Trit phi ban Bang thi dau, 
n6u khong thi khong co lyi ich gi Cho du ban gianh thang loi. Va, nau khong co ich ldi hay bi phat lien, ban se 
khong quan tam dein kgt qua ma chi co Ong cidde vui khi ban tham gia tre chdi. 

Unless you are in a competition, there are no benefits even if you win the game. And, if there are 

no benefits or penalties, you will not care about the results but will try to have a good time while you 
are playing. 

Tit khi thg gidi bat dAu cong nghiep luda, con ngudi da by sinh qua nhieu digit quan trong. Mat s6 vi du la nude sach, 
dog vat va rang. N6u con ngitai tigp tut tan pha thien nhien, vat) the ky tdi se khong can tai nguyen thien nhien 

Since the world started to industrialize, humans have sacrificed too many important things. Some 
examples are clean water, animals, and forests. 

4 Ngu toi co mat ming dat de sit dung nint md tide, tai mugn xay mat trai tre ma coi. Trong khi hau hgt tre em deu co 
cha me cham sec, mat s6 tre khong co cha me hoac nha cda dg sting. Uoc gi toi CO thg cho cac em do mat ngoi nha. 

If I had some land to use as I wished, I would like to build an orphanage. 

I wish I could give a home to those children. 

5 Toi mugn thay doi quy Binh cda thu vien trudng toi de moi ngudi trong thi tran cda cluing ten deu co the sif dung 
the vien. Neu moi ngudi co thg sd dung the vien trudng, chung Vol se khong phai xay mat the vien ding Ong. 
Vi vay, chUng tai CO thd tigt kiem dude nhieu tian. 

I want to change my school library's rules so that everyone in our town can use the library. 

As a result, we could save a lot of money. 

Ngu chting ta higu cuac song bang chinh trai nghiem cUa chting ta, chting ta se khong bigt Ede ngudi khac nghi va 

cuac song khac biet nhu' the nao. Mac du dieu quan trong la ty chung ta phai trai nghiem nhang digit khac nhau, 
nhitng chUng ta ding nen higu cuac sang có thg duyc trai nghiem mat each khac biet nhit the nao. 

Though it is important to experience various things by ourselves, we should also understand how 

life can be experienced differently. 
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TOEFL°  Collocations 

Collocation is the way words combine with other words to produce natural-sounding 
speech and writing. In English, every written or spoken expression is more or less related 
to collocation, and millions of word combinations are highly predictable to native speakers 
of English. Therefore, knowing frequently used collocations is essential for natural, accurate 
English. By learning common TOEFL° collocations in this part, you will be able to write your 
ideas fluently and precisely. 

Unit 6 School & Education 

Unit 7 Family & Society 

Unit 8 Economy & Business 

Unit 9 Living & Thinking 

Unit 10 Culture & Leisure 

Unit 11 Health & Environment 

Unit 12 Science & Technology 



School & Education 

1 	a field of study 

2 	a secondary school 

3 	assign homework to someone 

4 	attend a summer camp 

5 	attend classes 

6 	attend college/university 

7 	be competent in 

8 	be/get involved in outdoor activities 

9 	be required to-V 

10 	begin formal education 

mot linh vuc hoc tapinghien cilu 

mot trudng trung hoc 

phan cong bai tap ve nha cho (ai) 

tham trai he 

dgn ldp 

di hoc dai hoc 

c6 du kha nang/trinh do,, thao, gioi 

tham gia cac host do, ng ngoai trOi 

duo yeu cam lam gi 

bat dau viec gib due bai ban/chinh thilc 

11 	build/establish a school 
	

thanh lap trating 

12 	career preparation 	 chuan bicho nghg nghiep 

13 	compulsory subjects 	 nhfing mon hoc bat buOc 

14 	develop expertise in 	 phat trik chuyen mon d/trong 

15 	earn a credit 
	

lgy duuc mot chdng chi 

16 	expand one's knowledge 	 ma rOng kign thilc caa minh 

17 	extracurricular activities 	 cac hoot dOng ngoai kh6a 

18 	face a problem 
	

duung dau vdi mot van de  

19 	feel peer pressure 	 cam thgy dp luc dm ban ang trang Ida 

20 	form a study group 
	

lap mot nhom hoc tap 

21 	gain knowledge from 	 c6 due kign thdc tif 

22 	gain updated information 	 c6 duoc thong tin cap nhat 

23 	get a good education 	 nhan duuc sof gido due tot 

24 	get a good grade 	 nhan duoc digm cao 

25 	give someone a prize for 
	 tang (ai) giai thuang ve 

26 	go through puberty 
	

di qua tuel day thl 

27 	go to a private school 
	

di hoc twang 

28 	graduate from school 
	

tot nghiep 

29 	have a choice of 
	 co su/quygn lua chon 
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Unit 6 I School & Education 

30 	have a diploma in cd bang dai hoc v6 

31 	have a discussion about 

32 	have a strong curiosity about 

33 	have a strong impact on 

34 	have the opportunity to-V 

35 	increase one's potential capability 

36 	increase the education budget 

37 	learn by oneself 

38 	learn by V-ing 

39 	lecture in class 

40 	live in a dormitory 

41 	major in 

42 	make a change in 

43 	offer an educational opportunity 

44 	optional subjects 

45 	organize one's thoughts 

46 	participate in a class discussion 

47 	prevent school violence 

48 	promote creative thinking 

49 	pursue one's individual interest 

50 	put a priority on 

51 	real life experience 

52 share a room with someone 

53 	share ideas with someone 

54 	study abroad 

55 	study with a group 

56 	take an orientation course for 

57 	use the school facilities 

58 	wear a school uniform 

59 	with the help of 

60 work as a team 

cd cutic thao luan y6 

rat main bigt v6 

cd tac clOng manh me dgi vdi 

cd cd hiii de lam gi 

nang cao kha nang tiem tang caa minh 

tang ngan sach gido due 

ty hoc 

hoc bang each lam gi 

thuygt trinh trong ldp 

song trong ky tut xa 

hoc chuyen nganh ve  

tao ra si thay dgi d/trong 

data ra/cung cap 'DOA cd hOi gido chic 

cac mon hoc thy chin 

sap xgp suy nghi cua minh 

tham gia vao bugi thao Juan caa lap 

ngan than bao laic trong triidng hoc 

thdc day td duy sang tao 

theo dugi m6i quan tam ca nhan elk minh 

dat Diu tien len 

kinh nghiem cuOc sting that 

song chung pheng vdi (ai) 

có chung/chia se ST Wang vdi (ai) 

du hoc 

hoc nhom 

theo kb& hoc hddng nghiep v6 

sit dung cat cd soy vat chat dia trildng 

mac ding phut di hoc 

vdi su giup 

host &Ong nhd mot doi  
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Check-Up 

Match the words or phrases on the left with the best collocates on the right. 

Basic Drill A 

expand 

lecture 

earn 

work 

career 

be 

share 

form 

attend 

a secondary 

study 

develop 

',10.1•■■■■•••■••■■■•1,siii  

a credit 

competent in 

one's knowledge 

as a team 

preparation 

in class 

abroad 

expertise in 

ideas with someone 

a study group 

a summer camp 

school 

1 	ma rang id& thdc cua minh 

2 	thuyk trinh trong ldp 

3 	có du kha nang/trinh dO, than, a 

4 	hoat deng nhii mot dei 

5 	chuan hi cho nghe nghiep 

6 	lgy dude met chilng chi 

7 	lap nhom hoc tap 

8 	có chung y Wang vdi (ai) 

9 	mot truing trung hoc 

10 	du hoc - 

11 	tham dpi trai he 

12 phat trien chuyen mon a/trong 

 

expand ones knowledge 
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Match the words or phrases on the left with the best collocates on the right. 

ill B 

one's thoughts 

_-• experience 

a priority on 

a good grade 

formal education 

puberty 

school violence 

homework to someone 

one's individual interest 

an educational opportunity 

knowledge from 

by oneself 

organize 

put 

go through 

real life 

begin 

get 

pursue 

offer 

learn 

prevent 

assign 

gain 

1 	kinh nghiem cuec song that 

2 	di qua tudi day thI 

3 	4t Stu tien len 

4 	sap icep suy nghi cua minh 

5 	bat dau viec gido due bai ban/chinh thiic 

6 	nhan duoc diem cao 

7 	dua ra met ca hei gido duc 

8 	ngan chan bao luc trong triking hoc 

9 	tki hoc 

10 	cb duo Ian tilde tit 

11 	phan Ong bai tap ye nha cho (ai) 

12 theo du6i moi gun tam ca nhan cUa minh 

    

real life experience 
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Writing Practice 

A Complete the following by filling in the blanks with the appropriate collocations. 

1 	Ban d8ng trang lira co thg c6 tac do, ng manh me d6i vdi thanh tich hoc tap d triking cua thieu nien. 
Peers can   a teenager's performance in his/her studies at school. 

2 `Poi nghi tot Ilan la nen hoat Ong nhu mot do, i de gianh thang lai trong cuOc thi nay. 

I think it is better to 	 to win the competition. 

3 Neu ban Ong chung phongvdi ai, ban c6 the higu duo tinh each cUa ngudi do trong mot thin gian ngan. 
If you 
period of time. 

 

someone, you can learn about his/her personality in a short 

 

4 Neu chung ta cb thg ngan chan bao laic trong twang hoc, co the tY le tOi pham vi thanh nien cung se giam. 

If we can 	 , it is expected that the juvenile crime rate will decrease as well. 

5 Chiu trach nhiem cho hanh vi cUa chinh ban la bate dAu lien de tao ra ski thay doi trong cu*Oc ging oh. ban. 

Taking responsibility for your own behavior will be the first step to 	 your life. 

6 Tu hoc co thg mg nhieu thai gian han là du'ae ai do day. 

may take a longer time than being taught by someone. 

7 Vdi su giup do cua ding nghe hien dai, mot s6 sinh vien dai hoc co thg hoc et nha. 

modern technology, some college students take classes at home. 

8 Chung ta nen cung cap ca hei gido duc cho moi thanh vien trong 

We should 	 to every member of our society. 

9 Thu vien giap sinh vien 0 duo thong tin cap nhg ve nhieu chit de khac nhau. 

Libraries enable students to 	 about a variety of topics. 

10 Trit phi ban Lang Au vdi van a cia minh, ngu khong ban khong the giai quygt duo no. 
Unless you 	 , you cannot solve it. 

11 Theo ST kign cua toi, doc sach la each tot nhg de' and rang kien thdc dm ban. 

In my opinion, reading books is the best way to 

12 Gib vien nen Ong vien sinh vien tich chic thaw gia cac hog dOng ngoai trod de phat trign sac khoe the chat. 

Teachers should encourage their students to 	 actively for their physical 
development. 
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Unit 6 I School & Education 

Translate the following into English by putting the given words and phrases in the right order. 

Tei muoin hoc chuyen nganh sinh vat 0 truang dai hoc. 
(major in / I want to / at university / biology) 

2 Gido vien cung cap tai lieu ciia gid hoc cho sinh vien ngu can thiet.  
(class materials / if necessary / teachers provide / for their students) 

3 d trding trung hoc, toi da tham gia trai he va lam ban vdi nhigu 
(I attended / in middle school / and made many friends / a summer camp) 

4 Nhieu trlidng tong va trudng to yeu can hoc sinh mac dOng phut di hoc. 
(require students / to wear / many public and private schools / school uniforms) 

5 Hoc nhom thudng khong hieu qua bang hoc mot minh. 
(studying by oneself / is often / studying with a group / not as efficient as) 

6 MI ban song trong ky tic xd, ban co the lam quen vdi nhiing ngudi xuat than tit cac nen tang van hoa khac. 
(you can get / in a dormitory / to know people / if you live / from other cultural backgrounds) 

7 Tre em thudng rat muein biet vg nhiing dieu ma trudc do chnng chit bao gid thay. 
(a strong curiosity / children usually have / they have not seen before / about things) 

8 Theo y ki6n caa toi, bat dau viec gido doc bai ban luc 6 then thi qua sdm. 
(at the age of 6 / formal education / is too early / in my opinion / to begin) 

9 Di cho rang hau Ilk cac mon hoc tiny chon deu quan trong nhu cac mem hoc Mt buOc. 
(compulsory subjects / I believe / are as important as / most optional subjects) 

10 Nhieu tong ty yeu eau nhan vien phai thanh thao vi tinh. 
(their employees / in computers / to be competent / many companies require) 
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Writing Challenge 

Translate the following into English. 

1 Tat ca giao vien Ira sinh vien deu phai tham gia nhiet tinh vao buol thao Juan cila 16p hoc. 

2 138 me phai mat nhieu tien de cho con di di du hoc. 

    

      

3 Ngoai viec theo duSi kien 	ng66i ta ding di hoc dai hoc a chuan bi cho ngh6 

4 Tat ca sinh vien deu phai c6 co hOi tham gia cac hoat do, ng ngoai tr6i. 

5 Triking hoc cung cap cho hoc sinh c6 hOi nang cao kha nang dem tang dia minh. 

6 Muc dich viet ban thu hoach ve mot cu6n sach la de chia se y kien vdi noki khac 176 cu6n sach ban da doc. 

7 Khi ban viol, ban se c6 the 86p xep suy nghi cua rainh tot hen. 

8 Doi khi ngiki ta hoc bang cach mac sai 

9 MOt s6 hoc sinh khong mu6n di hoc vi chung cam thgy chit' ap hie ciia ban be d8ng trang lila. 

10 Toi cho rang sinh vien ph& doc mtii tuAn mot cuOn sach. 
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Unit 6 I School & Education 

11 De thdc day tut duy sang tao, mot set ngdri tham hiem tai nhien. 

12 Kinh nghiem wee sting that ding quan trong nhu kien fink W truing hoc. 

13 CuOc song hoc dudng bao gtim khong nhting viec den lip ma con ca viec hba hip vii cac sink vien khac. 

14 Chinh phU nen tang ngan sach gido due de triAng nao cung có the co thu' vien rieng cua minh. 

15 Moi ngu6i du co quOn 1 a chon song hoac chet. 

16 Neu chung ta co mot 4 nghi he dai, chung ta CO the sist dung no a Oat trign chuyen mond mot linh vile nao do. 

17 Theo Y kien cUa toi, moi giao vien tieu hoc du phai co bang dai hoc ve tam lY hoc. 

18 Toi thich xem tivi hun doe sach vi toi có the tiep thu du'qc kien thdc W tivi de hcin tit sach. 

19 11/14 khi ban lap nhOm hoc tap vii ngudi khae, ban nen tuan theo cac quy Binh cua nhorn. 

20 MOt s6 nglki pham tesi vi ho dat utu 'den len lqi ich ca nhan. 
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Family & Society 

agree to obey 
	 d8ng Y yang 16i/tuan theo 

2 	be celebrated for 
	 dttoc ca tung vi 

3 	be committed to 
	 tan tuy vbi, hgt long vOi 

4 	be emotionally attached to 
	

g'An b6 tinh cam vdi 

be hospitable to 
	 higu khach vii 

6 	be in need of help 
	 can dttuc gitip do  

7 	be isolated from 
	 bi each ly khoi 

8 	become a resident of 
	

tra thanh dan cua  

9 	benefit from 
	 duo lui tit 

10 	build a monument to 	 xay dai kST ni'On cho 

11 	build social skills 	 xay dung cac ky nang xa hei 

12 	build up trust 
	 xay dung long tin 

13 	can afford to-V 
	 c6 du tin a lam gi 

14 	do something for a living 
	

lam (gi) de kigm song 

15 	drop in at a shopping center 	 ghe vao met trung tam mua s'am 

16 	feel an attraction to 	 cam thay bi loi cu6n bOi 

17 	feel connected 
	 cam thgy dole lien kgt 

18 	feel secure 	 cam thgy yen tam/an town 

19 	follow in one's footsteps 
	 theo babe than ai 

20 	form public opinion 
	 tao du Juan quAn chnng 

21 	form an organization 
	 thanh lap met to chdc 

22 	gain the support of 
	 gianh dtioc ski Ung he cila 

23 	get along with 
	

hba hop vOi 
24 	have a close relationship with 

	 co quan he chat the vbi  

25 	have a sense of community 	 coy thtic tong d8ng 
26 	have a tendency to-V 

	 c6 khuynh hudng lam gi 
27 
	

have high standards 	 co tieu chuan cao, dat kY vong 
28 	improve public transportation 	 tai thien giao thong ding tong 
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Unit 7 I Family & Society 

29 	It is generally agreed that ^. 

30 keep an eye on 

Nguidi to thddng &Ong Y rang 

trong el-11111g 

31 	keep something in mind 	 nghi (diet' gi) trong dau 

32 	keep up with 
	

theo kip 

33 	live in a suburban area 	 song a met khu \Ric ngoai 

34 	make a contribution to 
	

dong gop cho 

35 	make an important decision for 
	

du'a ra met quygt dinh quan trong cho 

36 	participate in community activities 
	

tham gia vao cac boat thing cua Ong dong 

37 	pass on one's values to 
	

truy6n lai gia tri cua minh cho 

38 	pledge loyalty to 	 cam kgt trung thanh vdi 

39 	practice a religion 
	

theo met ton gido 

40 	put down roots 	 cam re, dinh at Mu dai 

41 	remind someone of something 	 nhac (ai) nhd dein (cai gi) 

42 	resolve a problem 	 giai guy& met van de 

43 	show leadership skills 	 cho 	nhang ky nang lanh dao 

44 	show respect to 
	

the hien long kinh trong dei vdi 

45 	support a family 	 nal met gia dinh 

46 	teenage delinquency 	 ski pham phap o Ma tu6i vi thanh nien 

47 	treat someone as something 	 vdi (ai) nhu.  là (gi do) 

48 	use public transportation 	 sit dung giao thong cong Ong 

49 	visit one's neighborhood 
	

di tham lang ging cua minh 

50 	without V-ing 
	

khong lam gi 
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a sense of community 

connected 

to obey 

a family 

loyalty to 

one's neighborhood 

in community activities 

leadership skills 

the support of 

delinquency 

at a shopping center 

in a suburban area 

Check-Up 

Match the words or phrases on the left with the best collocates on the right. 

Basic Drill A 

support 

pledge 

feel 

have 

agree .--

visit 

drop in 

teenage 

show 

gain 

live 

participate 

1 	&Ong Sr yang ldi 

2 	nuoi mot gia dinh 

3 	có y thdc cOng dOng 

4 	di tham fang gieng cua minh 

5 	cam thay duo lien ldt 

6 	cam ke't trung thanh vdi 

7 	cho thgy nhang ky nang lanh dao 

8 	sting trong mot khu \To ngoai 

9 	ghe vao mot trung tam mua sam 

10 	gianh duo ski Ung 116 cilia 

11 	tham gia vao cac boat &Ong cua cOng clOng 

12 	sit pham phap a lila tu6i vi thanh nien 

   

agree to obey 
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respect to 

public transportation 

a particular religion 

a monument to 

in need of help 

a resident of 

in one's footsteps 

a contribution to 

an organization 

committed to 

social skills 

attached to 

Unit 7 

Match the words or phrases on the left with the best collocates on the right. 

Basic Drill B 

become 

practice 

--- 	 -- • improve to° ------- ------ 	------------ 

build 

be 

show 

be 

make 

form 

build 

be emotionally 

follow 

1 	cai thien giao thong cong Ong 

2 	xay dai ky niem cho 

3 	tra thanh cii dan cua  

4 	thg hien long kinh trong d6i vdi 

5 	can dude gidp do 

6 	theo mot ton gido co thg 

7 	&Mg gbp cho 

8 	theo bade chan ai 

9 	gam bo tinh cam vdi 

10 	tan toy vdi 

11 	thanh lap mot to chdc 

12 xay ding cdc ky nang xa hei  

improve public transportation 	 
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Writing Practice 

Complete the following by filling in the blanks with the appropriate collocations. 

1 	Met s6 lang gieng khong hba hyp vdi nhau. 

Some neighbors do not 	 each other. 

2 Neu ban c6 chu dinh tot, ban killing can nhieu tin de thanh lap met to chic. 

If you have good intentions, you do not need a lot of money to 

3 Ngndi to can ca cong viec khong nhfng dg kiem tin ma con de dong g6p cho xa hei. 

A person needs to have a job not only to earn money but also to 	 society. 

4 Dila tre hit hOng ca khuynh hikng phy thuec vao nguai khac. 

A spoiled child 	 depend on others. 

5 	Nguai chat' A thitang coy thilc cong citing  horn nguai pining Tay. 

Asians usually 	_ 	 than Westerners. 

6 Nhan vien canh sat lam viec vat va de gitip cho cong dan cam 'HAT an toan. 

Police officers work very hard to make citizens 

7 Tre em co khuynh huang theo bade chan cha hoac me, nodi co cung gidi tinh vdi minh. 

Children tend to 

8 Ngay nay, thanh nien khong biet each the hien long kinh trong dei vdi ngutdi lin tu6i. 

These days, young people do not know how to   the elderly. 

9 	U thanh ph6, sit dung giao thong cong Ong thi co hieu qua Ire thdi gian horn lai xe hdi. 

In a city, it is more time-efficient to 	 than to drive a car. 

10 Gido vien nen khuyen sinh vien tham gia vao cac hoat deng ciia Ong deng. 

Teachers should recommend their students to 

11 N6u b6 me lien tuc dda ra nhiing quye't dinh quan trong cho con cai, bon tre có th6 se khOng hoc duoc tinh trach nhiem. 

If parents keep 	 their children, the children may not be able to learn 
responsibility. 

12 Toi thich mua he Ilan mua deng vi mua he nhac t6i nhd den met s6 kST tic thei tho' au caa toi. 
I prefer summer to winter since summer   some memories from my 
childhood. 
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Unit 7 I 

di Translate the following into English by putting the given words and phrases in the right order. 

1 	Bg me cg gang truyen lai nhfing gia tri cua minh cho con cai. 
(to pass on / to their children / their values / parents try) 

2 De co met ngddi ban than, ban phai xay ddng long tin trade dd. 
(a good friend / you have to / in order to make / build up trust first) 

3 Di tin rang khong ai mugn bi each ly khei nodi khac. 
(from others / nobody wants / I believe / to be isolated) 

4 Cho du killing dgng ST vdi cac quy Binh cila be me, con cai phai dgng ST tuan theo. 
(children should agree / even if / their parents' rules / they disagree with / to obey them) 

5 Chinh phU nen sii dung Idi tiic cUa minh cho nhcing ngudi can dudc gip dd. 
(the government should use / who are in need of help / for those people / its revenues 

6 Di mugn co viec lam de toi co the CO du tien mua met chigc xe hdi. 
(buy a car / I want to / afford to / get a job / I can / so that) 

7 De giai guy& met van a, ban phai higu van a de trudc dd. 
(understand the problem first / in order to / you have to / resolve a problem) 

8 Nglidi ta bi nghien Internet vi ho mugn cam thay &lc lien ket vdi ngutii khac. 
(feel connected / to the Internet / people get addicted / because they want to / with others) 

9 Sinh vien phai nghI trong dau rang ma u'dc ciia minh quan trong lin bat ca dieu gi khac. 
(keep it in mind / more important / students have to / that their dreams are / than anything else) 

10 Ngddi ta thttang deng ST rang ngddi Han Qugc khong thich phat lieu at ndi ding Ong. 
(speak in public / do not like to / it is generally agreed that / Korean people) 
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C Writing Challenge 

Translate the following into English. 

Sinh vien phai quygt dinh se lam gi de hem song trong Wang lai trkidc khi ho tot nghiep. 

2 That kho de nuoi gia dinh ma ban than khong chiu nhi.mg by sinh. 

3 Met khi ban hda, ban nen h6t long gilt ldi hila do. 

4 Tre em dei xif vdi din nuoi nhii la a chii. 

5 V1 chung ta co quygn. tit do nem Juan, chung ta co the tao dii Juan quan chung cho du chung ta bao nhieu tuOi di nal 

6 B6 me dat kY vong Om con cai vi ho finking yeu 

7 Là met each cai thien giao thong Ong Ong, thi de .xuet nen cho tau din ngAm hoat clang 24 ang moi ngay. 

8 Wit s6 	not rang ski pham phap cua tuOi vi thanh nien can thiet cho ski phat trign tinh than caa thanh thieu nien. 

9 Di muen co quan he chat the vdi tat ca cat ban ding 16p dm toi. 

10 Trong van h6a Han Qugc, ngtiati ta thding khong xay dai ky niem cho met ngti6i con song. 
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Unit 7 I Family & Society 

11 Tre em co tinh phu thuec thuting qua gan be tinh cam vai b6 me. 

12 Nhiem vu cUa Chang ta la truyk lai nhang gia tri tot dep dm cluing ta cho con cai. 

13 Be theo met ton gido cu the, ban phai tan theo nhiing quy dinh cua ton gido do tar day king ban. 

14 Ban khong the nao la met giao vien gioi cho den khi ban cho sinh vien th'ay nhang ky nang lanh dao. 

15 Theo quan diem cUa toi, ngutti ta phai sting a nhieu not khac nhau taint khi dinh cti lau dai a met cho. 

16 Nguai ta CO khuynh hudng hieu khach vdi met thanh vien trong nhom. 

17 Neu ban song a met khu vuc ngoai o, ban se có nhieu co hei quen biet lang gieng ciia ban. 

18 Tre em thu'ang xay dyng cac ky nang xa h6i lan dau tien a trtiang mau 

19 Trude khi co gang gianh duruc sit ting he' cua gia dinh ban, ban nen co gang lam ma khong can den ski giup dd dm he. 

20 Neu ban di than" lang gikg ctia mot nguai ban, ban co the hieu ngutti ban de hen. 
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ir• Economy & Business • 

1 	a defective product 	 met san pham bi 18i 
2 	a job description 	 met ban mo to tong viec 
3 	an increase in population 	 ski gia tang dan s6 
4 	be in great demand 

	
cO nhu cau cao 

5 	be on the market 
	

dang dtioc ban 
6 	be self-employed/one's own boss 

	
lam viec Qc lap, tki lam chit 

7 	be unwilling to-V 
	

khong sin long lam gi 
8 	be willing to-V 
	

sin long lam gi 
boost the economy 
	

the day nen kinh to 
10 	boss someone around 

	 chi huy/ra le, nh cho (ai) met each ling hach 

11 	build one's career 

12 	call in late 

13 	call in sick 

14 	cannot afford to-V 

15 	charge higher prices 

16 	climb the corporate ladder 

17 	compensate for 

18 	complain in writing/person 

19 	develop interpersonal skills 

20 	discourage productivity 

earn money 

22 	encourage competition 

23 	enter the workforce 

24 	feel a sense of accomplishment 

25 	find employment 

26 	get a promotion 

27 	get a refund on 

28 	get paid by the hour/day/week 

29 	go bankrupt 

xay clung ski nghiep ctia minh 

goi dien bao bi tri 

goi dien bao gm 

khong co du lien de lam gi 

tinh gia cao hon  

leo len bac thang (dia vi) caa ding ty 

b8i thding cho 

vigt thti/clich than than phien 

phat trign nhiing ky nang giao to 

lam giam n'ang sugt 

kigm tign 

khuygn khich canh tranh 

gia nhap lkic lacing lao Ong 

cam nhan &to cam giac tranh cling 

tim viec 

dtioc a bat 

nham tin bgi hohn cho 

&pc tra 	theo gid/ngay/tuan 

bi pha san 
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Unit 8 I Economy & Business 

30 	have a market share of - 	 có thi phan cUa 

31 	have a positive attitude towards 

32 	in the line of duty 

33 	invest in 

34 	keep a good work environment 

35 	leave one's job 

36 	lower the interest rate 

37 	make a budget for 

38 	make a complaint about 

39 	make a living 

40 	make a profit 

41 	make ends meet 

42 	make up a loss 

43 	meet the qualifications 

44 	minimize one's cost of living 

45 	obtain an entry-level position 

46 	overcome an economic recession 

47 	pay back a loan 

48 	pay taxes 

49 	raise the prestige of 

50 	retire from one's job 

e8 thai do tich eve doi vdi 

theo chinh sach thu6 

dau tct vao 

girt met mei twang lam viec tat 

raj bo Ong viec cua minh 

ha lai Kat xu6ng 

dot toan ngan sach cho 

than phien v6 

ki6m sang 

co tai sinh tai  

dap Ling dU nhu eau  

den bu cho ton that/thua 16 

dap ling the tieu chuan 

tai thieu Ilea chi phi cuec sang cUa minh 

nhan duo cong viec lan dau tien 

vuat qua cube suy thodi kinh t6 

thanh toan tik no 

n6p tik thu6 

nang cao uy tin dm, 

rut lui khOi cong viec cUa minh 

51 	return corporate profits to society 

52 	seek a career in 

53 	split the cost of 

54 	start (up) a business 

55 	submit one's résumé 

56 	transfer someone to another department 

57 	understand the market principle 

58 urge someone to-V 

59 	work part-time 

60 	work overtime 

hob tra tik lai cua cong ty cho xa hei 

tim ki6m sv nghiep 

chia &oi chi phi ciia 

khai dau met doanh nghiep 

nep sa yeu ly hell cua minh 

thuyen chuyen (ai) qua phong/ban khac 

hieu nguyen the thi traang 

thUc give (ai) lam gi 

lam viec ban thai gian 

lam viec them gid 
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Check-Up 

Match the words or phrases on the left with the best collocates on the right. 

sic Drill A 

boost 

split 

keep 

make 

compensate 

find 

make 

pay back 

lower 

seek 

climb 

raise 

employment 

-• for 

the economy 

a profit 

a good work environment 

the cost of 

the interest rate 

the prestige of 

a loan 

ends meet 

the corporate ladder 

a career in 

1 	bei thitOng cho 

2 	chia doi chi phi coa 

3 	c6 lai, sinh lai 

4 	tim vies 

5 	the dgy nen kinh t6 

6 	gift met mei trot* lam viec tot 

7 	thanh toan lien no 

8 	leo len bac thang (dia vi) cua cong ty 

9 	dap ling du nhu ch 

10 	ha lai suat xueng 

11 	tim ki6m so nghiep 

12 	nang cao uy tin cUa 

compensate for 
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Unit 8 I Economy & BUS:11eSs 

Match the words or phrases on the left with the best collocates on the right. 

Basic Drill B 

   

a defective 

make 

discourage 

work 

get 

leave 

work 

obtain .- 

develop 

be 

overcome 

submit 

one's job 

a budget for 

product 

overtime 

a refund on 

productivity 

one's résumé 

on the market 

part-time 

an entry-level position 

interpersonal skills 

an economic recession 

1 	nhan duo cong viec 1n du tien 

2 	lam giam Hang sua 

3 	rOi be tong viec cUa minh 

4 	met san ph6m bi lei 

5 	lam viec them gioi 

6 	nhan ti6n b8i hoan v6 

7 	di toan ngan sach cho 

8 	phat trim nhUng 1Cy nang giao 

9 	dang duo ban 

10 	lam viec ban thOi gian 

11 	vuqt qua cuec suy thodi kinh t6 

12 Op SY Ou 1 lich cOa minh  

obtain an entry-level position 
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Writing Practice 

A Complete the following by filling in the blanks with the appropriate collocations. 

Ngutti ta nen c6 mot thai do tich tilt d6i vdi viec phat then day du tiem nang ciia minh. 

People should 	 fulfilling their potential. 

2 Khi ngutii ta nhan duck ding viec lan au tien, chat chan ho co nhi6u di6u phai hoc hOi. 

When a person 	 , he or she must have a lot of things to learn. 

3 MOt with giam sat giOi biet cach khuyen khich ski canh tranh U cac nhan vien. 
A good supervisor knows how to 	 among employees. 

4 Doi khi nhan vien phai lam viec them gib' ma killing du'oc tra Wong them. 

Employees sometimes have to 	 without extra payment. 

5 Khi ban mu6n red bO cong viec cua minh, ban phai thong bao trudc cho Ong chi dm ban. 
When you want to 	 , you should notify your employer in advance. 

6 La mot each an bu cho thua 16, cac tong ty cho nhgu 'than vien tam nghi 

As a way to  	, companies have laid off many of their employees. 

7 Du'oc de bat a met cong ty lOn cling kh6 nhu tim dikic met ding viec mdi. 

	  at a large company is as difficult as finding a new job. 

8 Chinh ph' cilia cluing ta khong co dU tien de gig) dO tat ca ngu'di ngheo trong dat nUOc chung ta. 
Our government 	  help all the poor in our country. 

9 Hien nay, ngay tang co nhieu ding ty hoan tra tien lai cling ty cho xa 
More and more companies are 	 today. 

10 Ban phai giO giay hien nhan khi ban mua cai gi d6 de sau nay ban co the nhan lien b8i hoan cho no. 

You have to keep the receipt when you buy something so that you can 	  it later. 

11 VI Han Qu6c la met dat nitric thieu 	ngot, chinh phu tinh tien natc vdi gia cao hon cac dat nu& khac. 
As Korea is a water-deficient country, the government 	 on water than 
other countries. 

12 Neu cat ngan hang ha lai suat cho vay the chap xu6ng, nhi8u ngudi se co the mua du'oc nha rieng hon. 
If banks 	 for mortgages, more people will be able to have their own 
houses. 
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Unit 8 I Economy & Business 

Translate the following into English by putting the given words and phrases in the right order. 

1 	Khi ban xin viec, ban phai nOp so ygu ly lich. 
(you have / for a job / to submit / when you apply / your résumé) 

2 Ngay ca rac ding la mot 3T6u to quan trong de sinh tai a dgt midc do. 
(to make a profit / even garbage is / in the country / an important element) 

3 Khong de gi de ngu?ii ta by sinh ban than. 
(for people / sacrifice themselves / to be willing to / it is not easy) 

4 Chg long cua san pham nang cao uy tin cila cong ty chg tao san phgm do. 
(the prestige of the company / the quality of a product / raises / which made the product) 

5 De co dike vi tri cao trong met cong ty, ban phai phat trign nhfing k5i nang giao t6. 
(get a high position / in a company / interpersonal skills / in order to / you should develop) 

6 Nhieu sinh vien co eng gianh cong vi gido sinh de xay 4ng sU nghiep cua minh khi ho dang con hoc 4i hoc. 
(to get internships / while they are / many students try / to build their careers / in college) 

7 Trite khi nop don xin viec, ban nen bigt chac rang ban CO dap Ting cac tieu chugn caa vi tri Ong viec do khong. 
(of the job position / before applying for a job / if you meet the qualifications / you should make sure) 

Ban phai goi dien bao bi tr76 trong triOng hop ban khong the di lam citing giO. 
(on time / you have to / you cannot / call in late / in case / go to work) 

9 Trate khi chi lien \Tao viec gi, cac cong ty deu dy than ngan sach cho viec do. 
(on something / companies make / before spending money / a budget for it) 

10 Ngay nay may vi. tinh dang co nhu cau cao, vi vay chang ta co thg thgy nh(ng doan phim quang cao may vi tinh 
tren tivi rat thtr/ing xuyen. 
(in great demand / on TV very often / so we can see / these days / computers are / computer commercials) 
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0 Writing Challenge 

Translate the following into English. 

1 Digu quan trong la phai higu nguyen tg.c thi trikng de thanh conga mot cong viec kinh doanh. 

2 MIA s6 cling ty khong bao gid sa thai nhan vien nlidng cho phep ho rut lui khoi cling viec cua minh. 

3 Lai sugt la mot trong nhCing nhan to quan trong de thnc clay nen kinh tg. 

4 Ngu mot Ong ty khong c6 du tien dg thanh  town tien nq, kgt cut là no c6 the bi pha sin. 

5 Gig mot moi trudng lam viec tot la digu thigt ygu de tang nang sugt. 

6 1\16u ban muo'n thue mot ngno'i phong caa ban, ban phai giai thich ban mo to •cong viec. 

7 Mi)t 86 ngu ii phai lam viec cham chi de kigm song. 

8 ROt trong nhang khia canh tot nhgt khi co cling viec la ki"gm tien. 

9 Try ting cong se thigu thu nhap neu thong to khong nop tien thug. 

10 Ban phai canh tranh with ngtitti khac de leo len bac thang cua ding ty. 
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Unit 8 I Economy & Business 

11 Trong met dot an nhom, ban co thg cam nhan duqc cam gide thanh Ong va chia se cam gide do 	khac. 

12 Kling ai mugn c6 met giam dgc ra lenh cho ngitai khac met each ling hach. 

13 Ban phi toi thigu ha chi phi cuec song cud minh de danh dum den cho toeing lai. 

14 Viet thu than phign thi hieu qua Ilan la dich than/trip ti6p than phign. 

15 Khi hai ding ty ding lam viec vdi nhau, ho co thg chia del chi phi san xuat. 

16 Di thich doe tra luting theo gia hon -t ra hieing theo ngay bai vi cong viec cud toi luen doi hei tei lam viec them gia. 

17 Can phai CO no lye cUa moi ngutii de vot qua cuOc suy thodi kinh tg. 

18 Ngu tuan nao ban tong goi dien bao 6m, se khong co ai tin ban. 

19 Ngay nay, nlau ngt.thi mutin Lye ty lam cho. 

20 Coq ty khong thg thuc ep nhan vien tong hign toan bo cuec dori minh cho ding ty. 
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Living & Thinking 

a passing ceremony 	 chuyen nhat th6i 

2 	adapt to a situation 	 thich nghi vdi met tinh hugng 

3 	after careful thought 	 sau khi suy nghi can than 

4 	as a token of 	 la dau hieu/bigu hien cua 

s 	assume responsibility 	 nhan trach nhiem 

be beneficial to 	 có loci cho 

7 	be confident in 	 tin \Tao 

8 	be critical of 	 chi trich, phe phan 

9 	be flexible in 	 linh (king trong 

10 	be responsible for 	 chiu trach nhiem v6 

11 	behave in a different way 	 cu xi met each khac biet 

12 	break a bad habit 	 tic be met thoi quen xau 

13 	do something as a routine 	 lam (gi) theo th6i quen 

14 	endure hardship 	 chiu dung gian kho  

15 	get into trouble 	 lam/dinh vao rac r6i 

16 	get stressed out 	 bi tang thang 

17 	go on a shopping spree 	 di mua sam lu bit 

18 	harm a friendship 	 lam hai tinh ban 

19 	have a workout 	 tap the duo 

20 	have common sense 	 co Ste xet doan tot 

21 	have a sense of humor 	 co khigu hai hulk 

22 	have a sociable character 	 co tinh each chan hea 

23 	have an optimistic/a pessimistic attitude 	 co thai do lac quan/bi quan 

24 	have nothing/much/little to do with 	 khong co/c6 nhieu/hau nhii kitting lien quan dgn 

25 	have regrets about 	 h6i ti6c ve  

26 	have a taste in/for 	 co thi higu AT6 

27 	have trust in 	 có long tin vao 

28 	hone a skill 	 ren luyen met ky nang 

29 	increase one's quality of life 	 nang cao chat ling cuec sang ctia minh 
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Unit 9 I Living & Thinking 

30 judge someone/something by something xet down (ai/cai gi) bang/qua (dieu gi) 

31 	keep a secret 

32 	live by a rule 

33 	live one's own life 

34 	look down on 

35 	look up to 

36 	make a careful decision 

37 	make a good/bad impression 

38 	make a mistake/an error 

39 move to a new place 

40 	plan ahead 

gin bi mat 

sang theo nguyen the 

sang cuOc sang cua chinh minh 

coi thoang 

kinh trong 

dua ra mot quyat dinh than trong/can than 

on 	 tao du'oc an Wong t6t/xau d6i vbi  

pham sai lam/16i 

chuyk d6n mot chi) a mai 

lap lies' hoach tn.* 

41 	provide good nutrition for 
	 cung cap chat dinh du'O'ng cho 

42 	put up with 
	

chiu dung 

43 	reach a turning point 
	

d6n Lye bu'Oc ngoat quy6t dinh 

44 	relieve one's stress 
	 giam ski tang thang cUa minh 

45 	save money for a rainy day 
	

danh dum tien cho lac kho khan 

46 	seta goal 
	

dat ra mot muc tieu 

47 	set one's priorities 
	 sap xep nhiing dieu/vic du lien 

48 	slow down 
	

lam cham lai 

49 	stay out of trouble 
	 tranh khoi rat r6i 

50 	stay up late 
	 thac khuya 

51 	suffer sleep deprivation 

52 	take the risk of 

53 	take action 

54 	take advantage of 

55 	take a rest 

56 	take medicine 

57 	take one's side 

58 	take one's time 

59 	take the initiative to-V 

so 	tell the truth 

chiu ding chdng mat ngn 

lieu 

hanh dOng 

loi dung 

nghi ngcii 

uang thu6c 

theo phe ai do, dung 1/6 phia ai do 

thu tha 

khOi xtiang lam gi 

not that 
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Check-Up 

Match the words or phrases on the left with the best collocates on the right. 

asic Drill A 

r 

relieve 

harm 

take 

break 

adapt 

have 

set 

suffer 

endure 

make 

hone 

move 

regrets about 

one's stress 

medicine 

a bad habit 

a friendship 

to a situation 

a skill 

to a new place 

sleep deprivation 

hardship 

a careful decision 

a goal 

1 	lam hai tinh ban 

2 	thich nghi vdi met tinh hugng 

3 	ugng thu6c 

4 	giam su cang thamg ciia minh 

5 	tit lid met th6i quen xgu 

6 	hoi lige v6 

7 	chiu dung chiing mat ngu  

8 	ren luyen met ky nang 

9 	chiu dung gian kh6 

10 chuyen dgn met che a mai 

11 	dua ra met quygt Binh than trong 

12 dal ra met muc tieu 

harm a friendship 
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Unit 9 I Living &Thinking 

Match the words or phrases on the left with the best collocates on the right. 

Basic Drill B 

live 

have 

set 

behave 

harm 

tell •- 

take 

do 

reach 

have 

a passing 

provide 

1 	not that 

2 	sap x6p nhfing diau uu den 

3 	cu xii mot each khac biat 

4 	sang theo nguyen the 

5 	tap th6 dtIc 

6 	lam hai tinh ban 

7 	cung cap chat dinh &Ong cho 

8 	clan doe haidc ngoat quy6t dinh 

9 	hanh do, ng mot each hap tap 

10 	co sd xet doan tat 

11 	theo phe ai do, thing ye phia ai 00 

12 	chuyan nhat thdi 

one's priorities 

in a different way 

a workout 

__-• the truth 

by a rule 

a friendship 

ceremony 

good nutrition for 

common sense 

an impulsive act 

one's side 

a turning point 

tell the truth 
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0 Writing Practice 

Complete the following by filling in the blanks with the appropriate collocations. 

	

1 	Chung ta nen lap k6 hoach twee khi xai den. 

We should 	 before spending money. 

2 Met so nguai di mua sAm lu bb khi ho bi tang thing. 

Some people 	 when they 

3 Chung ta khong nen lei dung di6m 376u dia nguOi khac d6 dat Lee muc Bich cUa cluing ta. 

We should not   others' weaknesses in order to achieve our goals. 

4 Tre em nen kinh trong cha me. 

Children should 	 their parents. 

5 Hy vong gitip chimg ta chiu dung gian kho trong cuec ging cUa cluing ta. 

Hope makes us 	 in our lives. 

6 Thi'6u nien finking dinh vao rac roc vi chung khong nghi den Nu qua. 

Teenagers often 	 because they do not think of the consequences. 

7 MI ban hanh deng sau khi suy nghi can than, ban se thanh ding trong cac k6 hoach cua minh. 
If you act 	 , you will succeed in your plans. 

	

8 	Cha toi sting theo nguyen tic; hang ngay Ong ay thac giac lac 6 gid va di ngii hie 10 gia. 

My father 	 ; he wakes up at 6 o'clock and goes to bed at 10 o'clock 
every day. 

9 HAu het moi ngudi deu danh dum tien cho hic khe khan 

Most people 	 

10 Doi khi noel ta coi thiidng ngu'ai khac. 

People sometimes 	 others. 

11 Khi ban hoc, met each tot c16 lam sang khodi dam oc IA thu'eng xuyen nghi ngoi. 

When you study, a good way to refresh your mind is to 	 regularly. 

12 Toi tin Wang ban toi vi cau "6.37 luon lain clang ve phia toi. 

I trust my friend because he always 
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Unit 9 I Living &Thinking 

III Translate the following into English by putting the given words and phrases in the right order. 

1 	Theo quan diem cua toi, ban ch6t con ngifdi thi tot, nhang doi khi ngndi to pham sai lam. 
(human nature is good / make mistakes / in my view / but people sometimes) 

2 Met nodi thing gid tao du' dc an tu'dng tot d6i vdi ngndi khac. 
(makes / on others / a good impression / a punctual person) 

3 Tap the duc finking xuyen thi co, ich cho sac khee the ch6t dm ban. 
(is helpful to / your physical health / getting a regular workout) 

4 Doi khi kiem doe tong viec mdi la den difo'c biidc ngoat quygt dinh trong cuec song. 
(in life / sometimes / is reaching / a turning point / getting a new job) 

5 	Toi co long tin vao gia dinh toi, vi v'ay toi chia se nhiing bi mat dia toi vdi ho. 
(with them / my family / my secrets / I have trust in / so I share) 

6 Di co gang chiu ditng sai lam dia ngudi khac bdi vi toi co the mac cac sai lam gieng vay. 
(the same ones / others' mistakes / because I may make / I try to put up with) 

7 De duy tri m6i quan he tot vdi ngudi khac, ban nen co kjr" nang giao t6 tot. 
(you should / in order to / maintain good relationships / have good interpersonal skills / with others) 

8 De khOe manh, di6u quan trong la phai cung cap chk dinh dtidng cho ban than. 
(to provide good nutrition / it is important / for yourself / in order to be healthy) 

9 CO sd xet doan tot hau nhu' Idiong CO gi lien quan den thong minh 
(having common sense / being intelligent / has little to do with) 

10 Neu ban muen hanh pink, dieu quan trong la phai có thai 4 lac quan d6i vdi cuOc song. 
(to be happy / to have an optimistic attitude / it is important / if you want / towards life) 
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0 Writing Challenge 

Translate the following into English. 

1 Neu ban co nhi'eu \dee phai lam, ban nen sap xgp nhiing yiec Uu tien tn.& khi hanh dOng. 

2 M4 s6 nguOi sq phat bidu trudc cong Chung heti vi ho khong tii tin. 

3 Neu ban có the ligu lam lai tit gu, ban se khong sy thk bai. 

4 VI dp hic cua ban be d8ng trang lila, mot s6 hoc sinh khong the tranh khoi the r6i. 

5 Quan he tot vUi ngUeti khac nang cao chk liking cuOc song cua minh. 

6 MOt s6 nguOi khong the tii bO thoi quen x6..0 bai vi ho nghien nhiing thoi quen do. 

7 That khong khon ngoan khi xet loan ngudi khac qua ye ben ngoai cua ho. 

8 Doi khi, lam cham lai la each nhanh nhk. 

9 Gifi bi mat khong phai hic nao cimg bi'en ban trd thanh met nguoi tot. 

10 Ngn6i nhap cd gap nhieu luc kilo khan vi ho phai thick nghi vdi met hohn canh moi. 
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Unit 9 I Living & Thinking 

11 MOt so ngudi chi trich ngu6i khac gay gat nhung rat han phong khi danh gia ban than. 

12 Thih su trao dgi thong tin vii gia dinh se khong co ldi cho sac khOe tinh than clia ban. 

13 TOi eb tinh each than hoa, vi vay toi khong th6 chiu dung not khi phai d nha mgt minh. 

14 Tgt hdn 1161 la nen hOi y ki6n bac si trate khi ugng thugc ngu ban lo au v6 bgt tit phan ting phy nao. 

15 Trung thu'c vii ban than co nghia la not that vii ban than. 

16 Si thg vong chi la chuyen nhat th4i dgi vii thanh thigu nien n6u ho duo trang bi/cO long can dam. 

17 Nhting ngudi khong thanh tong co khuynh hudng có thai dq bi quan trong khi do nhung ngudi thanh ding la nhiing 
npti lac quan. 

18 Ban nen quygt dinh can than khi ban chon mon chuyen nganh a dai hoc. 

19 The giCti se nham than neu moi ngudi deu có ding thi higu ve moi 

20 Nhiing ngudi lac quan co gang khong hgi tik ve nhang gi ho khong the thay doi doc. 
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fir1 Culture & Leisure 

1 	a copycat crime 

2 	a couch potato 

3 	a cultural legacy 

4 	a guided tour 

5 	adopt a custom from another country 

6 	affect one's behavior 

7 	appreciate art 

8 	attend a live performance 

9 	be attracted to 

10 	be in vogue 

met vu pham tei do bat chalk met each mn quang 

met nguai nghien tivi 

met di san van hoa 

met chuy6n du lich c6 huang dan vien 

chgp nhan met truyen thong ta met da nude khac 

anh huang d6n each cat xu ciia minh 

biet thaang tilde nghe thuat 

du mit bu6i trinh dien trip ti6p 

bi men but vao 

dang thinh hanh 

11 	be on exhibit 

12 	be one's opponent in 

13 	become an idol to teenagers 

14 	carry on an activity 

15 	celebrate a festival 

16 	celebrate a national holiday 

17 	develop a culture 

18 	develop a research center 

19 	dress in a traditional costume 

20 	dress in the costume of 

dang Lac trang bay 

la del thu da minh a 
tra thanh than Wang cua thanh thieu nien 

ti6p tuc met hoat deng 

to chne mot f6 h6i 

to chac le mang ngay qu6e khanh 

phat triers mot nen van h6a 

phat triers mot trung tam nghien cau 

mac trang phut truyk th6ng 

mac trang phut cua  

21 	during recess 

22 	engage in a cultural activity 

23 	enjoy outdoor activities 

24 	exercise one's imaginative power 

25 	experience jet lag 

26 	follow a local custom 

27 	follow a rule 

28 	get motion sickness 

trong gia nghi/gid giii lao 

tham gia vao met hoat deng van hoa 

vui the Wi cac hoat deng ngoai trai 

ren luyen tri Wang Wang coa minh 

bi chang met mOi va mat phong hadng sau chuy6n bay dai 

theo met tap quail dia phi ang 

tuan theo met quy Binh 

bi say xe 
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Unit 10 I Culture & Leisure 

29 	give a ride to someone 
	 cho (ai) di nh6 xe 

30 	give/express an opinion 
	

dila ra/bay to  toy kie'n 

31 	hand down a tradition 
	

truy6n lai mot truy6n th6ng 

32 	have a knack for 
	 co tai/s6 truUng v6 

33 	have an effect on 
	 có anh Intang doh vdi 

34 	have leisure 
	 CO th4i gian ranh 

35 	have one's spare time 
	 co thUi gian ranh 

36 	have the opportunity to-V 
	

co cu hei lam gi 

37 	hold/throw a party 
	

to chitc met bita tiec 

38 	keep a first-aid kit 
	 gift met hep so eau 

39 	lead public opinion 
	

fin during cho du Juan cong chong 

40 	make a bonfire 
	

dot met cl6ng lila  

41 	make/shoot a film about 	 quay mot cu6n phim 1/0 

42 	make a reservation 	 flat ve/cheiphong 

43 	make history 	 tao ra lich sit, di vao lich SI:i 

44 	model oneself on someone 	 theo guo'ng (ai), bat chuck (ai) 

45 	play a musical instrument 	 chuff met nhac cu 

46 	recharge one's batteries 	 nap lai nang litung, nghi ngui va that gian 

d6 khoi phuc lai site khoe cua minh 

47 	recommend someone to-V 	 khuyen (ai) lam gi 

48 	replace something with something 	 thay (cai gi) bang (cai gi) 

49 	respect cultural differences 	 ton trong sit khac biet van h6a 

50 	save face 	 gill the then 

51 	show creativity 	 cho thgy tinh sang tao 

52 	speak a different language from 	 not met ngon ngi't khac vii 

53 	subscribe to a newspaper/magazine 	 clang ky/dat mua bao/tap chi dai han 

54 	take a break from one's routine 	 thoat khOi cuOc song hang ngay ciia, minh 

55 	travel abroad 	 du lich mite ngoai 
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0 Check-Up 

Match the words or phrases on the left with the best collocates on the right. 

Basic Drill A 

dress in 

keep 

during 

experience 

save 

respect 

travel 

make 

get 

show 

engage in 

a cultural 

1 	du lich midc ngoai 

2 	bi say xe 

3 	mac trang phuc truy6n th6ng 

4 	trong gid nghi/gid giai lao 

5 	gill the di6n 

6 	ton trong su' khac West van h6a 

7 	gid mot h6p sd cite  

8 	bi chang met mOi va mat pinking hu'dng 

sau chuy6n bay dai 

9 	tham gia vao mot boat thing van hoa 

10 	dat ve/ch6/phong 

11 	mot di san van h6a 

12 	cho thay tinh sang tao 

face 

.• abroad 

a first-aid kit 

cultural differences 

motion sickness 

a traditional costume 

recess 

creativity 

jet lag 

a reservation 

a cultural activity 

legacy 

travel abroad 
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Unit 10 I Culture & Leisure 

Match the words or phrases on the left with the best collocates on the right. 

Basic Drill B 

carry on 

develop 

a copycat •,„„,, 

lead 

recharge 

model 

hold 

hand down 

play 

exercise 

take 

celebrate 

1 	met vu pham tei do bat chiidc met each mu quang 

2 	Oat tri6n mot trung tam nghien citu  

3 	nap lai nang ltigng, nghi ngui va thu gian de khoi 

phut lai sac khoe cua minh 

4 	tie') tuc met hoat deng 

5 	to chits mot lat-ta tiec 

6 	theo gu'cing (ai), bat chu'dc (ai) 

7 	Can during cho du Juan tong chang 

8 	chili met nhac cu 

9 	thoat khei cuec song hang ngay cua minh 

10 	ren luyen tri Wang tucing cua minh 

11 	to chile mot le hei 

12 	truy6n lai mot truy6n th6ng 

a party 

a research center 

public opinion 

oneself on someone 

one's batteries 

an activity 

--• crime 

a break from one's routine 

a tradition 

one's imaginative power 

a musical instrument 

a festival 

a copycat crime 
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Writing Practice 

A Complete the following by filling in the blanks with the appropriate collocations. 

Ngudi ta nen ton trong sit khac biet van h6a khi ho di du lich den cac dgt nudc khac. 

People should   when they travel to other countries. 

2 Toi thich mac trang phut truyk ding cUa cac quec gia khac. 

I like to 	 of other countries. 

3 Neu ban dq dinh di met tua du lich co hudng dan vien vao mita he, ban nen bat dau danh dum lien bay gid di. 

If you plan to take 	 in the summer, you should start saving money now. 

4 Neu toi c6 ca hei, toi mu6n quay met ellen phim ve Ong dOng cua chimg -COL 

If I have the chance, I want to 	 our community. 

5 MOt so ngudi mua nhOng thit ma ho khong c6 du tik mua de gilt the diem 

Some people buy things that they cannot afford in order to 

6 Ngay nay, ngadi c6 the dan dudng cho du Juan cong chung thi co quyk 

Nowadays, a person who can 	 has power. 

7 	Khong phai tat ca nbitng ngadi tao ra lich sit deu tot ca. 

Not all the people who 	 are good. 

8 Doi khi ngadi ta can phai di nghi vi ho muen thoat khOi cuec song hang ngay cua minh. 

People sometimes need a vacation because they want to 

9 Trude khi dua ray ki6n, ban phai Lang nghe ngudi khac trudc dd. 

Before 	 , you have to listen to others first. 

10 Thanh thieu nien thudng c6 khuynh hudng bi cu6n but vao truy'k phieu luu. 

Adolescents tend to 	 adventure stories. 

11 Ban khOng can phai biet lich sit nghe thuat d6 biet thadng tilde ngN thuat. 

You do not have to know art history in order to 

12 Ban nhac rock do da trd thanh than tu'ong cilia thanh thigu Men ke W lan trinh dien dau den cua ho. 

The rock band has 	 since its first performance. 
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Unit 10 I Culture & Leisure 

   

• Translate the following into English by putting the given words and phrases in the right order. 

1 	Toi thaw gia vao cac hoat Ong van hoa khac nhau trong thdi gian ranh r6i. 
(various cultural activities / during my free time / I engage in) 

2 	Nina he la mua tuyet vdi 	vui thu vdi cac hoat clang ngoai trdi. 
(a great season / outdoor activities / to enjoy / summer is) 

3 Khi ban chili met mon the thao, ban phai tuan theo met se quy Binh. 
(a sport / you should follow / when you play / certain rules) 

4 Di khong the nap lai pang ltigng khi toi trai qua thei gian ranh r6i (vui chc(i) vdingudi khac. 
(my batteries / when I spend / I cannot recharge / with others / my free time) 

5 Khi ban di du lich ra Inge ngoai, dieu quan trong la phai theo cac tap quail dia 
(the local customs / it is important / when you travel to / to follow / a foreign country) 

6 Chang ta c6 the hieu them ye to tien cua cluing ta bAng each di xem nhitng gi dang dudc thing bay a cac vien bao tang. 
(by going to see / about our ancestors / in museums / we can learn / what is on exhibit) 

7 Chting ta phai truyen lai truyen thong dm chung ta cho con chat' cUa minh. 
(to our descendants / our traditions / hand down / we are obliged to) 

8 Chap nhan mot truyen thong of met dat nude khac là met each d6 phat trien van h6a cua chinh chung ta. 
(our own culture / from another country / to develop / is one way / adopting a custom) 

9 Neu chung ta c6 dU ngan sach, chnng ta co the to chac le hei vdinhieu ngudi 
(enough of a budget / the festival / we could celebrate / with more people / if we had) 

10 DU ban co nhan biet hay khong, tivi ding có the anh hu'ang den each Cu xa cUa ban. 
(television may affect / whether you notice it / your behavior / or not) 
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0 Writing Challenge 

Translate the following into English. 

1 'chi di du lich nude ngoai, ban c6 the bi chdng met mei Ira mat phnang hddng sau chuyen bay dai. 

2 MOt so ngdai khong raga di du lich bdi vi he bi say xe nghiem trong. 

3 Di cam trai thi tot hot la a lai khach son bai vi toi thich ddt met ddng lda. 

4 Ban nen dat ye truic de xem met budi trinh din trdc tigp. 

5 Ngay nay, tivi guy& dinh cai gi se thinh hanh vao ngay mai. 

6 Be có nhieu ban be, ban nen tigp tut cac hoat ding khac nhau. 

7 Dat mua boo dai han thi re horn la mua boo a cac quay boo. 

8 Cho du toi mac trang phut dia nil hoang, no cung khong lam cho toi tray thanh nft hoang. 

9 Nidi ngdai deu c6 so' twang ve viec gi do. 

10 Neu ban ren luyen tri Wang tddng cd'a minh, ban c6 the giao tiep vdi tre em tot ham 
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Unit 10 I Culture & Leisure 

11 Met ngtidi nghien tivi se khong hieu doe ye dep &la thien nhien. 

12 Bo me nen khuyen con cth dat ra nhfing quy Binh cua chinh minh. 

13 Sinh vien khong doe phep sti dung di0 thoai di deng trong 	giai lao. 

14 Neu ban sting a met khu vut 'long then thi that kilo a dpi met buoi trinh (lien trip tiep. 

15 Cho ngu'ai la di nha xe tren diking pho có the la viec nguy hiem. 

16 Ban có thg khong bigt tai sao ban phai to eh& 16 miing ngay qu6c khanh n6u ban khong hoc lich 

17 Khi ai do not met ngon ngit khac vdi ban, ban phai cho y nhieu horn. 

18 Toi cho rang hoc sinh co the cho thay tinh sang to d cac lip nghe thuat hoac am nhac. 

19 Theo Y kien cua toi, phim bao lye co anh hu'ang it hurl del vdi Bang toi pham do bat chuq'c mot each mu quang 

so vdi tin tic tren tivi. 

20 Neu toi CO cd hei di nide ngoai, toi mien di den chau Au. 
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Health & Environment 

1 	a dense population 

2 	adapt to the environment 

a 	an endangered animal 

4 	be allergic to 

5 	be good for mental health 

6 	be in good health 

7 	be infected with a virus 

8 	be short of 

9 	car exhaust 

10 	care for the handicapped  

met dan s6 dong chic 

thich nghi vdi raj trudng 

met loci &Ong 'vat dang gap nguy hiem 

bi di ling vdi 

tot cho siic khOe tinh than 

có sift khoe tot 

bi nhiem vi rat 

thieu 

khi thai cua xe hoi 

cham sec ngUed tan tat 

11 	cause an abnormal climate 	 gay ra mot khi hau bat thding 

12 	cause damage to the environment 
	

gay ton hai den moi truOng 

13 	come down with 
	

suy sup vi 

14 	conduct medical research 
	

lien hanh nghien et:1u y hoc 

15 	consume energy 
	

dell thy nang Wong 

16 	consume natural resources 
	

tieu thy tai nguyen thien nhien 

17 	conserve the environment 
	

bao t6n/gid gin moi truting 

18 	cure someone of a disease 
	 chit khoi benh cho ai 

19 	a desperate food shortage 
	

thieu but luting flap tram trong 

20 	develop medical technology 
	 phat tri6n ding nghe y hoc 

21 	do daily exercise 

22 dump factory waste 

23 	educate the public 

24 	environmental pollution 

25 	get a physical check-up 

26 	get over an illness 

27 	healthy eating habits 

28 	high in calories 

tap the dye hang ngay 

de rac cua nha may 

giao due ding thong 

o nhiem moi trudng 

Lye kiem tra stic khOe 

khOi benh 

thoi quen an ling lanh manh 

ce ham luting calo cao 
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29 	in critical condition 

30 	in one's natural state 

trong tinh trang nguy kith 

trong tinh trang tit nhien cua minh 

31 	keep a well-balanced diet 

32 	life expectancy 

33 	lower one's blood pressure 

34 	lower one's stress level 

35 	manage medical facilities 

36 	non-renewable resources 

37 	on prescription 

38 	preserve the environment 

39 	prevent a disease 

40 	prohibit smoking 

41 	purify polluted air 

42 	receive sufficient nutrition 

43 	recover from an illness 

44 	relieve overpopulation 

45 	run out of resources 

46 	save tropical rainforests 

47 	stay in shape 

48 	sustainable energy resources 

49 	take medicine 

50 	urban sprawl 

theo mgt chg 4 an can dgi chat dinh dung 

tudi tho 

ha huygt ap cua minh xugng 

giam mac 4 tang thang cua minh xugng 

quan lq cac cci sa y to 

nh(ng ngu8n tai nguyen khong tai tao Luc 

theo dun thugc 

bao ton/gill gin moi twang 

ngan ngtia bOnh 

cam but thugc 

lam tinh khigt khong khi bi o nlam 

nhan day du chat dinh thing 

binh phut sau mot can bOnh 

giam nan nhan man, giam Mt ski long dan qua mac 

can kiOt/hgt cat tai nguyen 

cdu cac rung mita nhiOt ddi  

gift &lac voc clang 

cac ngutm nang liking duy tri su' can bang sinh thai 

ugng thugc 

si do thi hda a yen thanh phg 
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Check-Up 

Match the words or phrases on the left with the best collocates on the right. 

Basic Drill A 

prohibit 

get over 

stay 

life 	_____ ______ ____ 

healthy 

an endangered 

urban 

lower 

receive 

care for 

in critical 

educate 

animal 

an illness 

smoking 

in _____ 	

expectancy

shape __ 

 

eating habits 

condition 

one's blood pressure 

the handicapped 

sufficient nutrition 

the public 

sprawl 

1 	tuOi. tho 

2 	gift duck voc dang 

3 	th6i quen an u6ng lanh munh 

4 	cam but thu6c 

5 	kh6i bOnh 

6 	mot loaf Qng vat dang gap nguy hiem 

7 	ha huyk ap cua minh xuang 
8 	trong tinh trong nguy kich 

9 	nhan day du chat Binh &Ong 

10 gido duc ding chUng 

11 	sit do thi h6a 6 ven thanh ph6 
12 	chain soc ngutri tan tat 

   

life expectancy 
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Unit 11 

Match the words or phrases on the left with the best collocates on the right. 

Basic Drill B 

high 	 daily exercise 

cause damage 	 food shortage 

a desperate 	 in calories 

non-renewable 	 tropical rainforests 

consume 	 natural resources 

save 	 to the environment 

do 	 polluted air 

purify 	 resources 

keep 	 a well-balanced diet 

a dense 	 population 

conduct 	 energy resources 

sustainable 	 medical research 

non-renewable resources 1 	nhang nguiin tai nguyen khong tai tao duck 

2 	tap the due hang ngay 

3 	c6 ham ladng calo can 

4 	gay ten hai den moi traang 

5 	eau the rang Hula nhiet ddi 

6 	thigu but luo'ng five tram trong 

7 	tieu thu tai nguyen thien nhien 

8 	mot dan se d8ng duc  

9 	lam tinh khigt khong khi bi 0 nhiem 

10 tign hanh nghien eau y hoc 

11 	the ngu6n nang ladng duy tri sit can Wang sinh thai 

12 	theo mot the des an can dei chgt dinh &king 
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Writing Practice 

A Complete the following by filling in the blanks with the appropriate collocations. 

1 	Toi khong an be dam phOng vi toi bi di ling vdi dam phOng. 

I don't eat peanut butter because I     peanuts. 

2 	Cluing ta ca the bi thieu but long thu'c tram trong n6u chUng ta tiep tuc phu thuOc thkic pharn vao cac qu6c gia khac. 
We may suffer from 	 if we keep depending on other countries for food. 

3 Ngay ca met bac si not ti6ng cling killing the chfia khoi benh cho benh nhan n6u benh nhan do khong mu6n binh phnc. 
Even a noted doctor cannot 	if the patient does not want to get well. 

4 Dieu quan trong la benh nhan phai nhan day dU chgt dinh difing sau khi trai qua phau thuat. 
It is important for a patient to 	 after undergoing surgery. 

5 Viec gido duc tong chung la bide dau tien de ngan ngtia n1-fling can benh lay lan. 

is the first step in preventing contagious diseases. 

6 Neu ban bi suy sup sdc khOe, ban se biet Nth nghi vdi mei trudng thi kilo khan flint th6 nao. 

If you become physically challenged, you will know how hard it is to 

7 Neu chung ta da quan tam den viec gill gin mei triking, bay gi?c chung ta se khong bi hieu ling nha kinh. 
If we had been concerned about 	, we would not have the greenhouse 
effect now. 

8 Toi nghi rang nhien lieu hda thach gay tin hai den moi trtittng ho'n bgt cii this gi khac. 
I think that fossil fuels  	more than anything else. 

9 Ngu moi ngudi dtidc kiem tra silt khoe moi nam mot lan, tong tit sua se giam xu6ng. 
If everyone 	 once a year, the overall death rate will decrease. 

10 Viec phat quang do ski do thi hba a yen thanh phe da tra thanh van de nghiem trong a dat nude nay. 
Deforestation due to 	 has become a serious problem in this country. 

11 Chung ta se thigu nu'dc ueng trong tu'o'ng lai gan n6u chung ta khong dimg viec gay o nhi6m cac con song. 
We will 	  drinking water in the near future if we don't stop polluting rivers. 

12 Nhieu qugc gia clang chuyen ski chu Y sang cac ngu6n nang lacing duy tri ski can bang sinh thai rihd la nang liking 
mat trtii, nate va nang lcigrsg gib. 
Many countries are turning their attention to 	 such as solar energy, 
water, and wind power. 
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Unit 11 I Health & Environment 

Translate the following into English by putting the given words and phrases in the right order. 

1 	Thiic an trong cac nha hang that an nhanh co ham ling calo cao. 
(are high / foods / in calories / in fast-food restaurants) 

2 Neu ban co gang tap the due hang ngay va giii duos \roc clang, ban se có met cue sting khOe minh hon. 
(and to stay in shape / a healthier life / exercise every day / you will have / if you try to) 

3 MOt s6 bac si danh cuOc cl6i minh khong phai de dieu tri cho bOnh nhan ma a lien hanh nghien ciiu y hoc. 
(spend their lives / not treating patients / but conducting / some doctors / medical research) 

4 Nghi ngai sau khi lam vier la mot each tot de giam mac do tang thing cila ban xu6ng. 
(to lower / after work / is a good way / your stress level / taking a rest) 

5 MOt so ngudi tin rang ho có the khOi benh chi bang lieu tri y 
(get over / only with medical treatment / some people / an illness / they can / believe that) 

6 Chil toi chop trd thanh ngual an chay de ha huyet dp eua minh xu6ng. 
(become a vegetarian / to lower / my uncle / his blood pressure / chose to) 

7 Ii6u khong cdu cac riling mtia nhiet ddi thi se khong the than lai so gm len toan eau. 
(the tropical rainforests / to stop / it is impossible / global warming / without saving) 

8 Theo met the do an can !lei chat dinh Lang thi quan trong dei vdi sac khOe dm ban nhu tap the due du clan yay. 
(is as important / keeping a well-balanced diet / to your health / as exercising regularly) 

9 De ngan than sit o nhi6m nide, chinh phu nghiem cam cac ding ty khong du'oc de rat cua nha may xu6ng song. 
(into rivers / water pollution / the government / in order to prevent / from dumping factory waste / companies / 
strictly forbids) 

10 Thu& giam dau chi ddoc ban theo dun tide de ngan nguai to khoi lam dung chang. 
(only by prescription / from overusing them / painkillers should / to prevent people / be available) 
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Writing Challenge 

Translate the following into English. 

Chung ta nen cam but thugc d  nth cong ding de bao ve nhang nguOi khong but thugc. 

2 Gido duc ve sinh rat quan trong de bao ye moi ngutii khOi bi nhiem benh. 

3 Tai nguyen thien nhien nhu than da hay au mo la nhang ngu6n tai nguyen khong tai tao duo. 

4 Thoi quen an u6ng lanh manh co thg giam nhfing nguy co mac benh lien quan dgn tim mach. 

5 Sit dung it nude hon va mang theo tach cUa minh gitip giti gin mei trudng. 

6 An it hon va tap the duc hang ngay 1a nhung each an kieng tot nhgt. 

7 Trong khi lam 0 nhiem khong khi thi de, yiec lam tinh khigt khong khi bi 8 nhiem thi rat kho. 

8 Di ngti khi ban dang bi cang thang khong phai lue nao cang tot cho site khOe tinh than dm ban. 

9 Dan s6 d8ng duc da gay ra sy gia tang nhiet do nghiem trong trong thanh ph6 cua chnng ta. 

10 Moi sinh vat song au tieu thy nang hog, nhung con nguOi tieu thy nhieu nang lu'ong nhgt. 
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11 NgUa benh thi quan trong hen ch.& benh. 

12 Thg he tigp theo se khong the tieu thu nhigu tai nguyen thien nhien nhu cluing ta. 

13 Hoc sinh nen hoc 6' trudng each chang ta c6 the chain sec ngiki tan tat. 

14 Mac du tu6i the da tang trong nhi8u nam qua, nhieu ngudi van chgt tre. 

15 Chinh phU cua chUng ta dang pan ly cac ca sd y to rat tot de canh tranh vdi cac co se/ y to tai nhan. 

16 Do khai that baa b5i, rang nhiet ddi cUa song Amazon hiOn dang trong tinh trang nguy kith. 

17 Ngu'di lac quan higm khi suy sup vi benh tat. 

18 Nhang ngudi an tithe an co ham luung calo cao phai thudng xuyen tap the duc. 

19 Neu chung ta co the giam nan nhan man dm thanh phe cluing ta, cac van de giao thong ding se Luc giai quy6t. 

20 Ngudi dan song d cac khu viic do thi tigp xuc vdi khi thai xe hdi nhieu han ngudi dan song d cac khu vi c nong then. 
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Science & Technology 

 

advance medical science 
	

that day khoa hoc y hoc 

2 	advances in technology 	 nhiing tie'n 13O trong tong nghO 

3 	attach a file to an email 
	

dinh kern mot tOp tin vao mot thu din tU  

4 	be the key to 
	

la diOu then ch6t d6i vdi, là giai phap cho 

5 	be under the gravity of 
	

Judi site hilt da 

6 	cannot do without 
	

khong th6 khong can d6n, khong th6 nhin 

khong th6 song n6u thi6u 

7 	check one's email 
	

ki6m tra thu diOn tit oda minh 

computer illiterate 
	 mu vi tinh 

9 	conduct research on 
	

ti6n hanh nghien cdu ve  

10 	create a new trend 
	

tao ra mot trao 

11 	create an online community 
	

tao ra mot Ong dOng tren mang 

12 	cut off spam 	 )(Oa thu rac 

13 	cutting-edge technology 	 tong nghO ti6n 130 nhat 

14 	develop a nuclear weapon 	 phat tri6n mot vu khi hat nhan 

15 	develop computer technology 	 phat tri6n tong nghO vi tinh 

16 	do something by hand 
	

lam (gi do) bang tay 

17 	download software from 
	

tai phan mem tit  

18 	electronic appliances 	 cac thig bi diOn tai  

19 	enhance the quality of life 	 nang cao chat liking cuOc song 

20 	explore outer space 
	

thin hiem vu tru 

21 	expose someone to something 
	

d'art (ai) vao (cai gi) 

22 	facilitate communication 
	

lam cho viOc giao ti6p Lye a clang 

23 	gain access to information 
	

dove ti6p can vdi thong tin 

24 	handle something improperly 	 xii ly sai (diOu gi) 

25 	search for information 
	

tim ki6m thOng tin 

26 	interact with 
	

tuong tat vdi 

27 	program a computer 
	

lap trinh cho mot may vi tinh 

28 	keep in step with globalization 
	

ti6p nhan viOc toan cau hda  
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29 	keep in touch with 
	

gia lien lac vdi 

30 	key something into a computer 	 go (dieu gi) vao may vi tinh 

31 	launch a space mission 	 khai dau mat sit menh khong gian 

32 	connect to the Internet 	 k6t n6i vai mang Internet 

33 	make a difference 	 tao ra mkt su khac biet 

34 	make a long-distance call 	 goi met cu8c dien thoai Lang dai 

35 	make a significant breakthrough 	 that hien mot Mc ctet pha Y nghia 

36 	make an adjustment 	 that hien viec dieu chinh 

37 	make an in-depth analysis of 	 thiic hien mot phan tich sau Ong v6 

38 	make an online purchase 	 mua mot mon hang teen mang 

39 	make progress 	 tien be 

40 	make wireless communications 	 thuc hien nhang giao tiep v8 tuyen 

41 	peer-to-peer sharing 	 viec chia se tai nguyen tren mang Internet 

42 	process information with a computer 	 xa 1Y thong tin bang may vi tinh 

43 	provide someone with something 	 cung cap cho (ai) (cai gi) 

44 	reach a remote place 	 den cluuc mat not xa Ai 

45 	send a space probe to 	 phai mot tau tham do khong gian den 

46 	shorten the distance 	 nit nean Ichoang each 

47 	shut down a computer 	 tat may vi tinh 

48 	sign up for a website 	 clang 14 met trang web 

49 	space exploration 	 tham hiem khong gian 

so 	stay up to date with technology 	 luon cap nhat ding nghe 

51 	surf the Internet 

52 	take the first step in 

53 	a technological development 

54 	transfer a file 

55 	turn on/off the TV 

loot mang Internet 

dat buac than dau lien vao 

mot phat trik tong nghe 

chuyen den mat tep tin 

bat ma/tat tivi 
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0 Check-Up 

Match the words or phrases on the left with the best collocates on the right. 

Basic Drill A 

do something 

create 

interact •-• ___________________ 

advance 

a technological 

make 

attach a file 

shorten 

transfer 

develop 

search 

key something 

an adjustment 

medical science 

a new trend 

-• with 

development 

by hand 

a file 

into a computer 

for information 

computer technology 

the distance 

to an email 

1 	tong tac vdi 

2 	tao ra met trao 	mdi 

3 	thiic hien viec cligu chinh 

4 	lam (gi do) bang tay 

5 	met phat trign cong nghe 

6 	thtic cl6y khoa hoc y hoc 

7 	chuyin MI met tep tin 

8 	dinh kern mot tgp tin vao met thd then td 

9 	go (dieu gi) vao may vi tinh 

10 tim kik thong tin 

11 	rat ngdn khoang each 

12 	phat trim cong nghe vi tinh 

 

interact with 
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Match the words or phrases on the left with the best collocates on the right. 

Basic Drill B 

cut off 

space 

explore 

make 

handle something 

peer-to-peer 

stay 

develop 

be under 

send 

reach 

conduct 

1 	than hiem khong gian 

2 	viec chia se tai nguyen tren mang Internet 

3 	xoa thu rat 

4 	ti6n ho 

5 	xi ly sai (diet' gi) 

6 	phai mot tau tham do khong gian den 

7 	den duuc mot nui xa x8i 

8 	thin higm vu tru 

9 	dad ale hdt cua 

10 lab cap nhat cong nghg 

11 	tien hanh nghien cdu v6 

12 phat tri6n mot vu Mai hat nhan 

spam 

improperly 

sharing 

outer space 

+ exploration 

progress 

research on 

a remote place 

up to date with technology 

a nuclear weapon 

a space probe to 

the gravity of 

space exploration 
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Writing Practice 

A Complete the following by filling in the blanks with the appropriate collocations. 

Thin hiem va tru là met trong nhang cong viec co nghia oh NASA. 

is one of NASA's significant jobs. 

2 Ngay nay, nhieu ngudi tao ra cac Ong &Ong tren mang de' ket ban. 

Nowadays, a number of people 	 to make friends. 

3 MOt sic ngudi khong nhan tilde dudc rang tai Oki mem tit cac trang web bat hdp phap la dieu bat hip phap. 

Some people don't realize that it is illegal to 	 illegal websites. 

4 Trude khi tat may vi tinh, ban nen chac rang killing co du lieu nao chu'a (ludo lu'u lai. 

Before 	 , you should make sure that there is no data unsaved. 

5 Ban khong can phai tra them tien de goi met cuec lien thoai dung dai neu ban sit dung dich vu dien thoai Internet. 

You do not need to pay extra money to 	 if you use an Internet phone 
service. 

6 Cac nha nghien cal da ten be trong hieu biet khoa hoc co ban cUa ho ve benh ung that. 

Researchers have  	in their basic scientific understanding of cancer. 

7 Quec gia do có nguyen vat lieu the, cong nghe va tin von de phat trik va khi hat nhan. 

The country has the raw materials, technology, and capital to 

8 Met s6 trang web tren Internet dat tre em vao nguy cd pham phap e lira tu6i vi thanh nien. 

Some Internet websites 	 the risk of juvenile delinquency. 

9 Cac nha khoa hoc dang trong qua trinh thuc hien met phan tich sau reng v6 khi hau cua sao HOa. 

Scientists are in the process of 	 the climate of Mars. 

10 O mot s6 quk gia, viec chia se tai nguyen tren mang Internet khong phai la viec bat hdp phap. 

In some countries, 	 is not illegal. 

11 Nghien eau vu tru cho cluing ta met Cu hei hieu them ve hanh tinh cUa chUng ta. 

Outer space studies 	 to learn more about our planet. 

12 M6t s6 tre em xem tivi nhieu den n6i b6 me phai sit dung vu lUc de buec chung tat tivi. 

Some children watch television so much that their parents have to use physical force to make 
them 
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rEil  Translate the following into English by putting the given words and phrases in the right order. 

1 	Ngay nay, cac nha cung cap dich vu thit dien tit dang co gang phat trien nhiing each x6a dm' rac hieu qua. 
(develop efficient ways / email service providers / to cut off spam / these days / are trying to) 

2 Mi cho rang viec sit dung mang Internet khong lam cho viec giao tiep duo a clang ma con can trd no. 
(the use of the Internet / but impedes it / I believe / does not facilitate communication) 

3 Neu ban bigt each kelt not vai mang Internet thi hoc each kham pha no la digu a clang. 
(if you know / how to explore it / it is easy / how to connect / to learn / to the Internet) 

4 Neu mot ngtki la chuygn den met tep tin, ban khong nen ma no vi co the no cluba vi rat may vi tinh. 
(transfers a file / as it may / you should not open it / if a stranger / contain computer viruses) 

5 Co nhieu diet' quan trong phai lam tren trai dat han là phai met tau tham do khong gian den nhfing hanh tinh kha.c. 
(to other planets / to do on the Earth / there are more important things / than to send a space probe) 

6 Van de giao thong On cac trung tam mua s'am da giam vi nhigu ngutti mua hang tren mang. 
(near shopping centers / as many people / have reduced / make online purchases / traffic problems) 

7 Vai thap nien trade day, chuyen than higm khong gian chi ton tai trong cac tidu thuyet khoa hoc gia Wang. 
(space exploration / a few decades ago / in science-fiction novels / existed only) 

8 )(it 1ST thong tin bang may vi tinh thi de dang va chinh xac han dung b6 nao ctia ban nhigu. 
(with a computer / it is much easier / to process information / and more accurate / than to use your brain) 

9 Toi nghi ngd khong bie't co tign b6 nao kg tii kin loci ngtidi khdi au met sit menh khong gian. 
(there has been / a space mission / since humankind launched / I doubt / any progress) 

10 Nha mang Internet, viec tim kigm thong tin da tra nen a clang han truac day. 
(thanks to / has become easier / information / than before / searching for / the Internet) 
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0 Writing Challenge 

S 
Translate the following into English. 

1 Muc Bich cua than' hiem khang gian la tim nhung hanh tinh khac ma con notii có the digu Man. 

2 Trade khi clang kY mat trang web, ban nen doc ky cac digu khoan danh cho thanh vien. 

 

    

3 Nhigu ngtigi co the gift lien lac vdi ban cu qua mang Internet. 

  

      

4 Nhfing ti6n b0 can ban vg ding ngha du'oc xem la mat nguyen nhan cua nhting van de mai 	ggn day. 

5 Chinh pha se tao digu kian cho ngutii tan tat duo tielp can vdi thong tin. 

6 Digu can thigt dgi vdi cluing ta la phai thay dgi ngugn nang king cua cac thiet hi dian di a bao ve mOi &Ong. 

7 MOt s6 ngutti khong biet each lap trinh cho mat may vi tinh mac du ho sa dung no hang ngay. 

8 That kho g luOn cap nhat cOng nghO vi no tien ba qua. nhanh. 

9 Cong ngha di truygn hoc da tao ra sit khac biat to lOn trong nhigu khia canh cua cuOc song chang ta. 

10 Chung ta có thg lam duo nhigu viac vdi dian thoai di clang can thong ta hot la viac thkic hien nhting giao tiep va tuyen. 
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11 NgtiOi ta da sit dung mang Internet de lay thong tin va giao tiep vdi ngu'Oi khac. 

12 Khong c6 ski tro giop cila ding nghe ti6n b6 nhat, ngudi xua van xay clog dno Van 1ST truting thanh va Kim tit thap. 

13 Doc nhieu sach hon va xem tivi it hcm la di6u then ch6t d6i vdi to duy sau sac. 

14 Cong nghe hien dai tign be cl6n n6i chung ta khong thd thyc hi6n mot bade (16t pha y nghia nao nth. 

15 Cong nghe vi tinh c6 the dat dgn tinh trang hien tai vi ngutti ta khong neng thole hien vice diet' chinh. 

16 Chinh phu dm cluing ta nen giai thich tai sao chung ta can phi ti6n hanh nghien cdu ve vu try. 

17 Do nhang hau qua tieu cue cua toan cau hoa, met so qugc gia kh8ng mugn ti6p nhan vice toan cau hoa. 

18 Nlifing ngu'Oi khong c6 kign thdc Cu ban ve may vi tinh duo goi là mu vi tinh. 

19 Chinh phii da chi rat nhi6u tien de" thuc d6y khoa hoc y hoc. 

20 Vi dien thoai di deng bay giti la met phan khong the thigu cUa cuec song hien dai, nhieu ngutti nghi ho khong the 
ging ngu thigu dien thoai di do, ng cUa ho. 
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Essential Patterns & Expressions 

English has a vast number of fixed patterns and expressions used in writing as well as 
in speaking. When native speakers talk or write, these patterns and expressions act like 
single units and allow them to save time and effort. Likewise, it will help increase your 
writing fluency to have these ready-made patterns and expressions presented in this part 
in your language repertoire. 

Unit 13 Agree / Disagree I 
Agreement & Disagreement, Assertion, and Summarization 

Unit 14 Agree / Disagree II 
Agreement & Disagreement, Cause & Effect, Exemplification, and Citation 

Unit 15 Preference I 
Preference, Comparison, and Concession 

Unit 16 Preference II 
Preference, Assumption, and Elaboration 



A Agreement & Disagreement 

I agree with - / that S+V Ted clang Y vdi I rang 

I agree with the idea that movies and television can negatively influence our behavior. 

Toi clang y vdi y kien cho rang phim anh va tivi cd the anh hudng tieu clic doi vdi each cu xii cUa chung ta. 

I agree that people should not judge others by their looks. 

TOi clang y rang ngudi ta khong nen danh gia ngudi khac qua ye be ngoai. 

2 	I disagree with — / that S+V Toi kh6ng dang y vdi / rang - 

I disagree with the idea that success always comes from taking risks. 

Ted khong dang y vdi y kik cho rang thanh cong luon luon xuat phat tit viec lam lieu. 

I disagree that children should be allowed to watch TV without their parents' permission. 

Tai khong dang y rang tre em duo phep xem tivi ma khkg dude be me cho phep. 

3 	I am in favor of the idea of V-ing / the idea that S+V 	Ong ho y kik lam / y kik rang - 

I am in favor of the idea of building a public library in our town. 

Toi Ong ho y kik xay mat that vin cong cong d thi tran cna cluing ta. 

I am in favor of the idea that schools should teach students about specific careers and jobs. 

Toi Ong hay kik rang nha trudng nen day cho hoc sinh 176 ngh6 nghiep va cong viec cu the. 

4 	I do not hold with V-ing / the idea that S+V Toi khOng tan thanh viec / y kik cho rang 

I do not hold with developing nuclear weapons to protect our country. 

Toi khong tan thanh viec phat trim vu khi hat nhan de bao ve dat nude dm cluing ta. 

I do not hold with the idea that businesses can do anything to gain a profit. 

Toi khong tan thanh y kik cho rang doanh nghiep di the lam bat cif dieu gi de sinh lai. 

5 	I go along with - Toi dang y vdi 

I go along with the opinion that adults can enjoy games as much as children. 

Toi dang y vdi ST kik cho rang ngudi km ding thich chi game nhu tre em vay. 

B Assertion 

6 	In my opinion / In my view, S+V - Theo y kik oh toi, - 

In my opinion, love is the most important emotion a person should possess. 

Theo Y kik cUa toi, tinh you la xoc cam quan trong nhat ma con ngudi phai co. 
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7 	I firmly believe that S+V 'Poi tin chac rang 

I firmly believe that people cannot live without companions. 

Toi tin chac rang nodi ta khong the s6ng n6u khong có ban be. 

8 	It is evident that S+V RO rang rang - 

It is evident that every human being is dependent upon Mother Nature. 

WO rang rang moi ngutii deu phu thu8c vao Me thien nhien. 

9 There is no question / no doubt that S+V Kh8ng co nghi ngd rang 

There is no question that we should make a careful decision in order not to regret anything later. 

Khong co nghi ngd rang chang ta nen quy6t Binh can trong d6 khOi phai h6i tik v6 sau. 

10 Personally, I think that S+V 	nhan toi nghi rang 

Personally, I think that parents should not give their teenage children an allowance at all. 

Ca nhan toi nghi rang b6 me khong nen cho con cal a lila tu6i thieu nien tien tieu vat. 

11 I contend that S+V Toi cho rang - 

I contend that we should set aside some land for endangered animals. 

Toi cho rang chang ta nen clanh ra mot it dal dai cho nhang clOng vat Bang gap nguy higm. 

12 No one can deny that S+V Khong ai có the phi nhan rang 

No one can deny that people today put too much emphasis on personal appearance and fashion. 

Khong ai cc') the pH nhan rang ngay nay nodi ta qua cha trong vao ye be ngoai Ira thdi trang. 

C Summarization 

13 To sum up / In summary, S+V - Tom lai, 

To sum up, mental health is as important as physical health. 

Tom lai, sic khOe tinh than cung quan trong nhd Ric khOe the ch8t. 

14 In short / In brief, S+V Tom lai, 

In short, people are concerned about their quality of life as well as their lifespans nowadays. 

Tom lai, ngay nay ngiki ta quan tam d6n chat Wong cu8c s6ng ding nhn tu8i tho t6i da c6a ho. 

15 In conclusion, S+V Cu6i ding, 

In conclusion, I think fossil fuels will be replaced by renewable energy sources in the near future. 

Cal ding, toi nghi rang nhien lieu hOa thach se dtioc thay th6 bdi cac ngu6n nang Wong co the tai tao trong tudng lai gan. 

16 I have come to the conclusion that S+V 	da di d6n Idt Juan rang - 

I have come to the conclusion that it is more important to give students prizes for their efforts 

than for their grades. 
Toi da di d6n k6t Juan rang tang hoc sink phan thddng cho nhiing co gang dia ho thi quan trong hdn cho di8m s8 caa ho. 
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Check-Up 

Using the given expressions, translate the following into English. 

1 Toi ang ST rang cam giac thanh ding quan trong hem hiring bang. (I agree that S+V -) 

* a feeling of accomplishment 

2 Theo ST kik ciia toi, xe hdi da lam lyi cho thong ta nhi6u hdn la lam hai. 

* do someone good/harm 

3 Tom lai, doe tieu thuOt htt cdu thi tot cho sit phat trik cam xtic cua tre em. (To sum up, S+V -) 

* emotional development 

4 Rhong CO nghi ngd rang quyet dinh nhanh chong thadng cho thong ta nhang cau tra ldi sai. (There is no question 
that S+V -) 

* make quick decisions 

5 RO rang rang muyn tin cua nick ngu'di ban c6 the lain hai tinh ban do. (It is evident that S+V -) 

* damage a friendship 

6 Toi tin chac rang dm but thuec d nth tong cOng la mot quy dinh tot. (I firmly believe that S+V — ) 

* prohibit smoking 

7 T6m lai, thtic an nau d nha ten it tin hem fink and nha hang. (In short, S+V -) 

* home-made food 

8 BM khong tan thanh y kien cho rang ngudi ta Bong can phai di du Lich vi ngtidi ta co the kham pha the gidi qua 
mang Internet. (I do not hold with the idea that S+V -) 

* explore the world 

(In my opinion, S+V -) 
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9 Toi ung hey kik cho rang hoc sinh nen hoc d trudng nhieu hon hai ngoai 
(I am in favor of the idea that S+V -) 

* learn a foreign language 

10 Toi khong ang y vdi y kie'n cho rang phat trien cong nghe tach con nglidi ra kVA.  nhau. (I disagree with -) 

* isolate - from 

11 T8i tin ch6c rang o nhiem midc la mot trong nhimg van de nghiem trong nhk ma chang ta có. 
(I firmly believe that S+V -) 

* water pollution 

12 Toi ang y vdi y kik cho rang nen hay NI an ta hinh. (I go along with the idea that S+V -) 

* capital punishment 

13 Kh8ng co nghi ngd rang chting ta cO the hoc du'oc nhieu diet' tii ngudi ldn tu6i. (There is no doubt that S+V -) 

* the elderly 

14 Ca nhan toi nghi rang dkg phut di hoc ngan khong cho hoc sinh the hien ca tinh cua chang. 
(Personally, I think that S+V -) 

* prevent someone from V-ing 

15 Toi khong tan thanh y kien cho rang chinh pha khong chiu met trach nhiem nao cho ski ngheo doi. 
(I do not hold with the notion that S+V -) 

* be responsible for 

16 Di d8ng Y rang gido vien nen cho hoc sinh bai tap ve nha hang ngay. (I agree that S+V -) 

* give daily homework 
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17 Tom lai, toi thich a nha hon di choi vao k r nghi. (In brief, S+V —) 

" prefer A to B 

18 Tom lai, cuei cling con ngu'di 'gm tin de du'qc hanh phut. (In summary, S+V —) 

" in the end 

19 Toi ding y rang chinh phii nen chi yang cao rttgu va thuec la tren tivi. (I agree that S+V —) 

* prohibit 

20 Toi kheng ang ST rang hoc de co dtpc kien thilc thl quan trong hail a Oat trign tinh sang tao. 
do not agree that S+V —) 

* develop creativity 

21 Theo quan diem cua toi, ngndi ta co the kithe mann ho'n ngu ho khong an (16 an vat. (In my view, S+V —) 

" junk food 

22 Rd rang rang phim bao hie có the kith do, ng hanh vi hung hang dm thanh thieu nien. (It is evident that.S+V —) 

* incite aggressive behavior 

23 Toi tin chat rang danh thdi gian vdi gia dinh quan trong hurl danh thdi gian 6 not lam vilec. 
(I firmly believe that S+V —) 

" spend time at work 

24 Di dingy vdi y kien cho rang to tien cua thong ta luidng thy cu8c song nhik hon chi:mg ta. 
(I go along with the opinion that S+V —) 

* ancestors 
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Writing Practice 

Read the following questions, and complete the answers as shown in the example. 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Parents are the best teachers. 

—> I agree that parents are better teachers for their children than any other person for  

several reasons. 

CO nhieu lY do khien toi ang Y rang cha me la Ai:mg gido vien tot ciia con cai hun hal ki ai khac. 

1 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? When people succeed, it is because 

of hard work. Luck has nothing to do with success. 

--> I do not hold with the idea that 

Toi khong tan thanh y kien cho rang 	to thanh cong do van may, chi( khong phai do lam vi8c cat loft. 

2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Watching television is bad for children. 

--> I go along with the opinion that 

Toi ang y vdi y kien cho rang xem tivi co anh hang tieu chic del vdi tre em. 

3 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? All students should be required to 

study art and music in secondary school. 

—> I disagree that 

Toi khong d6ng Y rang hoc sinh trung hoc nen hoc ngliO thuat va am nhac nhu' nhfing mon hoc bat buOc. 

4 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Only people who earn a lot of money 

are successful. 

—> I am not in favor of the idea that 

Toi kh8ng Ung ho y kien cho rang chi CO ngti6i giau mdi co the cluoc xem la thanh cong. 

5 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? A person's childhood years (the time 

from birth to twelve years of age) are the most important years of a person's life. 

---> I agree that 

Toi d6ng y rang thai tho au la giai doan quan trong nhal trong cuOc 
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Read the following questions, and complete the answers as shown in the example. 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Universities should give the same 

amount of money to their students' sports activities as they give to their libraries. 

--> I firmly believe that sports activities are as important as libraries to university students  

Mi tin chac rang cac hoat dOng the thao cang quan trong nhu thu vien d6i v6i sinh vien dai hoc. 

1 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Reading fiction (such as novels and 
short stories) is more enjoyable than watching movies. 

—> It is evident that 

Re rang rang phim anh c6 tinh giai tri nhu tigu thuy6t va truyen ngan vay. 

2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Teachers should be paid according to 
how much their students learn. 

—+ There is no question that 

Khong c6 nghi ngo rang long b6ng caa giao vien nen duck quy6t Binh b6i thanh qua dm hoc sinh. 

3 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Dancing plays an important role in 
cultures. 

—> I contend that 

Toi cho rang maa da (king met vai tre to 16n trong viec lam phong ph6 nen van h6a cua chung ta. 

4 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Classmates have more influence on a 
child's success at school than parents do. 

—> No one can deny that 	 

Khong ai c6 the phu nhan rang thanh tich hoc tap cUa tre em bi anh huang b6i ban be deng trang laa nhieu hun 

so v6i b6 me. 

5 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People should read only those books 
that are about real events, real people, and established facts. 

—> In my view, 

Theo quan diem dm toi, khong c6 gi de ngti6i ta hoc tit nhiing cau chuyen lid du ca. 
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Unit 13 

C I Read the following questions, and complete the answers as shown in the example. 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Grades encourage students to learn. 

To sum up, grades motivate students to study harder by letting them know how much 

they have learned. 

TOm lai, diem so the day sinh vien hoc tap cha'm chi hull bang each chi ra cho ho bi6t la ho da.  hoc duoc 

bao nhieu. 

1 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Most experiences in our lives that 
seemed difficult at the time become valuable lessons for the future. 

In short, 

TOm lai, kinh nghiem co duoc tit gian kh6 tra thanh nen tang cho mot Wong lai thanh chg. 

2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Face-to-face communication is better 

than other types of communication, such as letters, email, or telephone calls. 

—> I have come to the conclusion that 

Di dal di d6n k6t Juan rang no6i ta CO th6 giao ti6p hien qua hon chi khi ho gap nhau trip ti.63. 

3 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? With the help of technology, students 

nowadays can learn more information and learn it more quickly. 

In summary, 

Tom lai, tong nghe hien dai giap sinh vien hoc doc nhieu diOu hun trong mot khoang th6i gian ngan. 

4 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People should sometimes do things 

that they do not enjoy doing. 

—> In brief, 	  

Tom lai, ban khong can tha'y ap lye phi lam nhang diOu ban killing mu6n, 

5 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People should read only those books 

that are about real events, real people, and established facts. 

In conclusion, 

Cu6i ding, chUng ta có th6 hoc ductc nhitng bai hoc vo gia tit sach truyen ho cau. 
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0 Writing Challenge 

Read the following questions, and write two or three sentences on what you think about each one. 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? The most important aspect of a job is the 

money a person earns. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion. 

Agree I agree that money is the most significant reason why people get a job. Because we 

cannot buy food, clothes, or other necessities without money, we need to get a job to afford 

our expenses.  

Disagree Not every person wants to have a job  for the money. It is evident that there are 

more important reasons for having a job such as what kind of job  it is, what kinds of people 

you work with, and how much you like the job.   

1 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Universities should give the same amount 

of money to their students' sports activities as they give to their libraries. Use specific reasons and 
examples to support your opinion. 

Agree 

Disagree 

2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? The best way to travel is in a group led by 
a tour guide. Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

Agree 

Disagree 
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3 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? High schools should allow students to 

study the courses that they want to study. Use specific reasons and examples to support your 

opinion. 

Agree 

Disagree 

4 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Different clothes influence the way people 

behave. Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

Agree 	  

Disagree. 

5 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Television, newspapers, magazines, and 

other media pay too much attention to the personal lives of famous people such as public figures 

and celebrities. Use specific reasons and details to explain your opinion. 

Agree 

Disagree 	  
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Agree / Disagree II 

A Agreement & Disagreement 

1 	I support the idea that S+V Toi Ong hey kien rang 
I support the idea that all teachers should be required to update their knowledge every few 

years. 

Toi Ong hey kik rang vai nam met len Cal ca gido vien phai cap nhat kik thilc cUa minh. 

2 	I object to the notion that S+V 	phan dei y kien cho rang 
I object to the notion that people should become vegetarians to live longer. 

Toi phan dei y kien cho rang 	ta nen tra thanh ngued an chay de song Lau hon. 

3 	I do not think it is — to-V Toi khong nghi rang lam gi do thi/la 
I do not think it is effective to watch foreign movies in order to learn about foreign cultures. 

Toi khong nghi rang xem phim ngoai quec de hien ye cac nen van hea nide ngoai la hieu qua. 

4 	I question whether S+V 	nghi ngti khong bi'et 
I question whether the Internet has really improved our lives. 

Toi nghi ngd khong biet mang Internet co that su cai thien cuec song cUa chung ta hay khong. 

5 	I am against the opinion that S+V Tai phan dei y kien cho rang 

I am against the opinion that the world would be better if there were time machines. 

Toi phan dei y kien cho rang the gidi se tot hun nen co nhang di may thei gian. 

B Cause & Effect 

6 	There are several reasons for - / why S+V CO met se ly do giai thich / tai sao 
There are several reasons for people living in society instead of living alone. 

CO met s6 1ST do giai thich viec con ngudi song trong xa hei thay vi song met minh. 

7 	As a result of X, S+V Do/N11.6 X, - 
As a result of air pollution, many people prefer living in suburban areas to living downtown. 

Do '6 nhiem khong khi, nhieu ngu6i thich sting a nhfing khu yuc ngoai O Ilan la song a trung tam thanh phii. 

8 Consequently, S+V - Do vay, 
Consequently, it is better for young adults to live alone than to live with their parents. 

Do vay, song met minh thi tot cho thanh nien hun so vOi song cang be me. 
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Unit 14 I Agree / Disagree II 

C Exemplification 

9 	For instance / For example, S+V Vi du, 
For instance, it is common sense that pregnant women should not drink. 

Vi du, phu nii c6 thai khong nen ueng ruou la le thiOng tinh. 

10 To give you an idea, I will - De ban a hinh dung, toi se - 
To give you an idea, I will present an example of an unexpected natural disaster. 

B6 ban de hinh dung, toi se trinh bay met vi du ve met tham hoa thien nhien bat ngd. 

D Citation 

11 According to X, S+V - Theo X, - 
According to a UN report, livestock generates more CO2  emissions than cars. 

Theo bac) cao cUa Lien Hiep Quec, gia sac thai ra nhieu khi cac-bon-nic hon xe hoi. 

12 It is said that S+V Ngudi ta noi rang 
It is said that a person brought up in a large family is sociable. 

Ngu'6i ta noi rang ngoed ldn len trong met gia dinh dong con se cb tinh hoa dong. 

13 It is reported that S+V Ng&i ta bao cao rang 
It is reported that the majority of high school students have their own computers. 

Ngiidi ta bao cao rang da se hoc sinh trung hoc deu có may vi tinh rieng. 

14 There is a saying, "S+V -." CO cau not rang "-". 

There is a saying, "Don't put off what you can do today until tomorrow." 

CO cau noi rang "Bang de lai ngay mai nhang gi ban co the lam ngay horn nay.". 

15 In my experience, S+V Theo kinh nghiem cua toi, - 
In my experience, those who exercise every day are usually punctual. 

Theo kinh nghiem cUa toi, nhiing ai tap the duc hang ngay thodng rat dung gid. 

16 Studies indicate that S+V Nghien cau chi ra rang - 

Studies indicate that violent movies and juvenile delinquency have a strong connection. 

Nghien dm chi ra rang phim bao lac va toi pham 6 lda tuoi thanh thieu Men có met mei lien N chat the vOi nhau. 
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Check—Up 

Using the given patterns, translate the following into English. 

1 Toi Ung ho y kien cho rang hoc sinh co the Oat trien tri Wang tu'yng cUa rainh bang each doc tieu thuyet. 
(I support the idea that S+V —) 

* develop one's imagination 

2 TM khong nghi rang truftg dal hoc khOng th6 cap hoc lying cho moi sinh vien. (I do not think it is to-V 

" give a scholarship 

3 Do toan ch hoa, ngay nay ngu'di to khong cam thgy nhi6u khac bit van ha. (As a result of S+V 

" cultural difference 

4 Co eau noi. rang "Ngudi ban trong hue kilo khan mdi la ngudi ban that sy.". (There is a saying, "S+V —'.") 

* in need 

5 Theo kinh nghiem cua toi, bo me có the la rang ngudi ban than nhg vdi con cai bdi vi ho hion thing ve phia con cai. 
(In my experience, S+V 

* take one's side 

6 lei phan dei y kien cho rang phu nil nen a nha cham soc con cai. (I am against the opinion that — ) 

* take care of 

7 Di nghi ngd khong biet cho phep con cai xem pang cao tren tivi co mang tinh gido dye hay kh8ng. 
(I question whether S+V —) 

" allow someone to-V 

8 Vi du, nhiing ngudi xem thy Ong thich nhfing chudng trinh giai tri hon nhfing thong trinh nhieu thong tin. 
(For example, S+V —) 

* informative/entertaining programs 
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Unit 14 I Agree / Disagree it 

9 De ban.cle hinh dung, toi se giai thich (cach ma) thai 4 lac quan có the thay dei cuOc song cua mot ngttdi nhu' the nao. 
(To give you an idea, I will —) 

* an optimistic attitude 

10 Toi phan d6i y kien cho rang nhang ngti6i lieu linh 'nth la nhiing Roth co the c6 difqc nhiing co hoi tot. 
(I object to the notion that S+V —) 

"take a risk 

11 Toi ring h8 y kie'n cho rang tham gia cac hoat d8ng ngoai khoa la di8u quan trong. (1 support the idea that S+V —) 

" extracurricular activities 

12 Do vay, toi cho rang nhiing nosh bi nhiing mon the thao nguy him cu6n but khong the chiu du'qc nhiing Ong viec 

thiOng lam hang ngay cua ho. (Consequently, s+v —) 

" daily routines 

13 Toi phan d6i y kik cho rang ngu6i ta kliong hoc duo gi tit kinh nghiem cua minh. 

(I am against the opinion that S+V —) 

" learn - from one's experience 

14 NgtOi ta not rang moi ngutti phai có Icha nang hi chain soc ban than khi ho bi to lap. (It is said that S+V —) 

* be isolated 

15 Toi phan d6i y kik cho rang nghe nhac pop la lang phi thdi gian. (I object to the notion that S+V *) 

" popular music 

16 Ngikti ta bao cao rang nhiAu bac cha me bat con cai doc tieu a (It is reported that S+V —) 

" a biography 
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17 Di nghi nga khong bi6t ngttoi ta c6 ding nhan tam quan trong ctia giao duc dao disc hay khong. 
(I question whether S+V —) 

* moral education 

18 De ban de hinh dung, toi se neu ra vai IY do giai thich tai sao chung toi can mot benh vien a ding deng cluing toi. 
(To give you an idea, I will —) 

* give reasons 

19 CO mot s6 1ST do giai thich tai sao met s6 sinh vien hoc ngon ngii thanh ding han hoc cac men khac. 
(There are several reasons why S+V —) 

* be successful in 

20 Theo kinh nghiem cua toi, khong phai luc nao ngneii ta cung not th4t. (In my experience, S+V —) 

* tell the truth 

21 Vi du, chang ta CO the quan sat dong vat d khoang each gAn trong cat sa thu. (For instance, S+V —) 

* at a short distance 

22 Di phan doi ST ki6n cho rang vien bao tang la nhfing not tot nhal de tre em c6 the hieu va to tien 
(I am against the opinion that S+V —) 

* ancestors 

23 Nha phat minh ra bong den trail, ngtai ta c6 the dot saeh ban dem ma khong bi hong thi 
(As a result of X, S+V —) 

* light bulb 

24 Nghien cal chi ra rang d6 an vat la met trong nhang nguyen nhan chinh caa benh beo phi. 
(Studies indicate that S+V —) 

* obesity 
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Writing Practice 

Read the following questions, and complete the answers as shown in the example. 

Do you agree or disagree with the following'statement? Schools should ask students to 
evaluate their teachers. 

—> I support the idea that students should participate in the process of evaluating their 

teachers. 

Toi !ling 4 y ki6n cho rang sinh vien nen tham gia vao qua trinh danh gia gido vien cua ho. 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Playing games teaches us about life. 

—> I object to the notion that 

Toi phan del y kien cho rang chi game khong co gi lien quan den each song cua ngtgii ta ca. 

2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is better to be a member of a group 
than to be the leader of a group. 

—> I do not think 

Toi khong nghi rang lam thanh vien cUa nhom thi có ldi hon &mg dau nhom. 

3 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Businesses should hire employees 
for their entire lives. 

—> I support the idea that 

Toi Ung ho y kie'n cho rang cac cong ty nen bao dam thue mu dn nhan vien tron ddi. 

4 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? There is nothing that young people 

can teach older people. 

—> I am against the opinion that 

     

     

       

Toi phan d6i y kin cho rang ngudi ldn tu6i hon khong the hoc cac bai hoc tit nhiing nguOi tre tuOi hon. 

5 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? One should never judge a person by 

external appearances. 

--> I support the idea that 

Toi Ong 4 57 kie'n cho rang sit xet doan cUa chang ta 176 ai de khong nen data tren ye ben ngoai ctia ho nhu' the nap. 
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Read the following questions, and complete the answers as shown in the example. 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Modern technology is creating a 
single world culture. 

—> As a result of the  development of modern  technology, such as TV and the Internet, 

:.very culture is losing its own characteristics and is starting to resemble others. 

Do ski phat trim ctia cong nghe hien dai nhu tivi va Internet, mOi nen van hoa Bang danh mat dan nhUng 

net dac trung rieng ctia minh va bat clau gikg cac nen van hoa khac. 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Parents or other adult relatives 

should make important decisions for their older (15- to 18-year-old) teenage children. 

—> It is said that 

    

      

      

      

Ngu6i ta not rang thanh thiau nien hoc each dua To nhfmg guy& dinh quan trong hoac bang cach pham sai lam 
ho'a'c qua kinh nghiam cua chinh ho. 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Boys and girls should attend separate 
schools. 

According to 

Theo nghien cdu gan day, viac day hoc cho ca nam Ian nil co ich cho nam sinh fan nil sinh hon vi nhi6u Vi do. 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Advertising can tell you a lot about a 
country. 

—> Consequently, 

Do vay, eking ta co thd có chive nhieu thong tin ve met quac gia bang each xem cac quang cao ve qu6c gia do. 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? One should never judge a person by 
external appearances. 

- It is reported that 

Ngtiai ta bao cao rang ve ben ngoai khong clang tin cay khi ban xet doom tinh each cua mot 

5 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Children should begin learning a 
foreign language as soon as they start school. 

- There are several reasons 

CO mot s6 lY do giai thich tai sao tre em nen dacfc day met ngoai ngii d tnfting tik hoc. 
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Unit 14 I 

Read the following questions, and complete the answers as shown in the example. 

The expression "Never, never give up" means to keep trying and never stop working for your 

goals. Do you agree or disagree with this statement? 

—> In my experience, steady efforts to achieve my goals have been always rewarded. 

Theo kinh nghiem ciia tOi, nhang no ltic lien tue de' dat dudc muc tieu hien Tan clUdc den dap xang clang. 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People behave differently when they 

wear different clothes. 

—> To give you an idea as to 

De ban de hinh dung tai sao ngUdi ta du'dc dei xii khdc nhau khi ho mac quan do khdc nhau, tOi se trinh bay hai vi du. 

2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Businesses should hire employees 

for their entire lives. 

- --> For instance, 

Vi du, khong ai se lam viec cat laic de nang cao nang suat n6u tong ty khong bao gid sa thai nhan vien ca. 

3 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is better for children to grow up in 

the countryside than in a big city. 

--> To give you an idea, 

De ban a hinh dung, tOi se thao ludn chuyen tre em co the vui thU vdi to nhien nhieu biet bao khi sang a nhting 

khu vtic mien que. 

Some people think that human needs for farmland, housing, and industry are more important 

than saving land for endangered animals. Do you agree or disagree with this point of view? 

---> In my experience, 

Theo kinh nghiem dia toi, luon luon co nhiffig hau qua xau bat di khi nao chi:mg ta tan phd he sinh thai. 

5 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Television has destroyed 

communication between friends and family. 

---> For instance, 

Vi du, tre em co the chia se Y ki6n cua thong A nhCing gi chung xem tren tivi vdi ban be. 
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Writing Challenge 

Read the following questions, and write two or three sentences on what you think about each one. 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? A person should never make an important 
decision alone. Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

Agree I support the idea that some decisions are too important to be made by one person. 

People can make better decisions if they discuss their problems with their family and friends. 

Disagree I am against the idea that a person should consult with others before making an 

important decision. Since every person should be responsible for his own decision in the end, 

you have to make a decision by yourself. 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Technology has made the world a better 
place to live in. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion. 

Disagree 

2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Attending a live performance (for example, 

a play, concert, or sporting event) is more enjoyable than watching the same event on television. 
Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion. 

Agree 

Disagree 
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Unit 14 I Agree / Disagree II 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is more important for students to study 
history and literature than it is for them to study science and mathematics. Use specific reasons 
and examples to support your opinion. 

Agree 

       

        

        

        

Disagree 

4 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Playing a game is fun only when you win. 
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

Agree 

Disagree 

5 It is sometimes said that borrowing money from a friend can harm or damage the friendship. Do 
you agree? Why or why not? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

Agree 

Disagree 
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Preference I 

A Preference 

1 	I prefer A to B Toi thich A hon B 

I prefer living in the countryside to living in a city. 

Toi thich ging d mien que hon song d met thanh pg. 

2 	Given the choice between A and B, I would choose - Neu dtioc chon gifta A va B, toi se chon - 

Given the choice between history and science, I would choose science. 

Neu duo chon giita lich sit va khoa hoc, toi se chon khoa hoc. 

3 	Between A and B, my preference is - Gifia A va B, toi thich hon. 

Between history and natural science, my preference is history. 

Ghia Lich sii va khoa hoc ty nhien, toi thich Lich sd hon. 

4 	In my opinion, it is better to-V - Theo Y kien cua toi, lam gi do thi tot hon 

In my opinion, it is better to spend one's free time outdoors than indoors. 

Theo y kien cua toi, clanh thdi gian ranh rOi caa minh d ngoai trai thi tot hon lad trong nha. 

5 	My view on X is that S+V 	kik caa 01 v6 X la (rang) - 
My view on the recent slow economy is that unemployment is the biggest problem. 

.cT  kien cua toi ve nen kinh t6 tri tre gan day la nan th6t nghiep Bang la van a lin nhet. 

B Comparison 

6 Compared with X, S+V - So vdi X, 

Compared with a century ago, nowadays people spend less time with their families. 

So vdi each day met the 4, ngay nay ngotti to danh cho gia dinh it thdi gian hon. 

7 A cannot compare with B A khong the so sanh vdi B 
Animals cannot compare with humans because the former do not have high levels of 

intelligence. 

DOng 4t khong the so sanh vdi con ngotti bOi vi. Ong vat khong có cac cap 4 thong minh cao. 

8 	A is similar to B A toong tai vdiinho B 

Movie theaters are similar to shopping centers in that both of them are always crowded. 

Rap chieu phim Wong tit vdi trung tam mua sam d diem ca hai cho deu luon luon (long npitti. 
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Unit 15 I Preference I 

9 	Similarly / Likewise, S+V Tu'ung tai vay, 
My parents did everything they could to educate me. Similarly, I will do the same with my 

children in the future. 
B6 me toi da lam moi dieu ho c6 the a gido due toi. Tong tit vay, toi se lam nhu the yell con cai cUa toi trong 
tong lai. 

10 In the same way, S+V Gieng nhu vay, 
We expect foreigners to respect our culture and customs. In the same way, we also should 

recognize their cultures and customs. 

Chiang ta yeu ca.'u ngt.ki nude ngoai ton trong van hea va tap quail cUa chung ta. Gieng nhu vay, chi:mg ta ding phai 
ding nhan van h6a va tap pan ctia ho. 

11 Unlike X, S+V Khong nhu X, 
Unlike adults, children are easily influenced by their environment. 

Khong nhu ngudi 16n, tre em de bi anh hudng bdi mei trueing. 

12 On the contrary, S+V Trai lai, - 
Many poor countries are suffering from food shortages. On the contrary, some rich countries 

are spending a lot of money to dispose of food waste. 

NhiL quk gia ngheo dang chiu nht-ing thieu but thuc ph6m. Trai lai, nhieu quk gia giau co chi nhieu lien de 

rad thai thuc pham. 

C Concession 

13 Although / Though / Even though S+V S+V Mac du -, 
Although some people know that eating at restaurants is often unhealthy, they love to eat out. 

Mac du met s6 ngiki biet rang an 6 cac nha hang thudng khong duo ve sinh, ho van thich an nha hang. 

14 In spite of / Despite -, S+V Mac dii/Bat chh -, 
In spite of their differences, I still consider violent movies and junk foods to be similar. 

Mac du c6 nhieu diem khac nhau, toi van xem phim bao lye va a an vat tong hi nhau. 

15 Despite the fact that S+V S+V BA chgp chuyen/Mac du -, 
Despite the fact that parents are advised not to allow their children to watch violent movies, 

some parents let their children watch anything. 

Mac du cac bac cha me doc khuyen la khong cho pile') con cai xem phim bao lye, met se bac cha me van de 

con cai xem bat c6 this gi. 

16 Nevertheless / Nonetheless / Even so, S+V Tuy vay, 
Books are an important means to gain knowledge. Nevertheless, some kinds of knowledge 

can be acquired only through real experiences. 

Sach la phOng tien quan trong de thu thap kien thiic. Tuy vay, met s6 loaf kien thdc chi co the co doc thong qua 
cac trai nghiem thuc 
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Check-Up 

  

Using the given expressions, translate the following into English. 

1 Neu kip chon giiia nhac c6 dien va nhac pop, tai se chon nhac pop. 
(Given the choice between A and B, I would choose —) 

 

    

* classical music 

2 Y kien ctia tot ve cac quy dinh cua nha trtidng la sinh vien nen tham gia vao qua trinh soan thao cac quy dinh do. 
(My view on Xis that S+V —) 

* be involved in 

3 Pa thich di voi ban be hem di vdi gia dinh bdi vi di chdi vii ban be till vui hot. (I prefer A to B) 

* hang out with 

4 Con ngtidi can nhiing can nha tien nghi de sang. Tang tai vay, dOng vat clang gap nguy hiem can nhiing obi an town 
a sang. (Similarly, S+V —) 

* endangered animals 

5 Xem mot ski kien the thao khong the so sanh v6i chdi the thao dude. (A cannot compare with B) 

* a sporting event 

fi Mlac du có nhi6u phat trien y hoc, con npidi van chiu nhieu benh tat. (In spite of X, S+V —) 

* suffer from 

7 Ngoan ngoan thi tudng hi v6i trung thanh b.& vi ngddi trung thanh luon luon ngoan ngoan. (A is similar to B) 

* obedience/ loyalty 

8 Bat chap nhang Idi ich ctia mot trtidng trung hoc mai, thay vi the tai van mu6n co met trung tam mua saf m mai trong 
Ong clang ct ia. chi:mg tea. (Despite x, s+v —) 

* want to-V 
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Unit 15 I Preference I 

9 Vao met ngay lanh leo, a nha có le de chin. Tuy vay, toi thich di choi hon a trong nha. 
(Nevertheless, S+V —) 

* stay indoors 

10 M4c du sinh vien c6 met s6 lap ma ho khong mu6n hoc, ho van phai hoc tat ca cluing. (Although S+V—, S+V—) 

* be required to-V 

11 Mac du ngon ngii va van ha khac rihau, cluing to van co the co nhang ngtiai ban than la ngu'ai ngoai qu6c. 
(Despite the fact that S+V—) 

* make friends 

12 Tre em rat thich danh phan 16n thai gian de choi game. Tuy vay, ban nen cam chung khong diioc choi nhfing game 
nay. (Nonetheless, S+V *) 

* prohibit someone from V-ing 

13 So vai thanh ph6, mien que tot cho ski phat trien cam xlic cua tre em ban. (compared with x, s+v —) 

* emotional development 

14 Giiia met ngiki co thai de lac quan va met ngitai co thai de bi quan, toi thich ngifai lac quan hon. 
(Between A and B, my preference is —) 

* an optimistic/a pessimistic attitude 

15 Khong nha xe hai, tau lila la met pining tien giao thong hieu qua hen. (unlike X, S+V —) 

* a means of transportation 

16 Di thich lam viec trong met nhom hon lam viec dee lap bai vi tai c6 the chia se Y ki6n vai cac thanh vien khac. 
(I prefer A to B) 

* working on a team 
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17 ' kien cua VA v6 van a nay la nhimg ngu'ai de hos. &Ong thaang hoa hap tot viii nguai khac. 
(My view on X is that S+V —) 

* get along well with 

18 Quang cao rat quan trong trong linh vac kink doanh. Tuy \Tay, no khong the thay the cho chgt Wang cua san phgm. 
(Even so, S+V 

* be a substitute for 

19 linh yeu khong the so skth viii b6t cii dieu gi khac bai vi ngu'ai ta kh8ng the hanh phtic neu khong co tinh yeu. 
(A cannot compare with B) 

* without 

20 Mit cutic song khong co tang thang thi Wang nhu' ngo trong su6t cu6c 	minh. (A is similar to B) 

* stress-free 

21 Mac du tu6i tho cao, ngtidi ta van khong no lac nhieu de duy tri sac khOe the chat ctia ho. (In spite of X, S+V —) 

* life expectany 

22 Hoc nhom co the ti6t kiem cho ban nhieu tiled gian. Trai lai, ket qua co the la ban iii sao nhang va chi tan gau. 
(On the contrary, S+V —) 

* end up V-ing 

23 Toi thich an a nha hang han n6u an nha bai vi an nha hang tien lyi hon. (I prefer A to B) 

* eat out 

24 Ban khong the xet doan mot cuen sach qua trang bia cua no. Giting nha vay, ban khong the hieu mot nail qua ye ben 
ngoai duck, (In the same way, S+V—) 

* judge by 
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Writing Practice 

A Read the following questions, and complete the answers as shown in the example. 

Some people prefer to get up early in the morning and start their day's work. Others prefer to 

get up later in the day and work until late at night. Which do you prefer? 

—> I prefer being a morning person to being a night person because I can have plenty of 

time to read some books in the morning. 

Toi thich la ngudi cua bugi sang hun la ngudi cUa ban dem vi vao budi sang toi có the co nhieu thdi gian dg 
doc sach. 

Some people are always in a hurry to go places and get things done. Other people prefer to 

take their time and live life at a slower pace. Which lifestyle do you think is better? 

—> Given the choice between 

Neu duo chon gida s6ng vdi nhip 4 nhanh va song vdi nhip 4 chain, fel se chon song vdi nhip 4 nhanh. 

2 Some people prefer to live in places that have the same weather or climate all year long. Others 

like to live in areas where the weather changes several times a year. Which do you prefer? 

—> In my opinion, it is better 

Theo Y kign cua toi, song d nai toi co thg hudng cludc cac mina khac nhau tot hurl 1a song d nai ma khi hau chang 
thay dgi chat nao. 

3 You have been told that the dormitory rooms at your university must be shared by two 
students. Would you rather have the university assign a student to share a room with you, or 

would you rather choose your own roommate? 

—> I prefer 

Toi thich s6ng ding phong vdi ban toi han la song cdng pheng vdi met ngudi la. 

4 Some people prefer to plan activities for their free time very carefully. Others choose not to 

make any plans at all for their free time. Which do you think is better? 

---> Between 

Gida viec len kg hoach trudc cho cac hoat deng luc ranh r6i va vui thti vdi thdi gian ranh r6i ma khong cO met kg 
hoach nao, toi thich lap kg hoach trade hon. 

5 Some people think families are the most important influence on young adults. Others think 

friends are the most important influence on young adults. Which view do you agree with? 

—> My view on this issue is that 

kign cUa toi v6 van a nay la thigu nien thadng bi anh hu'ang bdi gia dinh nhieu hun so vdi ban be. 
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Read the following questions, and complete the answers as shown in the example. 

Some high schools require their students to wear school uniforms. Other high schools permit 

students to decide what to wear to school. Which policy do you think is better? 

Compared to students  who wear uniforms, students who can wear whatever they want  

are often more creative.  

So vdi cac sinh vier mac d8ng phuc thi cac sinh vien bye tit do chon each an mac thiking sang tao han. 

Some people prefer to spend their free time outdoors. Other people prefer to spend their 

leisure time indoors. Which way of spending free time do you think is better? 

cannot compare with 

Xet A each sit dung th6i gian ranh roi, cac hoat dOng trong nha khong the so sanh- vii cac hoot dng ngoai ten. 

When people need to complain about a product or poor service, some prefer to complain in 

writing, and others prefer to complain in person. Which way do you think is better? 

—> From my point of view, 

Theo quan digm cua toi, khi ban khong hai long vdi mot san pham hoac Bich vu nao do, vie't thu than phik ding 

tildng ty nhu khong lam gi ca. 

3 Some students like classes where their teachers lecture in class. Other students prefer 

classes where the students do some of the talking. Which type of class do you prefer? 

- Unlike 

Khong nhu nhiMg gid thio ltan, phAn Min cac gid thuygt trinh du nham char. 

Some students prefer to study alone. Others prefer to study with a group of students. Which 

do you prefer? 

—> In my experience, 

Theo kinh nghigm cua toi, hoc yeti ban be Wog tai nhti doc ngtioc mgt cugn sach vay. 

Some people think families are the most important influence on young adults. Others think 

friends are the most important influence on young adults. Which view do you agree with? 

On the contrary, 

Nhigu thanh thigu nien khong ke2  cho b6 me nghe A cuiic song cue, ho. Trai lai, ho not chuygn va danh phan ldn 

thoi gian cua ho vdi ban be. 
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Unit 15 Preference 

C Read the following questions, and complete the answers as shown in the example. 

Some people prefer a high-paying job with long hours that would give them little time with 

their family and friends. Others prefer a lower-paying job with shorter hours that would give 

them more time with their family and friends. Which job would you choose? 

In spite of some economic sacrifice, I would choose to work shorter hours. 

Cho du phai hy sinh met vai ldi ich kinh te, toi van chon lam viec it gid hdn. 

1 Some people prefer to learn by reading about things. Others say it is better to learn by 

listening to people talk about things. Which method of learning do you think is better? 

Although 

Mac cln t8i cong nhan dm sach la ink each hoc t6t, toi cho rang hoc bang each lang nghe ngtidi khac thi hieu qua hdn. 

2 Some movies are serious and are designed to make the audience think. Other movies are 

designed primarily to amuse and entertain. Which type of movie do you prefer? 

Nevertheless. 

Mi)t s6 ngudi nOi rang phim nghiem the thi nham chan. Tuy vay, toi thich nhiing cu6n phim khi6n cho toi suy nghi. 

3 Some people prefer to work for a large company. Others prefer to work for a small company. 

Which option do you think is better? 

Even so, 

Ban có the' có m6i quan he than thiet hdn vdi ban clOng nghiep a met cong ty nhO. Tuy vay, toi se khong chon met 

ding ty nhO hal vi ceng ty nhO 	bi pha sin han cong ty ldn. 

4 Some people spend their entire lives in one place. Others move a number of times throughout 

their lives, looking for a better job, house, community, or even climate. Which do you prefer? 

--> 

Nevertheless, 	  

&sing mOt ndi trong su6t cuk ddi CO the có ink s6 di6u lqi. Tuy vay, toi thich chuyen ch8 nay sang chO khac d6 

ce dude met moi trtidng tk hdn. 

5 Some people think children should begin their formal education at a very early age. Others 

believe young children should spend most of their time playing. Which view do you agree with? 

—> Despite the fact that 	  

Mac dU tre em có the' hoc dude nhieu dieu trtidng, toi cho rang dieu quan trong ho'n d6i vdi tre em la eh dna vdi 

ban be cila 	
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Writing Challenge 

Read the following questions, and write two or three sentences on what you think about each one. 

Some people prefer to live in a small town. Others prefer to live in a big city. Which place would 

you prefer to live in? Use specific reasons and details to support your answer. 

Live in a big city: It seems attractive that I could make close relationships with my neighbors 

if I lived in a small town. Even so, I still want to live in a big city. One advantage of a big city is 

that there are so many cultural events, so we can always find something to do to amuse ourselves. 

Live in a small town: Between living in a small town and living in a big city, my preference is 

the former for safety reasons. In a big city, people neither know who lives next door to them, 

nor are they concerned about their neighbors' safety. Thus, I would like to live in a small town 

where everyone looks after one another. 

Some people like to travel with a companion. Other people prefer to travel alone. Which do you 

prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support your choice. 

Travel with a companion: 

Travel alone: 

2 Some people like to do only what they already do well. Other people prefer to try new things and 
take risks. Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support your choice. 

Do what you already do well: 

Try new things: 
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Unit 15 I Preference I 

Some people think that they can learn better by themselves than with a teacher. Others think that 

it is always better to have a teacher. Which do you think is better? Use specific reasons to develop 

your essay. 

Learn by yourself: 

Learn from a teacher: 

4 Some people think governments should spend as much money as possible exploring outer space 

(for example, traveling to the moon and to the other planets). Other people disagree and think 

governments should spend this money for our basic needs on Earth. Which of these two opinions 

do you agree with? Use specific reasons and details to support your answer. 

Basic needs on Earth: 

Exploring outer space: 

Some people like doing work by hand. Others prefer using machines. Which do you prefer? Use 

specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

Work by hand: 

Work with machines: 
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Preference II 

A Preference 

A is preferable to B A thi thich ham B 

In my opinion, hiking in the mountains is preferable to reading a book. 

Theo Y kien cda toi, di da ngoai d yang nui thi thich han doc sach. 

2 	I would rather - than - Toi thich/tha (con)han - 

If I lived in a big city, I would rather take the subway than drive a car. 

Neu tei song a met thanh phi; Mn, toi tha di tau dien ngam con ham la lai xe hai. 

3 	From my point of view, it is -er / more - to-V - Theo quan diem dm MI, lam gi do thi han - 

From my point of view, it is cheaper to eat out than to cook at home by myself. 

Theo quan diem cda toi, an nha hang thi re han tti tay toi nfi a nha. 

B Assumption 

4 	Presumably, S+V Co ler la 

Presumably, my next-door neighbor does not even know my name. 

CO le la ngiti hang x6m a canh nha toi tham chi con khong bielt ten toi 

5 	Let's assume that S+V Gia sit la 

Let's assume that current scientific technology will change our lifestyles completely within a 

few years. 

Gia sit la ding nghe khoa hoc hien tai se thay dei hoan toan each song cua ehung to trong yang met vai nAm 

6 Suppose S+V Gia sa la 

Suppose some decisions can be made more quickly than others. 

Gia sit la mkt s6 guy& dinh co the dude 	ra nhanh han nhang guy& dinh khac. 

7 	I wish S+V Lidc gi 

I wish I had learned martial arts when I was young so that I could travel alone without fear 

now. 

tidc gi toi da hoc vo khi con tre de bay gid toi eó tir6 di lai mot minh ma khong thay so hai. 

8 	If S+V-ed S+would / could+V &611 -, - 

If I had a large sum of money, I would build a library for children in my hometown. 

Neu toi c6 mot s6 lien 16n, tei se xay met thu vien danh cho tre ein a thanh pho que hung cua toi. 
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Unit 16 I Preference II 

C Elaboration 

9 Moreover, S+V Hen nit, 
People work hard to make money. Moreover, some people work overtime on weekends. 
Noel ta lam viec cham chi dd kik -ben. Hen nita, met s6 ngueti can lam viec them gia vao nhimg ngay cuoi tuan. 

10 In addition, S+V Ngoai ra, 
Regular exercise is good for your health. In addition, it is the best way to lose weight. 
Tap the due deu clan thi tot cho sic khOe el1'a ban. Ngoai ra, do la cach tat nhat de giam can. 

11 Aside from X, S+V Ngoai/Trit X ra, 
Aside from their relationships with others, introverted people are usually not good at giving 

presentations in front of others. 

Ngoai m6i quan he dm ho vdi ngnai khac ra, nhfing nguei song nei tam thu'dng khong giOi viec trinh bay trade mat 
nguei khac. 

12 In other words, S+V Nei cach khac, 
Man is a social animal. In other words, all of us need friends to maintain normal lives. 

Con ngtki la dong vat mang tinh xa hei. Nei each khac, tat ca chnng ta deu can ban be de duy tri cuec song 
binh thing. 

13 More importantly, S+V Quan trong hen, 
More importantly, air pollution has caused the greenhouse effect. 

Quan trong hen, o nhiem khong khi da gay ra hieu itng nha kinh 

14 In particular, S+V Dac biet, 
I like almost all kinds of sports. In particular, cycling is my favorite sport. 

Toi thich hau nhu tat ca cac mon the thao. Dac biet, dua xe dap la mon the thao ua thich cua toi. 

15 In consideration of X, S+V Xet den X, 
In consideration of the benefits of short vacations, I would rather have them frequently instead 

of one long vacation. 

Xet den 10 ich cua nhang kY nghi ngan, toi thich co dikc nhang kY nghi du vay thding xuyen thay vi co met 
ky nghi dai. 

16 As we have seen, S+V Nhu chang ta da thay, - 
As we have seen, modern technologies such as the Internet and mobile communications have 

changed our lives quite profoundly. 

Nhu cluing ta da thay, cong nghe hien dai nhu mang Internet va truyen thong di deng da thay d6i rat sau sac 
cuec song cua chnng ta. 
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Check-Up 

Using the given expressions, translate the following into English. 

Ngoai viec choi game ra, tre em thich xem tivi horn 1a doc sach. (Aside from X, S+V —) 

* video games 

2 M6t thai de lac quan Op ban vuot qua gian khe. Ngoai ra, no con clang vien ngudi khac chiu dung gian khO. 
(In addition, S+V —) 

* an optimistic attitude 

3 Co le ding vien chit de lam0t not de sinh hoat vdi gia dinh tot km la the vien. (Presumably, S+V -') 

* a theme park 

4 IIdc gi toi co the di du lich den nhieu nide talk khi di hoc dai hoc. (I wish —) 

* go to university 

5 Gia sit ban bi giao vien trach mang, nhting ban nghi dO khong phai la loi dm ban. (Suppose s+v —) 

* be blamed by 

6 Nhang sinh vien vi pham quy dinh cua nha trtiOng deu hi phat. Nei each khac, ha phai tuan theo quy dinh. 
(In other words, S+V —) 

* school rules 

7 Xet den tam quan trong duo nang cao cua tigng Anh a dat nu6c cluing toi, nhieu sinh vien chon di du hoc. 
(In consideration of X, S+V —) 

* study abroad 

8 Toi tha mac &lag phut di hoc con horn chi nhieu tien mua pan 6o mdi. (I would rather than —) 

* school uniform 
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Unit 16 I Preference II 

9 Mac dti cb nhieu loi ich, nhien lieu hoa thach van lam cho o nhiem khong khi tram trong hon. Hon Oa, met se 
nhien lieu hoa thach se can kiet trong Wong lai gan. (Moreover, s+v —) 

* run out 

10 Theo quan diem caa toi, khong lam gi van tot hon xem tivi. (From my point of view, it is better to-V —) 

* do nothing 

11 	nha thi thich Twin gp hang su6t ngay a met tong vien giai tri. (A is preferable to B) 

* stand in line 

12 Neu toi la met Ong chi'', toi se thue met ding nhan ce kinh nghiem vdi met mite luong cao hon. 
(If S+V-ed S+would+V —) 

* at a higher salary 

13 Ildc gi toi co the du hanh ngOoc lai thdi gian de gap triel gia not tieng Socrates. (I wish') 

* travel back in time 

14 MIA se nguOi tieu lien qua a clang. Dac biet, ho thich di mua s'ain lu bit. (In particular, S+V —) 

* go on a shopping spree 

15 Chang to CO the bao ve deng vat dang gap nguy hiem bang each cub lay ring nut nhiet dai. Ngoai ra, lam viec nay 
con gitip ngan than o nhiem kh8ng khi them Oa. (In addition, S+V —) 

* endangered animals 

16 Co le la khong ai men song met minh ma khong co nglidi ban nao trong su6t cu'n'e M.. (Presumably, S+V —) 

* for one's whole life 
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17 Gia sit chinh pH chi ra nhieu tin cho viec thin higm vu try. (Let's assume that S+V —) 

* explore outer space 

18 Xet den nhu ch ct a mot cct sd gide duc mai, toi men Ong ang ciia chung ta xay mot twang trung hoc. 
(In consideration of X, S+V —) 

* an education facility 

19 Gia sit sinh vien se cam tgy it bi ap loc tit ban ang trang lira han neu ho mac ding phoc di hoc. (Suppose s+v —) 

* peer pressure 

20 Nhieu tre em xem tivi qua nhieu gia hang ngay. Quan trong hdn, chung thy qua nhieu bao lite tren tivi. 
(More importantly, S+V —) 

* watch TV 

21 Nhu' chting ta da thgy, sinh vien nam this nhgt ce the nhan daqc nhieu kieu giap tit sinh vien lan han bang each 
song trong kST tac xd. (As we have seen, S+V —) 

* live in a dormitory 

22 Gia sit là 14 cam lanh ce lien pan den thdi tiet lanh. (Let's assume that S+V —) 

* have to do with 

23 Bac bi0t, y kien caa toi 1/6 vain a nay la sinh vien nen dtfac phep chin nhitng mon ho muen hoc. 
(In particular, S+V —) 

* be allowed to-V 

24 Neu notti ta kitting di da lien mua that pham cho con cai cua meth, ho se cam thgy vo vong. 
(If S+V-ed S+would+V —) 

* feel hopeless 
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Writing Practice 

A Read the following questions, and complete the answers as shown in the example. 

In the future, students may have the choice of studying at home by using technology such as 

computers or television or of studying at traditional schools. Which would you prefer? 

—> From my point of view, it is better for students to study at home by using technology 

because they can save a lot of time. 

Theo quan diem cua ten, se tat hal cho sinh vien ngai hoc tai nha bang each sit dung ceng nghe bdi vi ho 
co the fiat kiem Lac nhi6u thOi gian. 

1 You have received a gift of money. The money is enough to buy either a piece of jewelry you 

like or tickets to a concert you want to attend. Which would you buy? 

—> I would rather 

Toi tha mua met mon nit trang con hon la mua ye di xem hoa nhac bai vi de la each tat nhA de dau tit lien cUa tel. 

2 Some people prefer to eat at food stands or restaurants. Other people prefer to prepare and eat 

food at home. Which do you think is better? 

is preferable to 

An o nha thi thich hcin an nha hang bai vi o nha toi CO the an tilde an co lqi cho sac khOe. 

3 Students at universities often have a choice of places to live. They may choose to live in 

university dormitories, or they may choose to live in apartments in the community. Where 

would you prefer to live? 

—> I would rather 

Toi tha sang o 14 tac xa can ho'n la danh nhieu thdi gian tim kiem met can h0 de sang. 

4 Some people prefer to spend time with one or two close friends. Others choose to spend 

time with a large number of friends. Which way of spending time do you think is better? 

—> From my point of view, it is better 

Theo quan diem cUa toi, danh thdi gian vdi mat nhom nhO nhang ngtfdi ban than thi tat han bdi vi toi co the chia 
se ngay ca nhang bi mat rieng tti cUa toi voi ho. 

5 Your school has enough money to purchase either computers for students or books for the 

library. Which should your school choose to buy—computers or books? 

	  is preferable to 

Mua may vi tinh thi thich hon mua sach bai vi sinh vien co the doc sach dien to tren mang Internet. 
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Read the following questions, and complete the answers as shown in the example. 

When people move to another country, some of them decide to follow the customs of their 

new country. Others prefer to keep their own customs. Which one do you think is better? 

If I moved to a foreign country, I would follow its customs to adapt  to the new 

environment  more quickly. 

N6u toi chuyen d6n mot node khac, toi se theo cac phong tuc cua cat nu& do de thich iing vdi moi trudng 

mdi nhanh thong hon. 

Some people say that physical exercise should be a required part of every school day. Other 

people believe that students should spend the entire school day on academic studies. Which 

opinion do you agree with? 

---> Let's assume that 

Gia sif la sinh vien hiem khi tap the due, vi vay ho se có snot so yen de vg sift khOe. 

2 What do you want most in a friend—someone who is intelligent, someone who has a sense of 

humor, or someone who is reliable? Which one of these characteristics is most important to 

you? 

Presumably, 

Co le là moi ngo6i au can mot ngodi ban ma ho co the 114 y kien khi ho gap rac r6i. 

3 Some people prefer to enjoy their money when they earn it. Others choose to save their 

money for some time in the future. Which do you think is better? 

—> Suppose 

Gia sit ban khong co mot xu khi ban can tien cho mot viec khan cap. 

4 Some people believe that students should be given one long vacation each year. Others 

believe that students should have several short vacations throughout the year. Which 
viewpoint do you agree with? 

If 

N6u toi có nhieu ky nghi ngan thay vi mot ky nghi dai, toi có the gilt cho minh dtioc sang khodi trong suet ca nam. 

5 Some people think that governments should spend as much money as possible on 

developing or buying computer technology. Other people disagree and think that this money 

should be spent on more basic needs. Which one of these opinions do you agree with? 

—* If 

Neu chinh phii Id di vi0c dap Cing nhu cau co ban clia xa hOi chnng ta, ngu'Ui ngheo se chiu du'ng nhieu 	hon. 
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Unit 16 I 

Read the following questions, and complete the answers as shown in the example. 

If you were an employer, which kind of worker would you prefer to hire: an inexperienced 

worker at a lower salary or an experienced worker at a higher salary? 

—> Not all experienced workers work efficiently. In addition, some of them can even be 

tardy. 

Khong phai tat ca cac cOng nhan co kinh nghiem au lam viec co hieu qua. Hon nib, met vai nguei trong 
se ho tham chi con tr6 

Some people trust their first impressions about a person's character because they believe 

these judgments are generally correct. Other people do not judge a person's character quickly 

because they believe first impressions are often wrong. Which attitude do you agree with? 

In other words, 

KhOng ai co the xet doan chinh xac tinh each cUa met nguOi sau khi gap ngued do chi met Fan. Noi each khac, 
nlifing an ttigng dau tien khong clang tin cay. 

2 Some people choose friends who are different from themselves. Others choose friends who 

are similar to themselves. Which kind of friends do you prefer for yourself? 

More importantly, 

Moi nguOi deu có mot tam nhin khac nhau, ngay ca giiia ban be vdi nhau. Quan trong hon, tam nhin khac nhau 
thUeng gay ra xung d6t ghia ban be vdi nhau. 

3 Some people prefer to spend most of their time alone. Others like to be with friends most of 

the time. Which way of spending time do you think is better? 

In addition, 

Ban be tat co the gni') toi vuot qua rac roi. Ngoai ra, dOi khi ho có the la thay cua toi trong cu6c song. 

4 A company is going to give some money either to support the arts or to protect the 

environment. Which do you think the company should choose? 

In particular, 

Ro 	
, • 

rang la cluing ta Mn met mei tnking sach se de song. Bac Wet, chtIng ta se khong the sting tham chi trong 
giay lat au cluing ta khong co khong khi de tha. 

5 Some people believe that success in life comes from taking risks or chances. Others believe 

that success results from careful planning. Which view do you agree with? 

As we have seen, 

Nhti chnng ta da thgy, nAm lgy ca hei khong nhf.ing la con diking ngdn nhgt ma con la each tat nhat de di den 
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Writing Challenge 

Read the following questions, and write two or three sentences on what you think about each one. 

You have enough money to purchase either a house or a business. Which would you choose to 
buy? Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion. 

Buy a house: If I cannot make a profit out of a business, I may lose all the money. Therefore, 

I would  rather  purchase a house than invest my money in a business. 

Buy a business: I can have both a house and a business if I purchase the business first. In 

other words, I should purchase a business first so that I can buy a house with the profits from 

the business. 

1 Some items (such as clothes or furniture) can be made by hand or by machine. Which do you 

prefer—items made by hand or items made by machine? Use specific reasons and examples to 
explain your choice. 

Prefer hand-made items: 

Prefer machine-made items: 

2 Would you prefer to live in a traditional house or in a modern apartment building? Use specific 
reasons and details to support your choice. 

Live in a traditional house: 

Live in an apartment: 
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Unit 16 

3 Some people believe that the best way to learn about life is by listening to the advice of family and 
friends. Other people believe that the best way to learn about life is through personal experience. 

Which way of learning do you think is better? Use specific reasons and examples to support your 
preference. 

Others' advice: 

Personal experience: 

4 Some people say that the Internet provides people with a lot of valuable information. Others think 

access to so much information creates problems. Which view do you agree with? Use specific 

reasons and examples to support your opinion. 

A lot of valuable information: 

Too much information: 

5 Some universities require students to take classes in many subjects. Other universities require 

students to specialize in one subject. Which policy do you think is better? Use specific reasons 

and examples to support your answer. 

Many subjects: 

One subject: 
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4 Introducing iBT Writing 

  

This part will help you practice basic skills for the TOEFL(''' writing. It consists of 

brainstorming & outlining, note taking, and paraphrasing & summarizing. These skills will 

be useful tools when you address both the Integrated and the Independent Task of the 

Writing section on the TOEFLY iBT. 

Unit 17 Brainstorming & Outlining 

Unit 18 Note Taking 

Unit 19 Paraphrasing & Summarizing 



  

Brainstorming & Outlining 
nI 

 

Brainstorming 
Brainstorming is the process of generating ideas before you begin to write about a topic. You should 

come up with as many ideas as possible about the topic. If you put down those ideas on paper, it 

will help you to choose an appropriate, logical organizaton for the information in your essay. As a 

way of writing down ideas on paper, you can use a cluster diagram, also known as a mind map. 

How to Brainstorm 

1 Read the essay topic, and identify the task. It is essential to undertand what the essay topic 

requires you to do if you want to brainstorm in the right direction. 

2 Take a position about the statement in the essay topic. Do you agree or disagree with it? 

3 Write down as many ideas as you can to support your opinion. Some ideas will be more 

general, others will be more specific, and others may have little to do with your opinion. 

EJ f I fillS! 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 

A person should never make an important decision alone. 

Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

knowledge & expertise 

whether to 
	 helpful advice 

study abroad 
	

from others 

share others' 
experiences 

what courses to take —> 
school counselor's advice 

information 
from a friend different 

perspective 

wanted to join the school 
play but was not confident 

encouragement from 
a friend 
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Unit 17 I Brainstorming & Outlining 

Outlining 
Outlining refers to organizing the ideas from the brainstorming process in order to get a sketch of 

your essay. In the outlining stage, you should distinguish major ideas from minor ones and arrange 

them according to the typical structure of the TOEFL® essay: introduction, body, and conclusion. 

How to Outline 

1 Look at your brainstorm, and choose the best ideas. You can group similar ideas and cross 

out the ideas which are unconnected to the topic. 

2 State your thesis clearly in the introduction. A thesis statement should show what your 

position is about the essay topic. 

3 Set aside the main ideas and supporting ideas for the body. These main ideas are supposed 

to be topic sentences in the body paragraphs. There are usually two or three of them. To 

develop the main ideas, you also need supporting details and examples. 

4 Provide a summary in the conclusion. You may restate your thesis and summarize the main 

points discussed in the body paragraphs. 

Intr.3cluctior 

An important decision should not be made without consulting others. 

Body ParcigrL-Th 1 

Others' advice is helpful. 

- knowledge and expertise 

- school counselor's advice about what courses to take 

Body Paragraph 2 

Can share others' experiences 

- had to decide whether to study abroad 

- information from a friend who has studied overseas 

Body Paragraph 3 

Can get a different perspective 

- wanted to join the school play but was not confident 

- encouragement from a friend 

Conclusion 

With an important decision, I always seek others' advice so that I can benefit from their 

knowledge, experience, and perspectives. 
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Practice with Agree / Disagree Questions 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Classmates have more influence on a child's 

success at school than parents do. Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

A. Brainstorm 

spend 
more time with 
each other 

emotional 

& financial 
support 

(Agree 

develop each other 
through competition 
or cooperation 

Disagree 

long-term influence 

more interests 

& values in common 

experienced 

advice & 
guidance 

B. Outline 

 

Agree 

 

 

Classmates affect a child's success at 

school more than parents do. 

1. Classmates spend more time with 

each other. 

2. Classmates usually have more 

interests and values in common. 

 

Opinion 

Reasons 

 

3. Classmates help develop each other 

through competition or cooperation. 

  

      

Disagree 

A child's success at school depends 

more on parents than on classmates. 

1. Parents support a child emotionally 

as well as financially. 

Parents help a child have a good 

attitude to others. 

3. Parents have a long-term influence 

on a child. 
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Disagree 

Opinion 	There are many important aspects of 

a job other than the salary. 

1. You can fulfill and satisfy yourself 

through your work. 

2. You contribute to society by doing 

your work. 
Reasons 

Unit 17 I 9rainstorming & Outlining 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? The most important aspect of a job is the 

money a person earns. Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

A. Brainstorm 

salary earned 
= a worker's value 

self-fulfillment 

& satisfaction 

financial 
independence 

contribute 

to society 

B. Outline 

I agree that the most important 

reason why people have jobs is to earn 

as much money as possible. 

1. The salary earned equals a worker's 

value at a company. 

2. People have jobs to gain financial 

independence in the end. 
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persistency 

& effort — 
more important , cannot control 

many factors 

Do you agree or disagree with the following quotation? "When people succeed, it is because of hard 

work. Luck has nothing to do with success." Use specific reasons and examples to explain your position. 

A. Brainstorm 

cause & effect 
governing principle 
of the universe 

need luck to 
defeat hardworking 
competitors 

B. Outline 

Agree 

    

It is evident that 

 

Opinion 

1. Everything in the universe is 

governed by the principle of cause 

and effect. 

  

2. Successful people are always hard 

workers who never give up. 

 

Reasons 

    

D sag 7._ e 

In my opinion, 	 

If all your competitors work hard, 

the only thing you need to defeat 

them is luck. 

You cannot control all the factors 

even if you really want to succeed 

in life. 

3.  
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1. a lot of cultural 
experiences 

1. good neighbors 

2. more 
educational 
opportunities 

2. low 
crime rates 

3. 

Unit 17 I 

4 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is better for children to grow up in the 

countryside than in a big city. Use specific reasons and examples to develop your essay. 

A. Brainstorm 

B. Outline 

1 
Opinion 

     

In my view, 

   

There is no question that 

  

           

1. Neighbors in the countryside are 

friendlier than those in a big city. 

2. The crime rates in rural areas are 

much lower than those in urban 

areas. 

Reasons 

1. Big cities provide a variety of 

cultural events that children can 

participate in. 

2. Big cities offer more educational 

opportunities than small towns. 

 

      

3.  
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Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Face-to-face communication is better than 

other types of communication, such as letters, email, or telephone calls. Use specific reasons and 
details to support your answer. 

A. Brainstorm 

can use speech 
& body language 

more comfortable 

B. Outline 

               

           

.r2) Sap :"E 

    

 

I strongly agree that 

   

Opinion In my opinion, 

      

 

You can use body language as well as 

speech. 

  

People tend to express their feelings 

more comfortably when they do not 

see the other person's face. 

        

Reasons 
2.  

       

                 

         

3.  
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Unit 17 I Brainstorming & Outlining 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? There is nothing that young people can teach 

older people. Use specific reasons and details to support your opinion. 

A. Brainstorm 

lack of experience 

& knowledge 

different 

perspectives 

2 	  

B. Outline 

 

In my experience, 

 

Opinion 

     

 

1. Compared to older people, young 

people usually lack experience and 

knowledge. 

 

Reasons 

     

Lsag 

I disagree 

Young people can offer different 

new perspectives on some issues 

older people have. 
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Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Technology has made the world a better 

place to live in. Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinion. 

A. Brainstorm 

cause environmental 
problems 

1. 

      

   

111116,, 
2, isolate 
individuals 

  

Agree 

 

      

more dangerous 

B. Outline 

     

Agree 

     

   

Disagree 

 

     

  

Opinion 

Reasons 

I question whether there has been any 

improvement in the quality of life as a 

result of technological developments. 

I Technological developments have 

worsened environmental problems. 

2. Technology such as TV and the 

Internet isolates a lot of individuals 

from society. 

3. The development of military 

weapons has made the world a more 

dangerous place to live. 
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Unit 17 

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Letting a friend make a mistake is better than 

saying or doing something that would destroy the friendship. Use specific reasons and examples to 

support your answer. 

A. Brainstorm 

3. mostly 

minor mistakes 

. can learn 
from his/her 
own mistakes 

advice or criticism 
— lose self-confidence 

B. Outline 

Agree 

I agree that it is better to let a friend 

make a mistake than to say or do 

something about it. 

1. Every person grows by learning 

from his/her own mistakes. 

2. A friend's mistakes are mostly 

minor ones which do not call for 

advice or other actions. 

3. Your advice or criticism can make 

the friend lose his/her self-

confidence. 

Opinion 

Reasons  

Disagree 
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Practice with Preference Questions 

Some people think that they can learn better by themselves than with a teacher. Others think that it is 

always better to have a teacher. Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons to develop your essay. 

A. Brainstorm 

develop 
reasoning skills 

people need 

guidance 

develop 
researching skills 

 

learn 
communication 
as well 

 

Learn with a 
teacher 

   

not easily 
forgotten 
	 takes a 

shorter time 

B. Outline 

Learn by oneself 

I firmly believe that it is better to 

learn by oneself than to learn with a 

teacher. 

1. You may be able to learn how to 

reason while trying to understand 

the concepts. 

2. Since you will find the sources of 

information by yourself, you will 

learn how to do research. 

3. You will not easily forget things 

that you have struggled to master. 

Learn with a teacher 

In spite of the benefits of learning by 

oneself, I believe that the best way 

to learn something is to be taught by 

a teacher. 

People need someone who can guide 

them when they have no idea where 

to start. 

You can also practice communicating 

with others while talking to your 

teacher. 

3. It takes a shorter time to learn 

with a teacher than to learn by 

oneself. 

Opinion 

Reasons 
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Unit 17 I Brainstorming & Outlining 

Some universities require students to take classes in many subjects. Other universities require 

students to specialize in one subject. Which is better? Use specific reasons and examples to support 
your answer. 

A. Brainstorm 

1. a wide range 

of knowledge 
is can be an expert 

helps choose 
a particular 
major no unnecessary 

study load 

B. Outline 

Many Ljects One subject 

Given the choice between learning 

many subjects and one subject, I 

would like to learn as many subjects 

as I can. 

I would rather specialize in one 
Opinion 	subject than learn many subjects. 

 

Reasons 

1. I can gain a wide range of knowledge 

in many areas. 

2. I need to know about as many 

subjects as possible in order to 

decide which field to pursue for my 

career. 

1, I can be an expert in that particular 

field. 

2. I can reduce any unnecessary study 

loads if I focus on only one subject. 
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Spend on computer technology 

I think that 

1. If computer technology develops, 

everybody will be able to enjoy 

more convenient lives. 

2. The development of computer 

technology can lead to medical 

developments, thereby lengthening 

people's lifespans. 

Some people think that governments should spend as much money as possible on developing or 

buying computer technology. Other people think that this money should be spent on more basic 

needs. Which opinion do you agree with? Use specific reasons and details to support your answer. 

A. Brainstorm 

a more 
convenient life 

1 main duty of 
the government 

leads to 
medical development 

— long life 

 

	

11110 	
1 

2. technology 

	

Spend on 	does not help 

basic needs 	the poor 

480,- 

\\,  

Spend on 
computer 

technology 

  

3  	  
3. 

 

   

   

B. Outline 

Reasons 

Meeting the basic needs of society 

is the main duty of governments. 

Computer technology is almost 

useless for the poor. 

Opinion 

Spend on basic needs 

In my opinion, 
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2. easier 
to get a 
promotion 

3. 

In my opinion, 

t Employees at a small company have 

closer relationships with each other. 

a As the number of employees is 

smaller, it is easier to get promotions. 

Unit 17 I 

Some people prefer to work for a large company. Others prefer to work for a small company. Which 

option do you think is better? Use specific reasons and details to support your choice. 

A. Brainstorm 

closer 
i. higher salaries 	 relationships 
& better fringe 	 with colleagues 
benefits 

experience 
various kinds 

of jobs 

B. Outline 

Work for a large company 

I think that Opinion 

1. Big companies usually offer higher 

salaries and better fringe benefits. 

2. You can have more chances to get 

experience doing various kinds of 

jobs. 

3.  

  

 

Reasons 
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Eat at home 

Compared to 

Hardly any restaurants serve foods 

as healthy as those you prepare at 

home. 

3. 

Opinion 

Reasons 

Some people prefer to eat at food stands or restaurants. Other people prefer to prepare and eat food 

at home. Which do you prefer? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

A. Brainstorm 

save time 
	 healthy foods 

   

  

2.  	 

Eat at home 

  

   

B. Outline 

Eat out 

Given the choice between 

1. As I don't have to cook if I eat out, 

I can save time. 
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Travel with 
a companion 

Travel alone' 

3, 

Unit 17 

Some people like to travel with a companion. Other people prefer to travel alone. Which do you think 

is better? Use specific reasons and examples to support your choice. 

A. Brainstorm 

:1. a flexible schedule 
save money 

B. Outline 

          

 

Travel with a companion 

    

Travel alone 

   

         

rFrom my perspective, 

        

       

  

Opinion I would rather 

   

       

1. You can save money by sharing 

accommodations and transportation 

fees. 

  

1. If I travel alone, I will be able to 

manage my schedule more flexibly. 

    

Reasons 2 

3. 
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Too formation 

I agree that excessive amounts of 

the information on the Internet cause 

problems. 

Children are easily exposed to 

harmful information on the Internet. 

2 Much of the information on the 

Internet is misleading or just 

wrong. 

3. Innocent people can be victims of 

online scams. 

Valuable information 

Opinion 

Reasons 

Some people say that the Internet provides people with a lot of valuable information. Others think 

access to so much information creates problems. Which view do you agree with? Use specific 

reasons and examples to support your opinion. 

A. Brainstorm 

children exposed 
to harmful information 

ii  

misleading 

Valuable 	 Too much 	 information 

'nformation 	 informati 
{ 

3. online scams 

B. Outline 
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Spend fr  
time indoors, 

4111, 

( 3 	 

2. can enjoy 

nature 

Spend 
free time 
outdoors 

Spend free time indoors 

Opinion 

i. 

   

    

Reasons 
2. 

   

     

Unit 17 I 

Some people prefer to spend their free time outdoors. Other people prefer to spend their leisure time 

indoors. Which option do you think is better for your leisure activities? Use specific reasons and 

examples to support your choice. 

A. Brainstorm 

good for health 

3. can socialize 
with more people 

) 

B. Outline 

Spend free time outdoors 

I would rather participate in outdoor 

activities than indoor ones. 

I. Doing outdoor activities such as 

soccer and hiking is good for one's 

health. 

2. Outdoor activities can give you 

good opportunities to enjoy nature. 

3. Outdoor activities enable you to 

socialize with more people. 
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■

Note Taking • 

I 

Note taking is an essential skill in most academic classes because students need to sort, organize, 
and remember what is presented in their lectures and textbooks. Note-taking skills help students 
effectively summarize, paraphrase, and cite information from the source material. 

How to Take Notes Effectively 

1 Focus on the topic and main points. Distinguish the more important points from the less 
important ones being made. Jot down the main issues, not the details. 

2 Take notes by analyzing the reading text and lecture. In order to see the construction of the 
text and lecture, try to change lines, indent, or give numbers if necessary. 

3 Try not to write down every word of a lecture or copy long excerpts from the text. One of 
the important features of note taking is that you are making a digest of the originals and 
translating the information into your own words. Use symbols and abbreviations to digest the 
originals. 

4 Use the style of note taking that works best for you. 

Sarrip 

Franchise 

A franchise is a license purchased by an individual store owner to use the brand name, 
training, and supplies of a chain store. Some examples are McDonald's and Jiffy Lube. 

The buyer of a franchise benefits from the instant name recognition of the national chain 
store, thereby allowing him or her to save on advertising costs. In return, the seller requires 
that the buyer meet the seller's quality-control standards . Franchise owners join together to 

buy supplies in bulk directly from the national chain, resulting in lower costs than if they 
had to buy individually. 

Franchise 
1. def. - license 2 use brand name (e.g. McDonald's & Jiffy Lube) 
2. advantages - instant name recog. advertising costs 

- good quality control 

- bulk purchasing — costs 
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Unit 18 I Note Taking 

How to Make Abbreviations 

1 Omit the letters in the middle of the word, and leave the beginning and ending parts of the 

word to recognize the word itself. 

important —> imp't 	government —> gov't 	clerk —) clk 	international —) int'l 

2 Omit the vowels in the word. 

people —> ppl 	foot / feet —> ft 	year —) yr 	hour —) hr 

3 Omit the ending part of the word. 

information —> info 	different —) diff. 	question —> Q 	language —> lang. 

4 Use the number or letter that has the same pronunciation as the word. 

to 2 	 you —> U 

5 Latin abbreviations 

and so on 	etc. 	for example —> e.g. 

Useful Symbols and Abbreviations 

Symbol 	 Meaning 

lead to, cause, produce, drive 

come from, is the result of 

increase, go up, rise 

decrease, lower 

opposite to 

and 

or, per 

number 

question 

at  

for —> 1 	 see —) C 

compare —> cf. 	in other words —> i.e. 

Abbreviation 	 Meaning 

w/ 	with, involving 

w/o 	without 

e.g. 	for example 

esp. 	especially 

vs. 	versus, in contrast to 

cf. 	compare, confer 

i.e. 	that is, in other words 

etc. 	et cetera, and so on 

b/c 	because 

b/4 	before 

b/t 	between 

re: 	regarding, about 

yr / yrs 	year / years 

max. 	maximum 

min. 	minimum 

ASAP 	as soon as possible 

therefore, so 

because, since 

approximately, about 

x 	- times 

greater than 

less than 
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Check-Up 

Read each sentence, and complete the notes using symbols and abbreviations. 

Birds are an example of something that drives the cost of wind farms up. 

e.g. birds 	wind farm cost 

1 In contrast to gas guzzling SUVs, smart cars lessen gas consumption considerably. 

5U Vs (gas 
	

smart cars (gas 

2 Regarding megastores, they are especially good for busy people because they offer one-stop 

shopping. 

megastores - 	good for busy 	(b/c one-stop shopping) 

3 Self-checkout systems at supermarkets offer greater convenience to shoppers than cashiers 

because they can be used at any time. 

convenience-self-checkout systems cashiers ( 	can be used anytime) 

4 Early retirement without enough money to live on will cause depression. 

early retirement 	enough money 	depression 

5 Buzz marketing is the result of word of mouth about a product being spread between many 

people. 

buzz marketing 	word of mouth 	many 
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Unit 18 I Nate Taking 

6 Web-based surveys offer increased freedom since they can be conducted without human 
interaction. 

web-based surveys - freedom 	 conducted 	human interaction) 

7 The cost of a well-planned computer voting system is much less than that of a paper voting 
system. 

cost - computer 

8 Self-deception is an especially big problem in cases involving substance abuse. 

self-deception - 	 substance abuse 

9 The decline of the menhaden has reduced the number of bird species that use it as a food 

source. 

menhaden 	> birds that feed on it 

10 A college education is still the best investment a person can make in his or her entire life. 

- best 	in one's life 
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Complete the following short passages according to the notes. 

self-deception - workplace productivity 

- e.g. addiction to TV / computer games 	work levels 

Self-deception causes our mworkplace productivity to suffer (2(diminishing levels of return. 

Prolonged bouts of (3)self-deception, such as a strong addiction to television or computer 

games, can cause work levels to diminish to dangerously (4) low levels. 

Trace fossils - traces left behind creature (cf. body fossils) 

- e.g. traces of footprints / dung 

(1) 	 are traces left behind by a creature, rather than (2) 
	

of 

the creature itself. Some such trace fossils are of (3) 	 or (4)  

that was preserved in the elements over time. 

Human cloning = copying of human genetic tissue mat. 

- procedure: donor 	egg cell , genetic mat. ( nucleus) 	new cell 

Human cloning is the (1) 	 of human genetic tissue material. It is performed 

by taking an (2) 	 from a donor, removing the (3)  

and adding the genetic material to be cloned, therefore forming a (4)  

TV addiction - , many prob. w/socialization & workplace productivity 

•.• TV addiction 	vs. human interaction 

(1) 
   can lead to many problems with (2) 	  and 

(3) 	  for those who suffer from it. TV addiction often increases to problematic 

levels when it occurs in conjunction with a decreased number of (4) 	 with 

others. 
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Unit 18 I 

doctors: hate 2 work in rural areas 

*.• equipment  , patient cooperation 	& sterility of operating conditions 

Sometimes doctors hate to work in (1) 	 to help sick and injured people 

who do not have access to a hospital. The reasons for this unwillingness are that the 

(2) in rural clinics is often poor, the patients do not always 

(3) , and the level of sterility in the operating rooms is (4)  

econ. theory of utility - measures consumer satisfaction 

- e.g. better tasting hamburger - utility 

The (1) 	 measures the level of (2) 	 with a product. For 

example, if a man likes the (3) 	 at restaurant #1 better than at restaurant #2, 

the utility of the first hamburger is (4) 	 for that consumer. 

space exploration 	improvements in science & general knowledge 

- inventions: microwave oven & firefighting equipment 

- knowledge of Earth 	re: meteorology & cartography 

The (1)  	 has resulted in a number of improvements in 

(2) 	  . Just a few of the many inventions that have resulted from the space 

program include (3)  	 . Additionally, the space program has increased man's 

knowledge of Earth with regards to various fields of study such as (4) 	 
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Practice with Note Taking 

A Read the following passages, and complete the notes. 

1 Wind farms produce energy by harnessing wind power. Wind farms require a large amount of 
land in a place far from cities, where land is inexpensive, and people do not want to live next door 
to them. Also, the windmill blades, which generate electricity, can break down easily when birds 
and debris get caught, raising the cost of the energy created. 

bisadvantages of (1)  

1. need (2) 
	

(price 1 & ppl 	) 

2. birds & debris —' windmill breakdown 	(3) 

2 The smart car is a vehicle that is easy to park since it is small enough to be parked nose-in in 
places where a conventionally sized car would have to be parallel parked. Because of its light 
weight, it gets very high gas mileage. It is also manufactured in a very environmentally friendly 
manner in terms of assembly, painting, and recycling features. 

Advantages of the Smart Car 
1. easy 2 park: short 	(1)  

2. (2) 	 b/c lighter weight 

3. friendly 2 environ. - assembly, painting, & (3)  

3 Megastores tend to be located in the suburbs, close to residential areas and accessible by major 
highways. Their size and extensive inventory result in several advantages. They can buy in 
large quantities, lowering the cost of each unit, so the savings are passed on to the consumer. 
Those low prices make the stores popular with large families, and the variety of goods allows the 
convenience of one-stop shopping. 

Advantages of Megastores 

1. easily (1) 	 - close to residential areas & major highways 

2. size 	prices 1 b/c buy (2)  

3. inventory of various goods 	(3) 	 possible 
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Unit 18 I Note Taking 

4 Buzz marketing creates a "buzz" through individual word-of-mouth references and follow-up. 
It can cause confusion and misunderstanding for messages, however. These are not one-way 
announcements, though, like in traditional marketing and advertisements. Also, reaching a large 
audience through buzz marketing can be expensive, and the results are not always worth the effort. 

Disadvantages of Buzz Marketing 

1. causes (1)  

2. (2)  

3. payback - not always (3)  

5 Web-based surveys are convenient since they can be taken anytime. People can take the 
surveys at their own pace and without human interaction. Furthermore, they can get instant 
results since the answers are gathered and analyzed, and trends can be determined as soon as 
the survey is completed. 

Advantages of Web-based Surveys 

1. can be taken (1) 	 - respondent's own pace 

2. conduct surveys w/o (2)  

3. can get (3) 	 results 

6 Computerized voting systems cost a lot less than paper voting systems if they are well planned. 
Once voting ends, the results can be tallied instantly, and the outcome is known immediately. 
In addition, these systems eliminate human error in vote counting, and they can perform instant 
recounts when the results of the election are too close to determine a winner. 

Advantages of Computerized Voting Systems 

1. (1) 	 - computerized voting < paper voting 

2. results & outcome - (2)  
3. (3) 	 & instant recount 
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B Listen to the lectures, and complete the following notes. 

Listen to part of a lecture. 

Advantages of Wind Farms 

1. no pollution - no sulfur / 

2. cost - wind farms (2)  

3. wind blows 	(3)  

2 Listen to part of a lecture. 0 02 

Disadvantages of the Smart Car 

1. size - too (1) 	 for families w/ kids / heavy loads 

2. appearance - some pp! think they're (2)  

3. (3) 	 if hit by a larger car 

3 Listen to part of a lecture. 

Disadvantages of Megastores 

1. hard 2 find things , (1) 
2. (2) 	

- few knowledgeable service people 

3. amounts too large, esp. (3) > waste 
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Unit 18 I Note Taking 

4 Listen to part of a lecture. 

Advantages of Buzz Marketing 

1. focus on consumers (1)  

2. (2) 
	

spread by consumers 

(3) 
	

& know why need product 

5 Listen to part of a lecture. 

bisadvantages of Web-based Surveys 

1. no (1) 
	

(2) 
	

answers 

2. one person 
	repeated surveys 
	

(3) 
	

results 

6 Listen to part of a lecture. 

Advantages of Paper Voting 

1. no expensive setup - (1)  

2. (2) 	 - no machine breakdown 

3. can be used as (3)  
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Take notes on the following reading passages and the corresponding lectures. 

Read the following passage. 

There are several advantages of franchises. A well-known franchise, such as McDonald's, which 

is famed for its golden arches, has instant brand recognition among customers. So the company 

does not have to advertise its brand. Furthermore, its products are produced in one place and 

delivered to each franchise to ensure the highest quality. In addition, the bookkeeping involved in 

running the business is done using a single method, which makes reporting taxes both easy and 
uniform. 

Advantages of Franchises 

1. (1) 	 7 w/o ads 

2. production in 1 place 	(2)  
3. (3) 	 easy & uniform tax reporting 

Now listen to part of a lecture on the topic you just read about. 

Disadvantages of Franchises 

1. many places look (') 

2. production in 1 place — (2) 

3. simple bookkeeping 	useless in places w/ (3)  
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Unit 18 I 'Jote Taking 

2 Read the following passage. 

Human cloning, if it is performed with the highest moral and ethical constraints, offers many 

benefits to humans. Through cloning, a person killed in an accident could be cloned and returned 

to his or her family. Another positive aspect of cloning is the ability it would give us to produce 

healthy babies, with the physical attributes chosen by the parents, and without the dangers that 

natural birth poses to the mother or the child. Finally, people will be able to create clones of 

themselves in order to harvest their organs or other tissues if they have a medical issue. This 

way, a person in need of a heart transplant could simply use his clone's heart without the fear of 

his body rejecting it. 

Advantages of Human Cloning 

1. a person killed in an accident - 

2. healthy babies - selected (2) 
	

& no danger 2 mother / child 

3. clones of oneself - use organs / tissues, e.g. (3)  

Now listen to part of a lecture on the topic you just read about. 

Disadvantages of Human Cloning 

1. playing God - beyond (1) 	 constraints 

2. accidental () 	 , human race f. 

3. possible (3) 	 of a cloned baby -- faulty lab procedures 
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3 Read the following passage. 

Supermarket self-checkout systems rely on the accuracy of their computerized scanning 

hardware. Customers can scan, weigh, bag, and pay for goods by themselves, thus avoiding long 

checkout lines. The stores themselves can hire fewer cashiers, saving on labor costs and passing 

those savings on to the customer. Also, the stores can offer customer-specific services, such as 

selecting advertisements useful to a particular customer by building a database of each customer's 
buying habits and characteristics. 

"' 	 V 1 	Mt IN 12 NI as MI NM 	SIE  	  

Advantages of Self-checkout Systems 

1. (1) 
	

checkout 	shorter lines 

2. fewer cashiers 	(2) 

3. (3) 
	

e.g. ads for a particular customer 

Now listen to part of a lecture on the topic you just read about. 

Disadvantages of Self-checkout Systems 

1. not (1) 	 4 customers 

2. hard 2 remove a wrong item — (2) 
	

- no help 

3. encourage buying (3)  

009 
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Unit 18 I 

4 Read the following passage. 

Speed cameras are installed as stand-alone speed-rule enforcement tools. They are connected to 

the central system and monitored remotely by people or computer programs. Speed cameras are 

much cheaper to operate and maintain than traffic police. Also, they are machine-based and not 

controlled by people. So their judgment is fair, and the traffic rules are enforced more accurately 

and consistently. Finally, speed cameras can replace traffic policemen, thus reducing the overall 

police force. This would help the police take care of other important and urgent duties. 

Advantages of Speed Cameras 

1. (1) 	 than traffic police 

2. machine-based 	(2)  
accurate & consistent enforcement of rules 

3. replace (3) 
	

take care of other duties 

  

   

   

Now listen to part of a lecture on the topic you just read about. 

Disadvantages of Speed Cameras 

1. (1)" 
	

" upsets ppl 

2. recording errors - (2)  

3. ticket avoided < -- (3) 
	

only near camera 
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Read the following passage. 

Web-based storybooks are electronic books in a web format. They are interactive and dynamic. 

For example, they often take the reader to different pages based on the reader's wishes or 

answers. Since they are only published on the web, updating their contents is done in real time, 

and deleting old books is easy. Besides, the cost of putting them online is much cheaper than 

printing them on paper, and they can be distributed more broadly. 

Advantages of Web-based Storybooks 

1. (1) 	 & dynamic - diff. pages based on the reader's wishes / answers 

2. (2) 	 & ez 2 delete old books 

3. publishing cost _ & broader (3)  

Now listen to part of a lecture on the topic you just read about. 

Disadvantages of Web-based Storybooks 

1. no (1) 
	

, book poorly assembled / links don't work / disappears 

2. must be on Internet 
	

cannot (2) 
	

in book 

3. cannot use w/o (3) 
	

no reading on beach / in bed at night 
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Unit 18 I Note -1;1! 

6 Read the following passage. 

Group study is very effective when you do not completely understand a subject or when there 

are too many subjects to study. It is easier for a group to tackle a difficult set of topics than for a 

person to do everything alone. Group discussion serves to clarify issues and generate a broader 

range of opinions and proposed solutions. Topics can also be divided into subparts and assigned 

to individual group members or subgroups. Working with other group members can lead to long-

term personal or professional relationships. 

Advantages of Group Study 

1. difficult topics - (1) 
	

) better opinions / results 

2. too many (2) 
	 - subparts assigned 2 members / subgroups 

3. long-term (3)  

Now listen to part of a lecture on the topic you just read about. 012 

Disadvantages of Group Study 

1. in-depth studying 4 a single sub jt 4 (1) 

2. not good when (2) 
	

answers needed 

3. distraction from study 	(3) 
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Paraphrasing & Summarizing 
LI 

 

Paraphrasing and summarizing are essential skills in academic writing, including both the Integrated 
and Independent tasks on the TOEFL® iBT. Having these skills will help you take greater control of 
your writing. 

Paraphrasing 
Paraphrasing is expressing someone else's ideas in your own words. In order to paraphrase 
a passage, first you need to change its structure, and then you need to replace the words with 
synonyms. Also, you should not omit the major details of the original text. 

How to Paraphrase 

1 Understand the basic point of the original text. 

2 Change the structure. For example, you can change the voice, break up long sentences, or 
combine short ones. 

3 Change the words, making use of synonyms or phrases that express the same meaning. You 
do not have to change technical terms and conventional designations. 

e.g. The causes of autism have been a matter of dispute among scientists for a long time. 

Basic point 	The causes of autism are controversial among scientists. 

Scientists have disputed the causes of autism for a long time. (Structure change) 

Researchers have not yet agreed on what causes autism. (Word change) 

SEimph,■ 

One way to fight global warming is to raise the gasoline tax. Raising this tax would make it 
more expensive for people to drive. The desired effect would be for people to drive less and 
try to conserve more gas. This would result in less gasoline being burned and, in turn, less 
damage being done to the ozone layer. 

Raising the gasoline tax can help stop global warming. This measure would restrain driving, 
making it more expensive, and thus would reduce the consumption of gasoline. This decrease 
in gasoline burning would help protect the ozone layer. 



Unit 19 I Paraphrasing & Summarizing 

Summarizing 
Summarizing is to extract only the most essential ideas of someone else's work. When you 

summarize a passage, first you need to understand the meaning of the passage, and then you need 

to capture in your own words the most important points from the original text. You should not include 

the details in a summary. A summary should be shorter than a paraphrase. 

How to Summarize 

1 Read the text carefully. Determine its structure, and identify the author's purpose. You need 

to read it more than once to understand it completely and accurately. 

2 Locate the topic sentence and other main points. You can underline or highlight key words. 

3 Paraphrase the main points in your own words. Make sure that you are faithful to the meaning 

of the original text. You should never include your opinion. 

4 Use the present tense. 

5 At the beginning of the summary, cite the author and name of the work, if any. 

6 Include verbs indicating the source of a statement. (e.g. The author says, states, contends, 

argues, etc.) 

e.g. Because of their diversity, seven separate groupings or divisions of algae have been 

established by botanists. 

Key words 	seven separate groupings / algae / botanists 

—> Botanists have classified algae into seven types. (Summary 1) 

—> Botanically, there are seven types of algae. (Summary 2) 

SEirripte 

One way to fight global warming is to raise the gasoline tax. Raising this tax would make it 

more expensive for people to drive. The desired effect would be for people to drive less and 

try to conserve more gas. This would result in less gasoline being burned and, in turn, less 

damage being done to the ozone layer. 

Increasing the gasoline tax might slow global warming by forcing people to use less gas for 

driving, resulting in less harm to the ozone layer. 
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Practice with Paraphrasing 

Choose the best paraphrase of each sentence. 

Megastores do not require the customer to purchase large quantities of items. 

(A) Customers do not have to buy goods in bulk at megastores. 

(B) Megastores do not carry large quantities of products for customers. 

(C) Customers must buy a large number of items at megastores. 

2 The use of speed cameras is backed only by misleading statistics. 

(A) Statistics show that speed cameras are effective. 

(B) Speed cameras are only useful in certain driving situations. 

(C) Only unreliable statistics support using speed cameras. 

3 Advertisements increase consumer spending. 

(A) Consumer spending on advertisements is on the increase. 

(B) Consumers spend more due to advertisements. 

(C) Advertisements have an effect on consumer spending. 

4 Studies show that lie detectors are accurate in almost 91 % of all cases. 

(A) 91% of lie detectors have been examined accurately. 

(B) Research suggests lie detectors are 91% accurate at detecting lies. 

(C) The accuracy of lie detectors is about 91% according to research. 

5 TV has the ability to shut out the rest of our crazy world completely. 

(A) With the help of TV, we can escape from this insane world. 

(B) When watching TV, we always isolate ourselves from the abnormal world. 

(C) TV can totally prevent the rest of our world from going crazy. 

The release of fossil fuels by humans is the largest source of carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere. 

(A) Humans release the most carbon dioxide into the air by burning fossil fuels. 

(B) Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is caused by the burning of fossil fuels. 

(C) Humans are the most responsible for the air pollution caused by carbon dioxide. 
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7 E-books have the ability to store a large amount of data. 

(A) Not much data can be held in E-books. 

(B) Large storage capacity is one feature of E-books. 

(C) E-books can be sold in large quantities at stores. 

8 Fluorine, which is used in the production of uranium, is a very toxic gaseous chemical. 

(A) Uranium is made from poisonous fluorine gas. 

(B) Fluorine is a very poisonous gas used to produce uranium. 

(C) Since it is used to produce uranium, gaseous fluorine is very harmful. 

9 Tough grading makes it hard for students to get into colleges and universities. 

(A) Students cannot apply to colleges and universities because of a strict grading policy. 

(B) Colleges and universities never accept students with low grades. 

(C) Students have difficulty entering colleges and universities due to strict grading. 

10 Human cloning offers the hope of repairing diseased organs. 

(A) Fixing failed body parts may be possible with human cloning. 

(B) Organic diseases can spread through human cloning. 

(C) The cloning of deceased humans may bring them back to life. 

11 The treasure described in the Copper Scroll consists of vast quantities of gold and silver. 

(A) Vast quantities of gold and silver are contained in the Copper Scroll. 

(B) The Copper Scroll describes a large treasure of gold and silver. 

(C) The Copper Scroll is made of gold and silver treasure. 

12 Political activism is often expressed through community-based theater. 

(A) Political expression is discouraged in local theater groups. 

(B) Political activists are actors from community-based theaters. 

(C) Community-based theater can provide an outlet for political activists. 
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Read each sentence, and rewrite it in your own words. 

1 	The school board decided that the new curriculum should be centered on math and science. 

Paraphrase 

Some people may value science less than literature in terms of human development. 

Paraphrase 

3 Jazz influenced American popular music of the 1920s in many ways. 

Paraphrase 

In view of the weather, the experiment will be postponed. 

Paraphrase 

The winter moth is regarded as one of the major harmful plant pests in Europe. 

Paraphrase 

6 Group studying enhances students' performances both in class discussions and on tests. 

Paraphrase 

Victorian literature often made fun of the English aristocracy and its shortcomings. 

Paraphrase 

8 	Geopolitics has become increasingly complicated due to the rise of the Internet. 

Paraphrase 

9 A melanoma is a growth on the skin that contains cancer cells. 

Paraphrase 

10 The scientist Copernicus was one of the most influential men in history. 

Paraphrase 
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11 Airplanes have to receive permission from the control tower before they can take off. 

Paraphrase 

12 The ocean is full of countless mysterious creatures that humans do not yet know much about. 

Paraphrase 

13 The battle for equal rights for women in America was both long and difficult. 

Paraphrase 

14 Acid rain contains toxins that come from factories and are absorbed into the atmosphere. 

Paraphrase 

15 Dinosaurs disappeared from the face of the Earth many millions of years ago. 

Paraphrase 

16 Wounds can be fatal to hemophiliacs because their bleeding does not stop by itself. 

Paraphrase 

17 The Pilgrims left England for the New World because they were seeking an escape from religious 

persecution. 

Paraphrase 

18 Jesse James was surely the most feared outlaw in the Wild West. 

Paraphrase 

19 Many schools are starting to emphasize the study of math and science more than they did in the 

past. 

Paraphrase 

20 Most students become bored with subjects that have no practical application in the real world. 

Paraphrase 
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Practice with Summarizing 

Read each sentence, and summarize it as shown in the example. 

Some people go to college to learn a trade, some go to enter a profession, and others, having 

no immediate career goals, go for the love of learning. 

Key words go to college / learn a trade / enter a profession / the love  of learning 

Summary People attend college for different reasons. 

The microwave oven allows one to cook food without using the power needed for a gas or 

electric oven, and it enables one to prepare food quickly and without using as many pots, pans, 
and utensils. 

Key words 

Summary 

Studies show that watching violence on TV and playing violent video games can lead to 
increased violent behavior. 

Key words 

Summary 

3 	Universities justify spending a lot of money on sports by saying that good sports programs attract 
better students and faculty. 

Key words 

Summary 

4 A good system of public transportation in a large city reduces traffic, saves money on road 
construction, and lessens harm to the ozone layer. 

Key words 

Summary 

5 Bicyclists have long complained about the lack of bike paths and sidewalk access in American 
cities. 

Key words 

Summary 
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6 	Eighty percent of all college students in the U.S. have at least one part-time job, and some work 

full-time, which takes their focus away from school and gives them little time for academics. 

Key words 

Summary 

7 Cell phone usage and noise have caused a decline in the quality of our civic life and led to a 

more self-centered outlook on the world. 

Key words 

Summary 

8 The rise in Earth's temperature over the last century has triggered the melting of glaciers, 

increased hurricane activity, and the erosion of the beaches. 

Key words 

Summary 

9 As more and more people reach retirement age in America, there will be a greater demand for 

hospital care, assisted-living centers, and nursing homes. 

Key words 

Summary 

10 While computers have made many tasks easier and quicker, they have also made social 

interaction less personal by encouraging communication by e-mail or instant messaging. 

Key words 

Summary 

11 Rising tuition costs and the cost of living are turning many potential students away from college 

campuses. 

Key words 

Summary 

12 The space program has increased man's knowledge of Earth with regards to meteorology, 

cartography, geology, and communications. 

Key words 

Summary 
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Read each passage, and summarize it in one sentence. 

A national park is public land protected by law from overdevelopment and pollution. The world's 
first national park, Yellowstone National Park in the state of Wyoming, was established in 

1872. The U.S. Congress continued to pass laws creating many national parks, and, in 1916, 
an agency, the National Park Service, was formed to govern the parks. Today there are 360 

national parks, costing U.S. taxpayers about $2.2 billion each year. 

Summary 

2 People are living a lot longer now than in the past. Hospitals have very advanced equipment that 
helps doctors diagnose and remedy health problems. Doctors are getting state-of-the-art training 

throughout the world. Also, doctors are able to prescribe many new medications to help people 

treat and avoid health concerns. 

Summary 

3 Embryonic stem cells are cells that appear in human embryos a few days after fertilization. 
Because they can grow into any kind of tissue in the body, they may make medical 
breakthroughs, such as regenerating spinal cords, possible. Their use has triggered ethical 
objections, however, as some believe the cells are forms of human life and thus should not be 

destroyed for use in medical experiments. 

Summary 

4 The cost of housing in big cities is very expensive. In addition, almost everything costs more 

than it would in smaller towns. Food, gasoline, and basic living supplies are substantially more 
expensive in the cities. Many people are choosing to live outside of the cities and drive to work. 
They can often buy homes for half of the price that they could in the city. 

Summary 
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5 Modern movies are amazing. They show marvelous special effects created by computers. 
Computers allow special effects artists lots of freedom. They are able to make monsters, edit 

backgrounds, and modify scenes. In addition, many modern blockbusters cost over 100 million 
dollars when directors create them. This huge amount of money allows them to get famous 

actors and travel to lots of locations. 

Summary 

6 The U.S. expanded differently than the European powers. England, France, and Spain fought 
wars with each other in attempts to acquire new territory. They also colonized other lands 
throughout the world. They used military forces to obtain land. The U.S., on the other hand, 

gained most of its land peacefully. The country purchased Florida, the Louisiana Purchase, and 

Alaska. Texas voluntarily joined the country, and the U.S. acquired the southwest after Mexico 

attacked America. 

Summary 

7 Computers are becoming more and more powerful. During the 1990s, the memory and 
processing speeds of computers were doubling every year or two. This growth has slowed a 
bit, but they are still growing very quickly. The size of the hardware needed to store information 
is also shrinking. 40 years ago, NASA needed a computer the size of a room to do calculus 

equations. Now that power can be held in someone's hand with a calculator. 

Summary 

8 Divorces are becoming more frequent in industrialized countries. As countries become wealthier, 
the status of women often increases. Women are usually added to the workforce. They gain solid 
jobs and become more economically independent. An independent woman is more likely to seek 

a divorce since she can sustain herself without a husband. Also, the rights of women usually 
increase as a country industrializes. In many poor, conservative societies, women do not even 

have the right to divorce; only men can. 

Summary 
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9 Entertainment is changing society's perception of what is acceptable behavior. Many movies 
are becoming more violent and sexual in nature. Most popular movies contain many explosions, 
deaths, and questionable behavior by women. Pop singers are also following this trend. Popular 

music videos are highlighted by scantily clad women dancing provocatively. 

Summary 

10 Many cities are expanding their mass transit systems. As people learn more about the dangers 
of the greenhouse effect, more cities want to reduce pollution. This means making more bus 

routes, adding train tracks, and, most importantly, expanding subways. Subways are becoming 
larger in terms of new lines being added, and, when possible, they add more trains per line. This 

effort helps to get more cars off of the streets and puts less pollution in the air. 

Summary 

11 Just 20 years ago, almost no one had a video game console or a personal computer at home. 
Now, most households have a few of each. Many children are spending much of their time 
playing video games, sending email, or chatting online. They are doing these activities instead of 

playing outside. This is causing problems like children being overweight and out of shape. 

Summary 

12 Biologists have found that constant commercial fishing can be very harmful to the ecosystems 
from which they take fish. Some of the problems surrounding the overfishing of commercial 
waters have to do with the irreversible alteration of the ecosystem by removing important fish 
species. By removing these important species, other dependent life forms, such as plankton and 
algae, might become overabundant and block out sunlight, which will lead to the death of fragile 

coral and sponge species. 

Summary 
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13 The zebra mussel was originally found in freshwater lakes in Russia, but it now has spread to 
the lakes of North America. This creature is a nuisance to humans and is deadly to other aquatic 
life. First, the zebra mussel is so aggressive that it threatens native populations of freshwater 
mussels by taking all of the food and blocking the freshwater mussels' air valves. Second, the 

zebra mussel releases phosphorus into the water, causing aquatic plants to grow too rapidly, 
and it blocks out sunlight, which endangers many local species. Third, it can clog pipes that feed 

water into city water supplies. 

Summary 

14 Over the last century, the type of people typically attending college has changed in America. In 

the past, college educations were too expensive for regular people. Only society's elite classes 
could afford to obtain a college education. New financial aid sources plus a rise in the income 
levels of the middle class have made college more affordable. People from many classes can 

now afford to get a college education. 

Summary 

15 The Internet is changing the English language. When people send email or instant messages, 
they are using new words and expressions. When they chat online, there is a desire for speed 

that was not needed when they wrote handwritten letters. This means many new words are 
created, often by abbreviating other words or phrases. One example of this is "LOL," which 

means "laughs out loud" or "lots of laughs." 

Summary 
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Actual Tests 

Writing Section Directions 0n 

This section measures your ability to use writing to communicate in an academic 
environment. There will be two writing tasks. 

For the first writing task, you will read a passage and listen to a lecture and then answer 
a question based on what you have read and heard. For the second writing task, you will 
answer a question based on your own knowledge and experience. 

Now, listen to the directions for the first writing task. 



	

VOLUME 	HELP 

	

/ 	F+1  

Actual Test 01 

Writing Based on Reading and Listening 
Directions 

For this task, you will have three minutes to read a passage about an academic topic. A clock 

at the top of the screen will show how much time you have to read. You may take notes while 

you read. You will be able to see the reading passage again when it is time for you to write. 

You may use your notes to help you answer the question. 

You will then have 20 minutes to write a response to a question that asks you about the 

relationship between the lecture you have heard and the reading passage. Try to answer 

the question as completely as possible using information from the reading passage and the 

lecture. The question does not ask you to express your personal opinion. 

Typically, an effective response will be 150 to 225 words. Your response will be judged on the 

quality of your writing and on the completeness and accuracy of the content. 

Now you will see the reading passage for 3 minutes. Remember that it will be available to you 

again while you are writing. Immediately after the reading time ends, the lecture will begin, so 

keep your headset on until the lecture has ended. 
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The zebra is unique among the large animals of the African plains in that it has stripes. 

Zoologists have proposed various theories as to the purpose of these stripes, all of which 

suggest that the stripes are a product of evolution, as stripes became a tool for survival of the 

species. 

One theory is that the stripes create an optical illusion for the zebra's predators. A lion, for 

example, perceives that the zebra is closer than it really is, causing the lion to leap toward the 

zebra in an effort to capture it. But the deceived lion falls short in its leap, allowing the zebra to 

flee unharmed. 

Another possible explanation, related to the first, is that the stripes confuse predators in other 

ways as well. The repeated pattern of black and white tends to make all zebras in a herd look 

the same. Thus, the hunter is unable to focus on any individual animal. Zebras traveling in a 

herd, therefore, are more likely to escape attack. 

Finally, the stripes serve as camouflage, as they cause the zebra to blend in with the 

surrounding natural features. In the zebra's natural habitat—the tall grass of the African 

savannah—the animal cannot be easily detected by predators passing by at some distance. 

All of these suggested purposes are products of evolution. Perhaps the original members of 

this species had only faint stripes or stripes that were few in number. Those born with darker 

stripes or with more than the average number of stripes tended to be more likely to survive 

their predators. By the process of natural selection, therefore, the stripes became more 

defined and more numerous over millions of years. The present evolved state of the species 

permits it to thrive in the midst of an otherwise hostile environment by remaining invisible or 

elusive to its natural predators. 

Reading 

Question 1 of 2 
	

00:03:00 
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Question 1 of 2 

Listening 
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Question 

Question 1 of 2 

Directions: You have 20 minutes to plan and write your response. Your response will be judged 

on the basis of the quality of your writing and on how well your response presents the points in the 

lecture and their relationship to the reading passage. Typically, an effective response will be 150 

to 225 words. 

Question: Summarize the points made in the lecture you just heard, explaining how they cast 

doubt on points made in the reading. 

EMI MEM EMI 
The zebra is unique among the large animals of the 
African plains in that it has stripes. Zoologists have 
proposed various theories as to the purpose of these 
stripes, all of which suggest that the stripes are a 
product of evolution, as stripes became a tool for 
survival of the species. 

One theory is that the stripes create an optical illusion 
for the zebra's predators. A lion, for example, perceives 
that the zebra is closer than it really is, causing the 
lion to leap toward the zebra in an effort to capture it. 
But the deceived lion falls short in its leap, allowing the 
zebra to flee unharmed. 

Another possible explanation, related to the first, is that 
the stripes confuse predators in other ways as well. 
The repeated pattern of black and white tends to make 
all zebras in a herd look the same. Thus, the hunter 
is unable to focus on any individual animal. Zebras 
traveling in a herd, therefore, are more likely to escape 
attack. 

Finally, the stripes serve as camouflage, as they cause 
the zebra to blend in with the surrounding natural 
features. In the zebra's natural habitat —the tall grass 
of the African savannah —the animal cannot be easily 
detected by predators passing by at some distance. 

All of these suggested purposes are products of 
evolution. Perhaps the original members of this 
species had only faint stripes or stripes that were few 
in number. Those born with darker stripes or with more 
than the average number of stripes tended to be more 
likely to survive their predators. By the process of 
natural selection, therefore, the stripes became more 
defined and more numerous over millions of years. The 
present evolved state of the species permits it to thrive 
in the midst of an otherwise hostile environment by 
remaining invisible or elusive to its natural predators. 
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Writing Based on Knowledge and Experience 
Directions 

For this task, you will write an essay in response to a question that asks you to state, explain, 
and support your opinion on an issue. You will have 30 minutes to write your essay. 

Typically, an effective essay will contain a minimum of 300 words. Your essay will be judged 
on the quality of your writing. This includes the development of your ideas, the organization of 
the content, and the quality and accuracy of the language you used to express ideas. 

Click on Continue to go on. 
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Question 

TOEFL iBT Writing 

 

 

Question 2 of 2 00:30:00 

Copy 	Cut 	Poste 

Directions: Read the question below. You 

have 30 minutes to plan, write, and revise 

your essay. Typically, an effective response 

will contain a minimum of 300 words. 

U 

Question: 

Do you agree or disagree with the following 

statement? 

All teachers should be required to update 

their knowledge every five years. 

Use specific reasons and examples to 

support your answer. 
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Actual Test 02 

Writing Based on Reading and Listening 
Directions 

For this task, you will have three minutes to read a passage about an academic topic. A clock 

at the top of the screen will show how much time you have to read. You may take notes while 
you read. You will be able to see the reading passage again when it is time for you to write. 
You may use your notes to help you answer the question. 

You will then have 20 minutes to write a response to a question that asks you about the 
relationship between the lecture you have heard and the reading passage. Try to answer 
the question as completely as possible using information from the reading passage and the 
lecture. The question does not ask you to express your personal opinion. 

Typically, an effective response will be 150 to 225 words. Your response will be judged on the 
quality of your writing and on the completeness and accuracy of the content. 

Now you will see the reading passage for 3 minutes. Remember that it will be available to you 
again while you are writing. Immediately after the reading time ends, the lecture will begin, so 
keep your headset on until the lecture has ended. 
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Question 1 of 2 00:03:00 

Though not eaten by humans, menhaden are the main source of fishmeal, which is used as 

food for chickens and for pen-raised fish, like salmon. Because menhaden are approaching 

extinction, many states have passed laws restricting the fishing of menhaden so that the 

population can have time to recover and to continue to supply cheap fishmeal to the industries 

that depend on it. But there are some disadvantages to such governmental limits, and there 

are other solutions that may yield the same results. 

First of all, some scientists believe that the cause of the decline in menhaden stocks is not 

overfishing but rather excessive populations of its natural predator, the striped bass. Instead of 

limiting menhaden fishing, therefore, the government should impose controls on striped bass. 

Next, some communities depend on menhaden for their economic welfare. In addition to 

the fishing industry itself, menhaden harvesting supports other industries indirectly, such as 

marinas, boat maintenance shops, restaurants, and taverns. If menhaden fishing is restricted, 

there will be fewer jobs for fishermen and for those working in jobs that support that endeavor. 

Also, menhaden perform an important ecological role: They consume enormous amounts 

of algae, especially those varieties that other fish will not eat. Eating the algae fosters the 

menhaden's rapid growth, allowing them to serve as food for larger fish, such as striped 

bass. Being rich in Omega 3 oils, menhaden offer good nutrition for their predators. A limit 

on menhaden fishing may cause the menhaden population to grow too large relative to the 

supply of available algae. As a result, many menhaden will not grow rapidly, decreasing their 

desirability to those above them in the food chain and depriving those species of Omega 3 

oils. 
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Question 1 of 2 

Listening 
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Question 1 of 2 00:20:00 

Directions: You have 20 minutes to plan and write your response. Your response will be judged 

on the basis of the quality of your writing and on how well your response presents the points in the 

lecture and their relationship to the reading passage. Typically, an effective response will be 150 

to 225 words. 

Question: Summarize the points made in the lecture you just heard, explaining how they cast 

doubt on points made in the reading. 

Copy 

 

Cut 

 

Paste 

    

Though not eaten by humans, menhaden are the 
main source of fishmeal, which is used as food for 
chickens and for pen-raised fish, like salmon. Because 
menhaden are approaching extinction, many states 
have passed laws restricting the fishing of menhaden 
so that the population can have time to recover and 
to continue to supply cheap fishmeal to the industries 
that depend on it. But there are some disadvantages to 
such governmental limits, and there are other solutions 
that may yield the same results. 

First of all, some scientists believe that the cause of 
the decline in menhaden stocks is not overfishing but 
rather excessive populations of its natural predator, 
the striped bass. Instead of limiting menhaden fishing, 
therefore, the government should impose controls on 
striped bass. 

Next, some communities depend on menhaden for their 
economic welfare. In addition to the fishing industry 
itself, menhaden harvesting supports other industries 
indirectly, such as marinas, boat maintenance shops, 
restaurants, and taverns. If menhaden fishing is 
restricted, there will be fewer jobs for fishermen and for 
those working in jobs that support that endeavor. 

Also, menhaden perform an important ecological role: 
They consume enormous amounts of algae, especially 
those varieties that other fish will not eat. Eating the 
algae fosters the menhaden's rapid growth, allowing 
them to serve as food for larger fish, such as striped 
bass. Being rich in Omega 3 oils, menhaden offer good 
nutrition for their predators. A limit on menhaden fishing 
may cause the menhaden population to grow too large 
relative to the supply of available algae. As a result, 
many menhaden will not grow rapidly, decreasing their 
desirability to those above them in the food chain and 
depriving those species of Omega 3 oils. 

a 

Question 
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CONTINUE 

Writing Based on Knowledge and Experience 
Directions 

For this task, you will write an essay in response to a question that asks you to state, explain, 

and support your opinion on an issue. You will have 30 minutes to write your essay. 

Typically, an effective essay will contain a minimum of 300 words. Your essay will be judged 

on the quality of your writing. This includes the development of your ideas, the organization of 

the content, and the quality and accuracy of the language you used to express ideas. 

Click on Continue to go on. 
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Question 2 of 2 

Question 

Copy 	Cut 

Directions: Read the question below. You 

have 30 minutes to plan, write, and revise 

your essay. Typically, an effective response 
will contain a minimum of 300 words. 

Question: 
Do you agree or disagree with the following 

statement? 

To speak well is more important than to 
write well. 

Use specific reasons and examples to 

support your answer. 
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14 Universities give students many opportunities 
I.O.S 	V 	 D.O. 

(to learn a variety of subjects). 

1 move — moving or they move 
2 studying —. study 
3 work — working 
4 spending — to spend or of spending 
5 dislike to watch — dislike watching 
6 none 
7 exercising — to exercise 
8 to take -. taking 
9 of meeting — to meet 
10 to learn — learning 
11 none 
12 needing — they need 

Writing Practice 

Unit 1 

C.-- 

 J 1~1r J~FFS~F1r~ rrti uI ~ 

J7,._f'Llsid5./ if1rmid/e.:73 

Check-Up 

A 

1 Laughter improves 

hormones). 

2 Friends are 111011.111.11MMINIMI 
S 	V 

(on young adults). 

3 Our city should build a new library (for our children). 
V 	 0 

4 I found it MOW to listen to others' advice (when 
S v 0 
making an important decision). 

A 

health (by lowering stress 
0 

5 (Every morning,) I exercise. 
S V 

6 A happy life requires  an optimistic attitude 
V 	 0 

7 Somepeople change their jobs (very frequently). 
0 

8 I was 	child (when I lived in a different country). 
s v 

9 Inexperienced workers earn less money (than 
V 	0 

experienced ones). 

10 I could (almost not)  breathe (because of the stuffy 

atmosphere). 

11 Many immigrants have a hard time (adjusting to 
0 

a new culture). 

12 Our community offers students. 	various after- 
S 	V 	i.o. 	D.O. 

school activities . 

13 Modern apartment buildings are Illealaik 
S 	 V 	C 

(in my town).  

1 Children start learning social skills from their family. 
2 Secondhand experience is as important as firsthand 

experience. 
3 Traveling around the world requires a lot of time and 

money. 
4 All of us are responsible for air pollution. 
5 A biography stimulates my interest more than a 

novel. 
6 People tend to behave differently when they wear 

uniforms. 
7 Nowadays, students frequently send their friends 

text messages during their classes. 
8 Television has a negative influence on our behavior 

by making us less active. 
9 The current school curriculum should change to 

meet the students' various needs. 
10 An impartial judgment can be made after a thorough 

examination of all the information. 

1 People believe that money makes them happy. 
2 Keeping a diary is a good habit. 
3 I want to live in a dormitory where I can spend time 

with my school friends. 
4 Nobody would like cleaning up after others. 
5 Some people are too arrogant to listen to others. 
6 There are so many things to explore in the universe. 
7 Our priority is spending (or to spend) as much time 

with our family as we can. 
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8 It is not easy for celebrities to have privacy. or 
Having privacy is not easy for celebrities. 

9 Punishing a child physically is not good for education. 
10 Some countries developed nuclear weapons to 

defend themselves. 
11 I need a few friends to trust. 

12 It is difficult to wear Korean traditional clothes 
properly. 

Writing Challen 

A 

1 Leaders should be good at clear, candid communication. 

2 I learned the most valuable lessons from my 
parents. 

3 Modern people carry their cell phones everywhere 

they go. 
4 Tropical rainforests provide us with vast amounts of 

oxygen. 
5 When you learn a foreign language, it is important to 

make good use of dictionaries. 
6 Universities require their students to maintain good 

grades. 
7 Modern technology enables us to have face-to-

face communication with people who live in other 

countries. 
8 Mother Nature teaches us things that we cannot 

learn at school. 
9 In order to be a good citizen, you should obey the law. 
10 Riding a bicycle is not only good for one's health 

but also exciting. 
11 I would like to travel to every European country. 
12 Introverted people prefer thinking by themselves to 

sharing their thoughts with others. 

1 I would rather live in a small town than live in a big 

city because of the safety factor. 
2 Some people prefer staying at home to going 

outside during their vacations. 
3 We can learn about life by listening to older people. 
4 In order to have a good friendship, you have to tell 

the truth to your friends and should not criticize them. 

5 Since children do not have firm moral standards, 
they may try to imitate violent behavior on television. 

6 Reading a book is not always good for your mental 

health. 

Participles / Voice 

1 boring 
2 falling 

3 are required 
4 keeping 

5 has developed 
6 complaining 
7 prevented 

8 shown 
9 put 
10 be recycled 
11 has 

12 was used 

1 	live —> living 
2 polluting —> polluted 

3 used —> be used 

4 tired —> tiring 

5 raising —> raised 

6 none 
7 using —> use 

8 permitted —> be permitted 

9 elects —> is elected 

10 Addicting —> Addicted 

11 none 
12 teaching —> teach 

, A 

1 People may find their goals in life by doing their jobs. 
2 Many philosophical questions are left unanswered. 
3 By learning by yourself, you can practice reasoning. 
4 Compared with high school graduates, college 

graduates may have more job opportunities. 
5 Before going camping, you should check the 

weather first. 
6 We should be prepared for any possible natural 

disasters. 
7 Nowadays people are too interested in celebrities' 

private lives. 
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8 Unsolved environmental problems may threaten our 
future. 

9 Some people say teachers should be evaluated by 
their students. 

10 We are influenced by younger people as well as 
older people. 

11 Self-motivated people prefer to work alone. 

12 Acknowledging that children tend to imitate their 
parents, the parents should try to become good role 
models. 

B 

B 

1 You should not make any noise while watching a 
movie in the theater. 

2 Many causes of obesity are known to the public. 
3 Once acquired, a language may not be forgotten 

easily. 

4 Developing countries need help from other countries. 
5 Some people are deprived of a chance to get a 

formal education. 
6 If you work out every day, you will be able to stay in 

good health. 

7 By using public transportation, we can reduce air 
pollution. 

8 In my opinion, no violence can be justified. 
9 Cultural differences can be overcome only if we try 

to accept the differences. 
10 Judging from human history, it is hard to create a 

world without war. 
11 College graduates are often considered to lack 

practical knowledge. 

12 Although it has improved the quality of life, industrial 
development has created many social problems. 

Writing Challenge 

A 

1 Nothing can be achieved only by luck. 
2 Children are easily attracted to something new. 
3 Even one broken promise may harm a friendship. 
4 After enduring hardships, you will reach a turning 

point. 

5 Before electricity was discovered, we had enjoyed 
slow-paced lives. 

6 If more people become interested in social welfare, 
the world will become a better place to live. 

7 Sometimes children are confused about whether all 
the information on television is true or not. 

8 We are obliged to save the Earth from further 
destruction. 

9 While talking to somebody, you should make eye 
contact with that person. 

10 If I were allowed to choose where to live, I would 
live in New York. 

1 Compared with life in a big city, life in a small town 
sounds more attractive to me. 

2 For example, spoiled children are very likely to 
become self-centered adults. 

3 Judging from my experience, France is more 
fascinating than any other country. 

4 Their participation is very encouraging since people 

always listen to them. 
5 Very young children are especially easily affected by 

television. 

6 In my country, the bear is considered an important 
animal. 

unit 3 	Ci.)IfifJEJ_11"DIJ 

Check-Up 

A 

1 easier 
2 drinking 
3 the most beautiful 
4 informative 
5 worried 
6 living 
7 friendlier 
8 when they 
9 to gain 
10 educational 
11 the closer 
12 too fast 

B 

1 their parents —> by their parents 
2 more entertaining —> as entertaining 
3 most necessary —> the most necessary 
4 they want more —> the more they want 
5 intelligent —> the most intelligent 
6 none 
7 comedy —> comic 
8 than —> as 
9 robust —> more robust 
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10 not a dormitory —* not in a dormitory 
	

12 We can learn as many historical facts from a 
11 none 
	

historical novel as from a history class. 
12 nor or 

  

Writing Challenge 
Writing Practice 

 

  

A 

A 

1 	Living in the city is more expensive than living in the 
country. 

2 I feel more confident when I am with my friends than 
when I am alone. 

3 I hope our school will buy more computers, not 
more books. 

4 Today, expertise is more important than any other 
quality in a teacher. 

5 It costs much more money to run a business than to 
buy a house. 

6 A couch potato can neither stay in shape nor have a 

sound mind. 
7 Academic achievement is not as important as one's 

health. 
8 Adolescents spend more time with their friends than 

with their parents. 

9 Junk foods, such as pizza, hamburger, and soda, 
are not good for one's health. 

10 People learn the most important lessons in their 
childhood. 

B 

1 Some adults are as ignorant as children. 
2 People usually avoid dangerous, dirty, or difficult 

jobs. 
3 Being a leader of a group is more stressful than just 

being a member. 
4 Teachers should not teach their students to 

compete with each other but to cooperate. 
5 Once you graduate from high school, you can either 

get a job or go to college. 
6 Some websites are inappropriate for both adults 

and children. 
7 Horror movies are usually not only scary but also 

violent. 
8 Both newspapers and magazines are good sources 

for gaining common knowledge. 
9 You can learn as many things from a book as from 

your teacher. 
10 You can wear traditional clothes either on a 

traditional holiday or at a formal party. 
11 To become an artist, creativity is as important as 

any quality. 

1 I like to rest at home better than to play outside. 
2 Environmental pollution is one of the most serious 

problems in the world. 
3 A nuclear weapon is more dangerous than any other 

weapon. 
4 In America, the quality of some public schools is not 

lower than that of private schools. 
5 Skiing is one of the most popular outdoor activities 

in winter. 
6 Nothing is more precious than one's family. 
7 I find it much more enjoyable to watch movies than 

to read books. 
8 Foods at restaurants are not as healthy as foods at 

home. 
9 Among the popular summer sports are swimming, 

surfing, and fishing. 
10 I believe playing soccer is more beneficial to mental 

health than playing the piano. 
11 Neither cash nor a credit card is useful on a deserted 

island. 
12 I think airplanes are the most useful mode of 

transportation that we have ever invented. 

1 It is said that games teach cooperation, which is 
one of the most important factors of success, and 

they also teach how to overcome challenges. 
2 You cannot play soccer indoors whereas you can 

play with either a camera or an animal anywhere. 
3 The reason why students go to school is not only 

because they need a formal education but also 
because they need to learn how to socialize. 

4 Usually, hand-made materials are not only expensive 

but also extremely delicate. 
5 At school or at work, we are always surrounded by 

a lot of people. 
6 Since most people spend more time outside than at 

home, dinnertime is often the only time when all the 
members of a family get together. 
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All Unit 4 i`JoIisi 1::!:;JU=J?,,--J'i 

-Adj?d]  vs) f--;'-Llur.'" 

Check-Up 

1 that 
2 that 
3 which 
4 Whether 
5 what 
6 who or that 

7 how 
8 which 
9 whose 

10 What 
11 that 
12 whether 

1 which that 
2 what —> that 

3 who whose 

4 that —> what 
5 which —> where 

6 none 
7 that —> where or in which 

8 what that 
9 why —> if 

10 none 
11 Who —> Those who or People who 

12 none  

6 Setting priorities means that you put the things to 

do in order. 
7 I do not understand why we should wear school 

uniforms. 
8 Peer pressure is one reason why some students 

can't stay out of trouble. 
9 Some people cannot break their bad habits, which 

harm their health. 
10 What kind of person you wish to become is more 

important than what kind of job you will have. 

1 I like to visit a museum that has a lot of paintings. 
2 It is interesting to talk to a person whose personal 

taste is different from mine. 
3 I want to become a scientist who studies outer 

space. 
4 A vacation is a time when we can enjoy a slow-paced 

life. 
5 Not every person who has a lot of knowledge is wise. 
6 Some people argue that globalization has normalized 

various cultures. 
7 The scientific knowledge we learned at school is 

sometimes useful in our daily lives. 
8 People who do not exercise regularly are usually in 

bad shape. 
9 The report says that school uniforms hinder students 

from expressing their personalities. 
10 It is recommended that patients with high blood 

pressure avoid stressful situations. 
11 Many countries are trying to develop new energy 

sources which can replace fossil fuels. 
12 By reading fiction, I could learn others' feelings 

which I had never known before. 

11111Miiii 	 

1 I would like to travel to a country where I can learn a 
new culture. 

2 People who want to maintain their health should 
have regular workouts. 

3 It takes a lot of time to find a job which can satisfy 

all your needs. 
4 It is true that we can learn valuable lessons from the 

past. 
5 A person who has an optimistic attitude toward his 

life can endure any hardship. 

1 I believe parents know what is best for their children. 
2 Hand-made items which lack creativity are usually 

not so expensive. 
3 I wish to live with a person whose cultural background 

is different from mine. 
4 Many parents expect their children to become 

people who are better than others. 
5 It is important for me to have a friend with whom I 

can travel. 
6 If you become physically challenged, you will know 

how lucky healthy people are. 
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7 I do not want to become an arrogant person who 
looks down on others. 

8 Many high school students do not know what they 

want to do after graduation. 

9 Good social leaders always think about what they 
can do for society. 

10 Doctors study how they can protect people from 

various diseases. 
11 Violent video games can negatively affect children, 

who are immature psychologically. 

12 I respect King Sejong, whose best achievement 
was the invention of the Korean alphabet, called 

Hangeul. 

1 If I live with a roommate of my choice, with whom I 
can share a room more comfortably, I can bring up 

and solve problems easily. 
2 To be honest, I doubt if there is anything we can 

learn from games. 
3 If you do not know what your goal is, you may not 

be able to endure any hardships. 
4 Middle school students are too young to know what 

they have to learn at school. 
5 Students who wear school uniforms are less likely 

to get into trouble than students who do not wear 

school uniforms. 
6 If I could make one, I could visit some national 

leaders in our history and tell them what they should 

and should not do. 

nit 5 _Adle_6 	1 

eck-Up 

1 People feel satisfied when they are praised for what 

they have done. 
2 As long as you do not face your problem, you 

cannot solve it. 
3 Children will be much healthier if they do not eat 

fast food. 
4 Before you quit your job, you should give notice to 

your employer. 
5 Some teachers want their students to attend class 

even if they get sick. 

6 Since I grew up in a big city, I did not have many 
chances to see wildflowers. 

7 Even if you live in a foreign country, you cannot 
learn its language without making an effort. 

8 As we all know, every human being is destined to 

die someday. 
9 While students attend a summer camp, they can 

participate in various outdoor activities. 

10 While (or Whereas) some people prefer hiking in the 

mountains, others prefer swimming in the sea. 

1 such —* so 
2 survive —> have survived 

3 have —> had 

4 none 
5 are not willing —> are willing 

6 while —*when 
7 none 
8 Before —> In case 

9 none 
10 As long as —> As soon as 

11 Unless —> Since 

12 that —> so that 

Writing Practice 

A 

1 When we watch commercials, we can get a lot of 

information about various products. 
2 Until I achieve my goal in life, I will never give up. 
3 Since I was born, I have never left my home country. 
4 Whereas some people feel comfortable in following 

others' orders, others don't. 
5 If you share a room with someone, you will not have 

much privacy. 
6 Unless a company pays back a loan in time, it may 

go bankrupt. 
7 Some people are so materialistic that they think 

money can resolve any problem. 
8 Once you decide on a field of study that you want 

to pursue, you should discuss it with your teacher. 
9 Before you ask for others' help, you should try to 

solve your problem alone. 
10 In a city, you can buy necessities easily because 

convenience stores are everywhere. 
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1 I wish I did not have to wear a school uniform. 
2 You cannot make good friends until you build up 

trust. 

3 The world economic recession seems to be getting 
worse as time goes by. 

4 If you were immortal, you might be able to eat as 
much junk food as you wished. 

5 I feel confident speaking in front of others only when 
I am prepared. or Only when I am prepared do I feel 
confident speaking in front of others. 

6 If you become a resident in a community, you 
should participate in some community activities. 

7 If you study with others, you may get distracted 
easily. 

8 As long as we have freedom of speech, we can form 
public opinion. 

9 We will run out of clean water before long because 
we keep polluting the rivers and seas. 

10 Some people are so foolish that they do not realize 
how important nature is. 

11 Since students have a long summer vacation these 
days, they can travel to other countries. 

12 If I were the president, I would invest more in 
education. 

11 An optimistic attitude is good for your mental health 
since it protects you from getting depressed. 

12 Though the number of well-educated teachers is 
increasing, students still feel like studying abroad. 

B 

1 I wish I could live in a small town since I want to 
spend much time with my neighbors. 

2 Whether you win or lose, you can have enough fun 
while you are playing a game with others. 

3 If humans continue destroying nature, there will be 
no natural resources left in the next century. 

4 Whereas most children have their parents to take 
care of them, some children do not have parents or 
a house to live in. 

5 If everybody could use the school library, we would 
not have to build a public library. 

6 If we had learned about life by our own experiences, 
we would not have known how others thought 
differently about their lives. 

Unit 6 sc:fiDgl 

Check-Up 
Writing Challenge 

1 	If I live in a big city, I will visit a museum every 
weekend. 

2 People do not know the value of health until they 
lose it. 

3 I like summer because it brings back memories of 
my childhood. 

4 While (or Whereas) most children like snow, most 
adults hate it. 

5 If it were not for nuclear weapons and terrorism, the 
world would be a much safer place. 

6 Once you form a study group with others, you 
should follow the rules of the group. 

7 In case you get lost in a foreign country, you'd 
better carry a map of the area. 

8 If people think more deeply, they will know sports 
are important to adolescents. 

9 Some people do not care about what kind of work 
they do so long as they earn a lot of money. 

10 If parents keep dealing with the problems their 
children cause, the children may not be able to learn 
responsibility. 

Basic Drill A 

1 expand one's knowledge 
2 lecture in class 
3 be competent in 
4 work as a team 
5 career preparation 
6 earn a credit 

7 form a study group 
8 share ideas with someone 
9 a secondary school 
10 study abroad 

11 attend a summer camp 
12 develop expertise in 

Basic Drill B 

1 real life experience 
2 go through puberty 
3 put a priority on 
4 organize one's thoughts 
5 begin formal education 
6 get a good grade 

7 offer an educational opportunity 
8 prevent school violence 
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9 learn by oneself 

10 gain knowledge from 
11 assign homework to someone 

12 pursue one's individual interest 

3 Besides pursuing knowledge, people also attend a 

university to do their career preparation. 
4 All the students should have the opportunity to do 

outdoor activities. 
5 Schools provide students with opportunities to 

increase their potential capabilities. 
6 The goal of writing a book report is to share ideas 

with others about the book you read. 

7 As you write, you will be able to organize your 

thoughts better. 

8 Sometimes, people learn by making a mistake. 

9 Some students do not want to go to school because 

they feel peer pressure. 

10 I believe that every student should be required to 

read a book every week. 

11 In order to promote creative thinking, some people 

explore nature. 
12 Real life experience is as important as knowledge 

from school. 
13 School life includes not only attending classes but 

also getting along with other students. 

14 The government should increase the education 
budget so that every school can have its own 

library. 
15 Every person has a choice of whether to live or to 

die. 
16 If we have a long summer vacation, we can use it to 

develop expertise in a certain field. 
17 In my opinion, every elementary school teacher 

should have a diploma in psychology. 
18 I prefer watching TV to reading books because I 

can gain knowledge from TV more easily than from 

books. 
19 Once you form a study group with others, you 

should follow the rules of the group. 
20 Some people commit crimes because they only put 

a priority on personal gains. 

      

  

Writing Practice 

  

  

A 

  

  

1 have a strong impact on 

2 work as a team 

3 share a room with 

4 prevent school violence 

5 make a change in 

6 Learning by yourself 

7 With the help of 

8 offer an educational opportunity 

9 gain updated information 

10 face your problem 

11 expand your knowledge 

12 get involved in outdoor activities 

   

B 

  

  

1 I want to major in biology at university. 
2 Teachers provide class materials for their students if 

necessary. 
3 In middle school, I attended a summer camp and 

made many friends. 

4 Many public and private schools require students to 

wear school uniforms. 
5 Studying with a group is often not as efficient as 

studying by oneself. 
6 If you live in a dormitory, you can get to know 

people from other cultural backgrounds. 

7 Children usually have a strong curiosity about things 

they have not seen before. 

8 In my opinion, to begin formal education at the age 

of 6 is too early. 
9 I believe most optional subjects are as important as 

compulsory subjects. 
10 Many companies require their employees to be 

competent in computers. 

    

Unit 7 F,Ilifiity 

 

       

   

Check-Up 

  

       

Basic Drill A 

1 agree to obey 
2 support a family 
3 have a sense of community 

4 visit one's neighborhood 

5 feel connected 
6 pledge loyalty to 

   

Writing Challenge 

  

   

1 Teachers and students all have to participate with 
enthusiasm in a class discussion. 

2 It costs a lot of money for parents to make their 

children study abroad. 
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7 show leadership skills 
8 live in a suburban area 
9 drop in at a shopping center 
10 gain the support of 
11 participate in community activities 
12 teenage delinquency 

Basic Drill B 

1 improve public transportation 
2 build a monument to 
3 become a resident of 
4 show respect to 
5 be in need of help 
6 practice a particular religion 
7 make a contribution to 
8 follow in one's footsteps 
9 be emotionally attached to 
10 be committed to 
11 form an organization 
12 build social skills 

Writing Practice 

A 

1 get along with 
2 form an organization 
3 make a contribution to 
4 has a tendency to 

5 have more of a sense of community 
6 feel secure 
7 follow in a same-sex parent's footsteps 
8 show respect to 
9 use public transportation 
10 participate in community activities 
11 making important decisions for 
12 reminds me of 

B 

1 Parents try to pass on their values to their children. 
2 You have to build up trust first in order to make a 

good friend. 

3 I believe nobody wants to be isolated from others. 
4 Even if they disagree with their parents' rules, 

children should agree to obey them. 

5 The government should use its revenues for those 
people who are in need of help. 

6 I want to get a job so that I can afford to buy a car. 
7 In order to resolve a problem, you have to 

understand the problem first. 

8 People get addicted to the Internet because they 
want to feel connected with others. 

9 Students have to keep it in mind that their dreams 
are more important than anything else. 

10 It is generally agreed that Korean people do not like 
to speak in public. 

Writing Challenge 

1 Students have to decide what to do for a living in 
the future before they graduate from school. 

2 It is hard to support your family without making 
sacrifices yourself. 

3 Once you make a promise, you should be committed 
to keeping it. 

4 Young children treat their pets like toys. 

5 Since we have freedom of speech, we can form 
public opinion regardless of our age. 

6 Parents have high standards for their children 
because they love their children. 

7 As a way to improve public transportation, I suggest 
running the subway 24 hours a day. 

8 Some people say teenage delinquency is necessary 
for the mental development of adolescents. 

9 I want to have a close relationship with all of my 
classmates. 

10 In Korean culture, people usually do not build a 
monument to a living person. 

11 Dependent children are often too emotionally 
attached to their parents. 

12 It is our duty to pass on our good values to our 
children. 

13 In order to practice a particular religion, you have 
to obey the rules of that religion from the bottom of 
your heart. 

14 You cannot be a good teacher until you show 
leadership skills to your students. 

15 In my view, people have to live in different places 
before putting down their roots in one place. 

16 People tend to be hospitable to a member of their 
group. 

17 If you live in a suburban area, you will have a lot of 
chances to know your neighbors. 

18 Children usually build their social skills for the first 
time in kindergarten. 

19 Before trying to gain the support of your family, you 
should try to do without their help. 

20 If you visit a friend's neighborhood, you may 
understand your friend better. 
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Unit 8 J=,(:Df_101.11Y ID" 1 ,1 .1-1.11 

Check-Up 

Basic Drill A 

1 compensate for 
2 split the cost of 
3 make a profit 
4 find employment 
5 boost the economy 

6 keep a good work environment 
7 pay back a loan 

8 climb the corporate ladder 
9 make ends meet 
10 lower the interest rate 
11 seek a career in 
12 raise the prestige of 

Basic Drill B 

1 obtain an entry-level position 

2 discourage productivity 
3 leave one's job 
4 a defective product 
5 work overtime 

6 get a refund on 
7 make a budget for 
8 develop interpersonal skills 
9 be on the market 
10 work part-time 
11 overcome an economic recession 
12 submit one's résumé 

Writing Practice 

1 have a positive attitude towards 
2 obtains an entry-level position 
3 encourage competition 
4 work overtime 
5 leave your job 
6 make up for their losses 
7 Getting a promotion 
8 cannot afford to 
9 returning corporate profits to society 
10 get a refund on 

11 charges higher prices 
12 lower the interest rate  

B 

1 When you apply for a job, you have to submit your 
résumé. 

2 Even garbage is an important element to make a 
profit in the country. 

3 It is not easy for people to be willing to sacrifice 
themselves. 

4 The quality of a product raises the prestige of the 
company which made the product. 

5 In order to get a high position in a company, you 
should develop interpersonal skills. 

6 Many students try to get internships to build their 
careers while they are in college. 

7 Before applying for a job, you should make sure if 
you meet the qualifications of the job position. 

8 You have to call in late in case you cannot go to 
work on time. 

9 Before spending money on something, companies 
make a budget for it. 

10 These days computers are in great demand, so we 

can see computer commercials on TV very often. 

Writing Challenge 

1 It is important to understand the market principles 
to be successful in a business. 

2 Some companies never fire employees but allow 
them to retire from their jobs. 

3 Interest rates are one of the most important factors 
to boost the economy. 

4 If a company does not have enough money to pay 
back a loan, it may end up going bankrupt. 

5 It is essential to increasing productivity to keep a 
good work environment. 

6 If you want to hire a person in your department, you 
have to explain a job description. 

7 A number of people should work very hard in order 
to make a living. 

8 One of the best aspects of having a job is earning 

money. 
9 Public schools would lack revenue if we did not pay 

taxes. 
10 You must compete with others in order to climb the 

corporate ladder. 
11 In a group project, you can feel a sense of 

accomplishment and share it with others. 
12 Nobody would like a manager who bosses people 

around. 

13 You have to minimize your cost of living to save 
money for the future. 
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14 It is more effective to complain in writing than to 

complain in person. 
15 When two companies work together, they can split 

the cost of production. 
16 I prefer getting paid by the hour to getting paid 

by the day, because my job requires me to work 

overtime all the time. 
17 Everyone's effort is needed to overcome the 

economic recession. 
18 If you call in sick every week, nobody will believe 

you. 
19 Many people want to be self-employed these days. 
20 A company cannot urge its employees to devote 

their whole lives to the company. 

Unit 9 Livin:rj Eljfijdfi.j 

Check-Up 

Basic Drill A 

1 harm a friendship 
2 adapt to a situation 

3 take medicine 
4 relieve one's stress 
5 break a bad habit 

6 have regrets about 
7 suffer sleep deprivation 
8 hone a skill 

9 endure hardship 

10 move to a new place 
11 make a careful decision 
12 seta goal 

Basic Drill B 

1 tell the truth 
2 set one's priorities 
3 behave in a different way 
4 live by a rule 
5 have a workout 

6 harm a friendship 
7 provide good nutrition for 
8 reach a turning point 

9 do an impulsive act 
10 have common sense 
11 take one's side 
12 a passing ceremony 

Writing Practice 

A 

1 plan ahead 
2 go on a shopping spree / get stressed out 

3 take advantage of 

4 look up to 
5 endure hardships 

6 get into trouble 
7 after careful thought 
8 lives by a rule 

9 save money for a rainy day 

10 look down on 
11 take a short rest 
12 takes my side 

B 

1 In my view, human nature is good, but people 

sometimes make mistakes. 
2 A punctual person makes a good impression on 

others. 
3 Getting a regular workout is helpful to your physical 

health. 
4 Sometimes getting a new job is reaching a turning 

point in life. 
5 I have trust in my family, so I share my secrets with 

them. 
6 I try to put up with others' mistakes because I may 

make the same ones. 
7 In order to maintain good relationships with others, 

you should have good interpersonal skills. 
8 In order to be healthy, it is important to provide 

good nutrition for yourself. 
9 Having common sense has little to do with being 

intelligent. 

10 If you want to be happy, it is important to have an 

optimistic attitude towards life. 

Writing Challenge 

1 If you have a lot of things to do, you should set your 

priorities before taking action. 
2 Some people are afraid of speaking in public 

because they are not confident in themselves. 
3 If you can take the risk of starting over, you will not 

be afraid of failure. 
4 Because of peer pressure, some students cannot 

stay out of trouble. 
5 Good relationships with others increase one's 

quality of life. 
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6 Some people cannot break their bad habits because 
they are addicted to those habits. 

7 It is not wise to judge others by their appearances. 
8 Sometimes, slowing down is the fastest way. 
9 Keeping a secret does not always make you a good 

person. 

10 Immigrants have difficult times because they should 
adapt to a new situation. 

11 Some people are extremely critical of others but 
very generous in evaluating themselves. 

12 A lack of communication with your family is not 
beneficial to your mental health. 

13 I have a sociable character, so I cannot put up with 
staying at home alone. 

14 It is better to consult with your doctor before taking 
medicine if you are worried about any side effects. 

15 Being sincere to yourself means telling the truth to 
yourself. 

16 Frustration is only a passing ceremony to adoles-
cents if they are equipped with courage. 

17 Unsuccessful people tend to have a pessimistic 
attitude while successful people are optimists. 

18 You should make a careful decision when you 

choose your major in university. 
19 The world would be boring if everyone had the 

same taste in everything. 
20 Optimistic people try not to have regrets about what 

they cannot change. 

Unit .10 

Check-Up 

Basic Drill A 

1 travel abroad 
2 get motion sickness 
3 dress in a traditional costume 
4 during recess 
5 save face 
6 respect cultural differences 
7 keep a first-aid kit 
8 experience jet lag 
9 engage in a cultural activity 
10 make a reservation 
11 a cultural legacy 
12 show creativity  

Basic Drill B 

1 a copycat crime 
2 develop a research center 
3 recharge one's batteries 
4 carry on an activity 
5 hold a party 

6 model oneself on someone 
7 lead public opinion 
8 play a musical instrument 
9 take a break from one's routine 
10 exercise one's imaginative power 
11 celebrate a festival 
12 hand down a tradition 

Writing Practice 

A 

1 respect cultural differences 
2 dress in the traditional costumes 
3 a guided tour 
4 make a film about 
5 save face 

6 lead public opinion 

7 make history 
8 take a break from their routines 
9 giving (or expressing) an opinion 
10 be attracted to 
11 appreciate art 

12 become an idol to teenagers 

B 

1 I engage in various cultural activities during my free 
time. 

2 Summer is a great season to enjoy outdoor activities. 
3 When you play a sport, you should follow certain 

rules. 
4 I cannot recharge my batteries when I spend my 

free time with others. 
5 When you travel to a foreign country, it is important 

to follow the local customs. 
6 We can learn about our ancestors by going to see 

what is on exhibit in museums. 
7 We are obliged to hand down our traditions to our 

descendants. 
8 Adopting a custom from another country is one way 

to develop our own culture. 
9 If we had enough of a budget, we could celebrate 

the festival with more people. 
10 Whether you notice it or not, television may affect 

your behavior. 
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Writing Challenge 

1 When you travel abroad, you may experience jet 

lag. 
2 Some people do not want to go traveling because 

they get severe motion sickness. 
3 Camping is better than staying at a hotel because I 

like to make a bonfire. 
4 You should make a reservation in advance for a live 

performance. 
5 Nowadays, television decides what is in vogue 

tomorrow. 
6 To make many friends, you should carry on a variety 

of activities. 
7 It is cheaper to subscribe to a newspaper than to 

buy it on newsstands. 
8 Even if I dress in the costume of a queen, it does 

not make me a queen. 
9 Every person has a knack for something. 
10 If you exercise your imaginative power, you can 

communicate with children better. 
11 A couch potato would not understand the beauty of 

nature. 
12 Parents should recommend their children to make 

their own rules. 
13 Students should not be allowed to use their cell 

phones during recess. 
14 If you live in a rural area, it will be hard to attend a 

live performance. 
15 It can be dangerous to give a ride to a stranger on 

the street. 
16 You may not know why you should celebrate 

national holidays if you do not learn history. 
17 When someone speaks a different language from 

you, you have to be more attentive. 
18 I believe that students can show creativity in art or 

music classes. 
19 In my opinion, violent movies have a lesser effect on 

copycat crimes than television news does. 
20 If I have an opportunity to go abroad, I want to go to 

Europe. 

Unit 11 

Check-Up 

Basic Drill A 

1 life expectancy 
2 stay in shape  

3 healthy eating habits 

4 prohibit smoking 

5 get over an illness 

6 an endangered animal 

7 lower one's blood pressure 

8 in critical condition 

9 receive sufficient nutrition 

10 educate the public 
11 urban sprawl 

12 care for the handicapped 

Basic Drill B 

1 non-renewable resources 

2 do daily exercise 

3 high in calories 

4 cause damage to the environment 

5 save tropical rainforests 

6 a desperate food shortage 

7 consume natural resources 

8 a dense population 

9 purify polluted air 
10 conduct medical research 
11 sustainable energy resources 

12 keep a well-balanced diet 

Writing Practice 

A 

1 am allergic to 

2 a desperate food shortage 

3 cure a patient of a disease 

4 receive sufficient nutrition 

5 Educating the public 

6 adapt to the environment 

7 preserving the environment 

8 cause damage to the environment 

9 gets a physical check-up 

10 urban sprawl 
11 be short of 
12 sustainable energy resources 

B 

1 Foods in fast-food restaurants are high in calories. 
2 If you try to exercise every day and to stay in shape, 

you will have a healthier life. 
3 Some doctors spend their lives not treating patients 

but conducting medical research. 
4 Taking a rest after work is a good way to lower your 

stress level. 
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5 Some people believe that they can get over an 
illness only with medical treatment. 

6 My uncle chose to become a vegetarian to lower his 
blood pressure. 

7 Without saving the tropical rainforests, it is 
impossible to stop global warming. 

8 Keeping a well-balanced diet is as important to your 
health as exercising regularly. 

9 In order to prevent water pollution, the government 
strictly forbids companies from dumping factory 

waste into rivers. 
10 Painkillers should be available only by prescription 

to prevent people from overusing them. 

Writing Challenge 

1 We should prohibit smoking in public places to 

protect non-smokers. 
2 Hygiene education is very important to protect 

people from being infected with disease. 

3 Natural resources like charcoal or petroleum are 
non-renewable resources. 

4 Healthy eating habits can decrease the risks of 

heart-related illness. 
5 Using less water and carrying one's own cup help 

preserve the environment. 
6 Eating less and doing daily exercise are the best 

ways to diet. 
7 While it is easy to pollute the air, it is very hard to 

purify polluted air. 
8 Getting sleep when you are stressed out is not 

always good for your mental health. 
9 A dense population has caused a serious increase 

in the temperature in our city. 
10 Every living thing consumes energy, but humans 

consume the most energy. 
11 It is more important to prevent a disease than to 

heal the disease. 

12 The next generation will not be able to consume as 

many natural resources as we do. 

13 Students should learn at school how we can care 

for the handicapped. 
14 Even though life expectancy has increased over the 

years, many people still die at a young age. 

15 Our government is managing public medical 
facilities very well to compete with private medical 

facilities. 
16 Due to careless exploitation, the tropical rainforests 

of the Amazon are currently in critical condition. 

17 Optimistic people rarely come down with illnesses.  

18 People who eat foods which are high in calories 
must exercise regularly. 

19 If we can relieve the overpopulation of our city, the 
traffic problems will be also solved. 

20 People living in urban areas are more exposed to 
car exhaust than people living in rural areas. 

Uni 
	

2 
	

hi] OID,j1 

Check-Up 

Basic Drill A 

1 	interact with 
2 create a new trend 

3 make an adjustment 

4 do something by hand 

5 a technological development 
6 advance medical science 

7 transfer a file 
8 attach a file to an email 
9 key something into a computer 

10 search for information 
11 shorten the distance 
12 develop computer technology 

Basic Drill B 

1 space exploration 

2 peer-to-peer sharing 

3 cut off spam 
4 make progress 

5 handle something improperly 

6 send a space probe to 
7 reach a remote place 

8 explore outer space 
9 be under the gravity of 
10 stay up to date with technology 

11 conduct research on 
12 develop a nuclear weapon 

Writing Practice 

1 Exploring outer space 
2 create online communities 
3 download software from 

4 shutting down a computer 
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5 make a long-distance call 

6 made progress 
7 develop nuclear weapons 
8 expose children to 
9 making an in-depth analysis of 
10 peer-to-peer sharing 
11 provide us with a chance 
12 turn off the TV 

B 

1 These days, email service providers are trying to 
develop efficient ways to cut off spam. 

2 I believe the use of the Internet does not facilitate 
communication but impedes it. 

3 If you know how to connect to the Internet, it is easy 
to learn how to explore it. 

4 If a stranger transfers a file, you should not open it 
as it may contain computer viruses. 

5 There are more important things to do on the Earth 
than to send a space probe to other planets. 

6 Traffic problems near shopping centers have 
reduced as many people make online purchases. 

7 Space exploration existed only in science-fiction 
novels a few decades ago. 

8 It is much easier and more accurate to process 
information with a computer than to use your brain. 

9 I doubt there has been any progress since 
humankind launched a space mission. 

10 Thanks to the Internet, searching for information has 
become easier than before. 

Writing Challenge 

1 The purpose of space exploration is to find other 
planets which humans can control. 

2 Before signing up for a website, you should read the 
terms of membership carefully. 

3 Many people can keep in touch with their old friends 
through the Internet. 

4 Radical advances in technology are considered one 
cause of recent environmental problems. 

5 The government should make it easier for the 
handicapped to gain access to information. 

6 It is necessary for us to change the power resources 
of electronic appliances to protect the environment. 

7 Some people do not know how to program a 
computer though they use it every day. 

8 It is hard to stay up to date with technology as it 
progresses so rapidly. 

9 Genetic engineering has made a great difference in 

many aspects of our lives. 
10 We can do more things with our cell phones than 

just making wireless communications. 
11 People have used the Internet to get information 

and interact with others. 
12 Without the aid of cutting-edge technology, ancient 

people could build great walls and pyramids. 
13 Reading more books and watching less television is 

the key to deep thinking. 
14 Modern technology is so advanced that we may 

not be able to make a significant breakthrough any 
more. 

15 Computer technology could reach the current state 

since people did not stop making adjustments. 
16 Our government should explain why we need to 

conduct research on outer space. 
17 Because of the negative consequences of 

globalization, some countries do not want to keep in 
step with globalization. 

18 People without the basic knowledge of computers 
are called computer illiterate. 

19 Our government has spent a fortune to advance 
medical science. 

20 Since cellular phones are now an integral part of 
modern life, many people think they cannot do 

without their cell phones. 

Unit 13 ,L\:rif-s,e/Di-a_gf-e: 

Check-Up 

1 I agree that a feeling of accomplishment is more 
important than a salary. 

2 In my opinion, automobiles have done us more 
good than harm. 

3 To sum up, it is good for children's emotional 
development to read fiction. 

4 There is no question that making quick decisions 
often gives us the wrong answers. 

5 It is evident that borrowing money from a friend can 
damage the friendship. 

6 I firmly believe that it is a good rule to prohibit 
smoking in public places. 

7 In short, home-made food costs less than the food 
at restaurants. 

8 I do not hold with the idea that people do not 
need to travel because they can explore the world 
through the Internet. 
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9 I am in favor of the idea that students should learn 
more than two foreign languages at school. 

10 I disagree with the opinion that technological 
development isolates people from each other. 

11 I firmly believe that water pollution is one of the 

most serious problems we have. 
12 I go along with the idea that capital punishment 

should be terminated. 
13 There is no doubt that we can learn many things 

from the elderly. 
14 Personally, I think that school uniforms prevent 

students from expressing their personalities. 
15 I do not hold with the notion that the government is 

not responsible for poverty at all. 
16 I agree that teachers should give students daily 

homework. 
17 In brief, I prefer staying home to going outside on 

holidays. 
18 In summary, people earn money in order to be 

happy in the end. 
19 I agree that the government should prohibit the 

advertising of alcohol and tobacco on television. 
20 I do not agree that it is more important to learn 

knowledge from studying than it is to develop creativity. 

21 In my view, people can get healthier if they do not 

eat junk food. 
22 It is evident that violent movies can incite 

adolescents' aggressive behavior. 
23 I firmly believe that it is more important to spend 

time with one's family than it is to spend time at work. 

24 I go along with the opinion that our ancestors 

enjoyed life more than we do. 

Writing Practice 

A 

1 I do not hold with the idea that people succeed by 

luck, not by hard work. 
2 I go along with the opinion that watching television 

has a negative effect on children. 
3 I disagree that middle and high school students 

should learn art and music as compulsory subjects. 
4 I am not in favor of the idea that only the rich can be 

considered successful. 
5 I agree that childhood is the most important period 

in one's life. 

B 

1 It is evident that movies are as entertaining as 

novels and short stories. 

2 There is no question that teachers' salaries should 
be determined by their students' achievements. 

3 I contend that dancing has played a huge role in 

enriching our culture. 
4 No one can deny that children's academic 

achievements are more affected by their peers than 

by their parents. 
5 In my view, there is nothing people can learn from 

fictional stories. 

C 

1 In short, experiences gained through hardships 
become the foundation for a successful future. 

2 I have come to the conclusion that people can 
communicate more effectively only when they see 

each other in person. 
3 In summary, modern technology helps students to 

learn more things in a short period of time. 
4 In brief, you do not need to feel pressured to do 

what you do not want to do. 
5 In conclusion, we can learn invaluable lessons from 

fictional books. 

Writing Challenge 

Example 

Agree 

I agree that money is the most significant reason why 

people get a job. Because we cannot buy food, clothes, 

or other necessities without money, we need to get a 

job to afford our expenses. 

Disagree 

Not every person wants to have a job for the money. 

It is evident that there are more important reasons for 
having a job, such as what kind of job it is, what kinds 

of people you work with, and how much you like the 

job. 

1 

Agree 

I firmly believe that universities should spend as much 

money on sports activities as they spend on libraries. 

Knowledge is of no use if students lose their health, so 

it would be helpful for universities to invest money in 

sports facilities and encourage students to take part in 

sports activities. 
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Disagree 

I disagree that students' sports activities are important 

enough for universities to spend the same amount of 
money as they do on libraries. Not every student enjoys 

sports activities, but all the students need a good facility 

where they can concentrate on their studies. 

2 

Agree 

I go along with the idea that traveling in a group led by 

a tour guide is the best way to enjoy a trip. There are 

two reasons for this. First, you do not need to worry 
about getting lost. Also, you can save a lot of money by 
traveling in a group with other people. 

Disagree 

I do not hold with the opinion that the best way to travel 

is a guided tour. In my view, traveling alone is more fun 
because you can go to anywhere you want. 

3 

Agree 

I agree that high school students should be able to 

choose their courses without any limitations. Students 

will pay more attention to their classes if they are 
learning what they want to know. 

Disagree 

It is evident that students should not be allowed to take 

only the courses that they want to study. If they are 
given such options, students will take only easy courses 

and avoid possibly boring but important courses. 

4 

Agree 

I firmly believe that clothes change people's behavior. 

Students try not to get into trouble when they are 

wearing their school uniforms because they can be 
easily identified by their uniforms. 

Disagree 

There is no question that human behavior has nothing 
to do with one's clothes. If we could change people's 
behavior with clothes, we would be able to reform 
criminals by changing their clothes. 

5 

Agree 

I am in favor of the idea that the mass media tends 
to dig excessively into the personal lives of famous 

people. I believe that we do not have to know what they 

do in their free time unless they commit crimes or harm 
others' lives. 

Disagree 

In my view, it is unavoidable for public figures and 

celebrities to be exposed to the mass media. The media 

would not be interested in the private lives of those 
people if they were not famous. 

Unit 14 	 J1 

Check-Up 

1 I support the idea that students can develop their 
imaginations by reading novels. 

2 I do not think it is impossible for universities to give 
a scholarship to every student. 

3 As a result of globalization, people don't feel many 
cultural differences these days. 

4 There is a saying, "A friend in need is a friend 
indeed." 

5 In my experience, parents can be the best friends 
for their children because they always take their 
side. 

6 I am against the opinion that women should stay at 
home to take care of their children. 

7 I question whether it is educational to allow children 
to watch TV commercials. 

8 For example, passive viewers prefer entertaining 
programs to informative ones. 

9 To give you an idea, I will explain how an optimistic 
attitude can change a person's life. 

10 I object to the notion that people who take risks are 
the only ones who can get good chances. 

11 I support the idea that it is important to participate 
in extracurricular activities. 

12 Consequently, I believe that people who are 
attracted to dangerous sports cannot stand their 
daily routines. 

13 I am against the opinion that people cannot learn 
anything from their experience. 

14 It is said that people should be able to take care of 
themselves when they are isolated. 

15 I object to the notion that it is a waste of time to 
listen to popular music. 

16 It is reported that many parents make their children 
read biographies. 

17 I question whether people acknowledge the 
importance of moral education or not. 
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18 To give you an idea, I will give several reasons why 
we need a hospital in our community. 

19 There are several reasons why some students are 
more successful in learning language than others. 

20 In my experience, people do not always tell the 

truth. 

21 For instance, we can observe animals at a short 

distance in zoos. 

22 I am against the opinion that museums are the 
best places where children can learn about their 

ancestors. 
23 As a result of the invention of the light bulb, people 

can read books at night without their eyesight being 

damaged. 

24 Studies indicate that junk foods are one of the major 

causes of obesity. 

Writing Practice 

A 

1 I object to the notion that playing games has 
anything to do with learning how to live one's life. 

2 I do not think it is more advantageous to be a group 

member than to lead a group. 
3 I support the idea that companies should guarantee 

lifelong employment. 

4 I am against the opinion that older people cannot 

learn lessons from younger people. 
5 I support the idea that our judgment of someone 

should not be based on how he or she looks. 

B 

1 It is said that teenagers learn how to make important 
decisions either by making mistakes or through their 

own experiences. 
2 According to recent research, coeducation is more 

helpful for both male and female students for 

several reasons. 
3 Consequently, we can get a lot of information about 

a country by watching commercials for that country. 

4 It is reported that external appearances are not 

reliable when you judge a person's character. 
5 There are several reasons why children should be 

taught a foreign language in elementary school. 

C 

1 To give you an idea as to why people are treated 

differently when they wear different clothes, I will 

present two examples. 

2 For instance, nobody will work hard to raise his 
productivity if a company never fires its employees. 

3 To give you an idea, I will discuss how much 
children can enjoy nature by living in rural areas. 

4 In my experience, there have always been bad 
consequences whenever we destroy ecosystems. 

5 For instance, children can share their opinions about 
what they saw on TV with their friends. 

Writing Challenge 

Example 

Agree 

I support the idea that some decisions are too important 

to be made by one person. People can make better 

decisions if they discuss their problems with their family 

and friends. 

Disagree 

I am against the idea that a person should consult with 

others before making an important decision. Since 
every person should be responsible for his own decision 

in the end, you have to make a decision by yourself. 

1 

Agree 

I firmly believe that technology has made our lives more 

convenient. As a result of technological developments, 

we can even buy clothes on the Internet. 

Disagree 

I am against the opinion that we have made the world 

a better place to live because of technology. In my 

experience, technology has only made our lives busier 

and more complex. 

2 

Agree 

I support the idea that attending a live performance 
gives you more pleasure than watching it on TV. If there 

were no difference, people would not spend a lot of 

money to watch a performance with their own eyes. 

Disagree 

I disagree that it is better to watch a performance with 
your own eyes than to watch it on TV. To support my 
opinion, I would like to present three advantages of 

watching a performance on TV. 
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3 

Agree 

It is said that if people are familiar with history and 
literature, they can communicate very well with others. 

Therefore, I go along with the statement that history and 

literature are more important to study than science and 
mathematics. 

Disagree 

I question whether we can measure the value of history, 
literature, science, and mathematics themselves. 
However, I firmly believe that science and mathematics 

are more useful for our daily lives than literature and 
history. 

4 

Agree 

I do not think you can enjoy a game when you are 
losing. Therefore, I agree that people have fun playing a 
game only when they win. 

Disagree 

In my opinion, the reason why people play a game 

with others is that they want to spend time with others 

without worrying about winning or losing. As a result, 
people can enjoy the game even when they lose. 

5 

Agree 

In my experience, it is always better not to borrow 

money from a friend. If you do not pay back the money 
on time, the friendship may be harmed. 

Disagree 

People say that a friend in need is a friend indeed. 
For this reason, I do not think that friendship will be 

damaged if you borrow money from a friend of yours. 

Unit 15 Jr-'±':-,.rfiL'=••= 

Check-Up 

1 Given the choice between classical music and 
popular music, I would choose the latter. 

2 My view on school rules is that students should be 
involved in the process of making the rules. 

3 I prefer being with my friends to being with my 

family because it is more fun to hang out with my 

friends. 

4 Humans need comfortable houses to live in. 
Similarly, endangered animals need safe habitats to 

dwell in. 
5 Watching a sporting event cannot compare with 

playing one. 
6 In spite of medical developments, people still suffer 

from many illnesses. 
7 Obedience is similar to loyalty because people who 

are loyal are always obedient. 
8 Despite the benefits of a new high school, I want 

to have a new shopping center in our community 
instead. 

9 On a cold day, staying home may be comfortable. 
Nevertheless, I prefer going out to staying indoors. 

10 Although students have some courses they do not 
want to learn, they are required to take all of them. 

11 Despite the fact that languages and cultures are 
different, we can make good foreign friends. 

12 Children love to spend most of their time playing 
video games. Nonetheless, they should be 
prohibited from playing these games. 

13 Compared with the city, the countryside is better for 

children's emotional development. 
14 Between a person with an optimistic attitude and a 

person with a pessimistic attitude, my preference is 
the optimistic person. 

15 Unlike an automobile, a train is a more efficient 
means of transportation. 

16 I prefer working on a team to working independently 
because I can share ideas with the other members. 

17 My view on this issue is that sociable people usually 
get along well with others. 

18 Advertising is very important in business. Even so, it 
cannot be a substitute for the quality of products. 

19 Love cannot compare with anything else because 
people cannot be happy without love. 

20 A stress-free life is similar to sleeping for one's 
whole life. 

21 In spite of high life expectancies, people do not 
make much of an effort to maintain their physical 
health. 

22 Group studying can save you much time. On the 

contrary, you can end up getting distracted and 
chatting. 

23 I prefer eating at restaurants to preparing and 
eating food at home because eating out is more 
convenient. 

24 You should not judge a book by its cover. In the 
same way, you cannot know a person by his or her 
appearance. 
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Writing Pr' 

111 

1 Given the choice between living at a fast pace and 
living at a slow pace, I would choose the former. 

2 In my opinion, it is better to live where I can enjoy 
different seasons than to live where the climate 

does not change at all. 
I prefer having my friend as a roommate to sharing a 

room with a stranger. 
Between planning free-time activities beforehand 
and enjoying my free time without a plan, my 

preference is to plan ahead. 
My view on this issue is that adolescents are more 
influenced by their families  rather than their friends. 

As a way of spending free time, indoor activities 

cannot compare with outdoor activities. 

From my point of view, when you are not satisfied 
with some product or service, filing a complaint in 

writing is similar to doing nothing. 
Unlike discussion classes, lecture classes are boring 

in most cases. 
In my experience, studying with your friends is 

similar to reading a book backwards. 
Many teenagers do not tell their parents about their 

lives. On the contrary, they talk and spend most of 

their time with their friends. 

Although I admit reading is a good way of learning, 
I believe it is more effective to  learn by listening to 

others. 
2 Some people say serious movies are boring. 

Nevertheless, I like movies that make me think. 

3 You may have closer relationships with your co-
workers at a small company. Even so, I would not 

choose a small company because it is more likely to 

go bankrupt than a large company. 

4 Living in one place for one's whole life may have 
some  advantages. Nevertheless, I  would prefer 
to move from  one place to another for a better 

environment. 
5 Despite the fact that children can learn a lot of 

things at school, I believe it is more important for 
them to play with their friends. 

Example 

It seems attractive that I could make close relationships 

with my neighbors if I lived in a small town. Even so, 

I still want to live in a big city. One advantage of a big 
city is that there are so many cultural events, so we can 

always find something to do to amuse ourselves. 

Live in a small toy.  

Between living in a small town and living in a big city, 

my preference is the former for safety reasons. In a big 

city, people neither know who lives next door to them, 

nor are they concerned about their neighbors' safety. 

Thus, I would like to live in a small town where everyone 

looks after one another. 

1 

People have different reasons for traveling. In my case, 

I like to travel in order to make good memories. But I 

believe that the memories will be useless if there is no 

one to share them with. Thus, I prefer traveling with a 

companion to traveling by myself. 

If you travel with a companion, you will have to spend 

almost 24 hours a day with the person even if you do 

not want to. Because I would want some time to be 
alone when I travel, I would rather go traveling by myself 

than travel with a companion. 

2 

hat you already do well 

Even if you are an expert at something, you may not be 

as good as you used to be if you don't practice from 

time to time. Thus, in my opinion, it is better to do what 

I am good at over time than to try what I have never 

done before. 

It is safer to do what I am good at than to do what I have 

not tried before. Nevertheless, I cannot learn new things 

if I only do the activities I can already do. For this reason, 
I would choose to try a new thing if given the choice 

between what I do well and what I have not done yet. 
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3 

Learn by yourself 

If you are taught something from a teacher, you may be 
able to save some time. Nonetheless, I have learned 

from my experiences that it is better to learn by myself 
because I can take as much time as I want to in order to 

understand what I have learned. 

Learn from a teacher 

I prefer learning from a teacher to learning by myself. 

Teachers give us the best routes to obtain knowledge. 
Without such guidance, we cannot know if we are 

learning properly. 

4 

Basic needs on Earth 

Even though it is important to learn as much about outer 

space as we know about Earth, we should acknowledge 

that there are so many people in need on Earth. If we 

put the ongoing space projects on hold for one year, we 
could probably serve more than one million meals to 
hungry people. 

Exploring outer space 

Some people believe that humans can live on Earth 

for at least another thousand years, so exploring outer 

space is unnecessary. Even so, we cannot predict 

the future. So we should prepare for it, and space 
exploration is one way to prepare for the future. 

5 

Work by hand 

Whenever I work with machines, I do not feel like I am 

the one who is working. So, in spite of its convenience 
and efficiency, I try to work by myself rather than to 

use machines because I enjoy doing things without any 
help. 

Work with machines 

I prefer working with machines to working by hand. 

Usually, it is more efficient and time-saving to use 
machines than to work by hand. 

Unit 16 

Check-Up 

1 Aside from playing video games, children prefer 

watching television to reading books. 
2 An optimistic attitude helps you overcome hardships. 

In addition, it encourages others to endure hardships. 
3 Presumably, a theme park is a better place to spend 

time with your family than a library is. 
4 I wish I could travel to many foreign countries before 

going to university. 
5 Suppose you were blamed by your teacher, but you 

did not think it was your fault. 
6 Students who break school rules get punished. In 

other words, they should follow the rules. 
7 In consideration of the increased importance of 

English in our country, many students choose to 
study abroad. 

8 I would rather wear a school uniform than spend 
lots of money on buying new clothes. 

9 Despite their benefits, fossil fuels worsen air 
pollution. Moreover, some of them will run out in the 
near future. 

10 From my point of view, it is better to do nothing than 
to watch TV. 

11 Staying at home is preferable to standing in line for 
a whole day at an amusement park. 

12 If I were an employer, I would hire an experienced 
worker at a higher salary. 

13 I wish I could travel back in time to meet the famous 
philosopher Socrates. 

14 Some people spend their money too easily. In 
particular, they like to go on shopping sprees. 

15 We can protect endangered animals by saving the 

rainforests. In addition, doing this can help prevent 
further air pollution. 

16 Presumably, no one may want to live alone without 
any friends for his whole life. 

17 Let's assume that the government spends a lot of 

money exploring outer space. 
18 In consideration of the need for a new education 

facility, I want our community to build a high school. 
19 Suppose students would feel less peer pressure if 

they wore school uniforms. 

20 Many children watch TV for too many hours every 
day. More importantly, they see too much violence 
on TV. 

21 As we have seen, freshmen can get many kinds of 
help from their seniors by living in a dormitory. 
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22 Let's assume that catching a cold has to do with 
cold weather. 
In particular, my opinion on this issue is that 
students should be allowed to choose what they 

want to learn. 
24 If people were not able to afford food for their 

children, they would feel hopeless. 

A 

1 I would rather buy a piece of jewelry than buy 

tickets to a concert because it is a good way to 

invest my money. 
2 Eating at home is preferable to eating at restaurants 

because I can eat healthy food at home. 
3 I would rather live in a dormitory than spend a lot of 

time finding an  apartment to live in. 
4 From my point of view, it is better to spend time 

with a small number of close friends because I can 

even share my private secrets with them. 
5 Purchasing computers is preferable to buying books 

since students can read electronic books on the 

Internet. 

1 Let's assume that students rarely exercise, so they 

will have some health problems. 
2 Presumably, every person needs a friend whom he 

can ask for advice when he is in trouble. 
3 Suppose you don't have a penny when you need 

money for an emergency. 
4 If I had several short vacations instead of a long 

one, I could keep myself refreshed at school all 

throughout the year. 
5 If the government ignored meeting the basic needs 

of our society, the poor would suffer more. 

■ 
1 Nobody_can_precisely judge a  person's character 

after meeting him/her only once. In other words, first 

impressions are not trustworthy. 
2 Everybody  has a different perspective, even 

between friends. More importantly, different 

perspectives usually cause fights between friends. 
3 Good friends can help me get out of trouble. In 

addition, they can sometimes be my teachers in life. 

4 We definitely need a clean environment in which to 
live. In particular, we won't be able to live for even a 

moment if there is no air to breathe. 

5 As we have seen, taking opportunities is not only a 
shortcut but also the best way to success. 

Writing Challenge 

Example 

Buy a house 

If I cannot make a profit out of a business, I may lose all 

the money. Therefore, I would rather purchase a house 

than invest my money in a business. 

Buy a business 

I can have both a house and a business if I purchase 
the business first. In other words, I should purchase a 

business first so that I can buy a house with the profits 

from the business. 

1 

Prefer hand-made items 

I prefer hand-made products to machine-made ones. 

First, hand-made items are more sophisticated than 
machine-made ones. More importantly, hand-made 

items can be owned only by a small number of people 

because of their scarcity. 

Prefer machine-made items 

Presumably, it takes more time to make products by 

hand than by machine, so hand-made items are usually 

more expensive than machine-made ones. Therefore, 

I would rather buy a machine-made item than a 

hand-made one. 

2 

I would rather live in a traditional house than live in a 
modern apartment building. In a traditional house, I can 

have my own garden, where I can plant flowers. 

I wish to live in a modern apartment building since it 
is more convenient to live there than in a traditional 

house. In addition, it is much safer to live in a modern 

apartment building than to live in a traditional house. 

3 

11111111■1 
From my point of view, it is better to learn about life by 

listening to others' advice than by depending on our 

personal experiences. If we only paid attention to our 
own experiences to learn about life, we would not know 

what others think about their lives. 
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Let's assume that it is better to learn about life 
by listening to others. As people have different 

perspectives, they usually do not understand what I 

really expect in my life. So I prefer learning about life 
through my own experience to learning by listening to 
the advice of family or friends. 

Unit 17 .E)) rEJ111::=51U r If ALI fj 

iJiihjnis4 

Practice with Agree/Disagree Questions 

1 

4 

The Internet is one of the most convenient tools with 

which you can find valuable information. You can read 

newspapers and magazines more conveniently on the 
Internet. In addition, you can get help from the Internet 

when you do research for your homework or prepare for 
a presentation. 

Too much information 

In consideration of its mixed values, people should know 

that the Internet can be harmful to adolescents and 
children. As many young people do not have enough 

knowledge to judge the quality of the information they 

read on the Internet, they can get exposed to harmful 
information without any protection. 

5 

Many subjects 

Let's assume that students should choose their majors 
as soon as they enter their university. They probably 

have too little information to decide on their majors right 

away. Therefore, they should have the opportunity to 

take classes in many subjects in their first and second 
years before deciding on their majors. 

One subject 

From my point of view, it is more important to know one 

subject thoroughly than to have a superficial knowledge 

of many subjects. For this reason, I prefer specializing in 

one subject to taking classes in various subjects. 

A. Brainstorm 

Agree 

1 spend more time with each other 
2 more interests & values in common 

3 develop each other through competition or cooperation 

Disagree 

1 emotional & financial support 
2 experienced advice & guidance 
3 long-term influence 

B. Outline 

Agree 

	

Opinion 
	

Classmates affect a child's success at 
school more than parents do. 

Reason 1 Classmates spend more time with each 
other. 

Reason 2 Classmates usually have more interests 
and values in common. 

Reason 3 Classmates help develop each other 

through competition or cooperation. 

1111= 

	

»Opinion 	A child's success at school depends more 
on parents than on classmates. 

Reason 1 Parents support a child emotionally as 
well as financially. 

;,,;, Reason 2 Parents help a child have a good attitude 
to others. 

Reason 3 Parents have a long-term influence on a 
child. 

2 

A. Brainstorm 

Agree 

1 salary earned = a worker's value 
2 financial independence 
3 important motivation  for working hard 

1 self-fulfillment & satisfaction 
2 contribute to society 
3 learn how  to  cooperate with others 
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B. Outline 

Agree 

Opinion 

Reason 1 

Reason 2 

Reason 3 

»Opinion 

»Reason 1 

Reason 2 

Reason 3 

I agree that the most important reason 

why people have jobs is to earn as much 

money as possible. 

The salary earned equals a worker's value 

at a company. 
People have jobs to gain financial 

independence in the end. 
People will not work hard if they are  paid 

a small sum of money for their work. 

There are many important aspects of a 

job other than the salary. 
You can fulfill and satisfy yourself through 

your work. 

You contribute to society by doing your 

work. 
You can learn how to cooperate with 

others to achieve a goal. 

Reason 2 You cannot control all the factors even if 

you really want to succeed in life. 

Reason 3 It usually takes so long to succeed 
without any luck in modern society. 

3 

A. Brainstorm 

Agree 

1 cause & effect 	governing principle of the universe 

2 persistency & effort 	more important 

3 luck goes to those who work hard 

A. Brainstorm 

Agree 

1 good neighbors 

2 low crime rates 
3 slow-paced life emotional development 

Disagree 

1 a lot of cultural experiences 
2 more educational opportunities 

3 convenient to live in 

B. Outline 

Agree 

Opinion 
	In my view, rural areas are more adequate 

places for children to grow up in than 

urban areas. 

Reason 1 Neighbors in the countryside are friendlier 

than those in a big city. 

Reason 2 The crime rates in rural areas are much 
lower than those in urban areas. 

Reason 3 The slow-paced life in nature contributes 

to children's emotional development. 

1 need luck to defeat hardworking competitors 

2 cannot control many factors 
3 without luck too much time to succeed 

B. Outline 

Agree 

Opinion 

Reason 1 

Reason 2 

Reason 3 

It is evident that luck does not make 

anyone successful. 
Everything in the universe is governed by 

the principle of cause and effect. 
Successful people are always hard workers 

who never give up. 
Heaven helps those who help themselves. 

Disagree 

Opinion 

	

	In my opinion, people who succeed in 

their lives are not only hardworking but 

also lucky. 

Reason 1 If all your competitors work hard, the only 

thing you need to defeat them is luck. 

Disagree 

Opinion 
	There is no question that urban areas are 

better for children to grow up in than rural 

areas. 

Reason 1 Big cities provide a variety of cultural 

events that children can participate in. 

Reason 2 Big cities offer more educational 
opportunities than small towns. 

Reason 3 Big cities are more convenient for children 

to live in than rural areas. 

Disagree 

1 more comfortable 
2 correct communication, especially if writing 

5 

A. Brainstorm 

Agree 

1 can use speech & body language 
2 more honest communication possible 

3 fewer possibilities to misunderstand 
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need not care about how you look 

B. Outline 

Opinion 	I strongly agree that people can interact 

with each other more effectively in a face-

to-face situation. 

Reason 1 You can use body language as well as 

speech. 

Reason 2 People tend to be more honest  when they 

can see each other's facial expressions.  

Reason 3 There are fewer possibilities to 

misunderstand each other's messages.  

Opinion 	In my opinion, letters, email, and telephone 

calls are better means to communicate 

with others.  

Reason 1 People tend to express their feelings 

more comfortably when they do not see 

the other person's face. 

- Reason 2 When using letters or  email, you can  

express your thoughts more correctly.  

»Reason 3 As the other person cannot see you, you  

don't have to worry about how you look.  

A. Brainstorm 

Agree 

1 lack of experience & knowledge 

2 what young people know --> already known to older 

people 

3 do not know how to teach 

Wks 
1 different perspectives 

2 more up-to-date knowledge 

3 remind old  people of what they learned in the past 

B. Outline 

OM. 
Opinion 

	

	In my experience, there is nothing that old 

people can learn from younger people. 

Reason 1 Compared to older people, young people 

usually lack experience and knowledge. 

Reason 2 Even if young people do have knowledge,  

it is already known to older people in  

most cases.  

»Reason 3 More often than not, young people do not 

know how to teach what they know to 

others. 

»Opinion 
	

I disagree with the opinion that the old 

cannot learn anything from the young. 

»Reason 1 Young people can offer different new 

perspectives on some issues older people 

have. 

» Reason 2 Young  people tend to have more up-

to-date knowledge in scientific or 

technological areas.  

»Reason 3 Young  people can remind older people of 

what they learned in the past but might 

have forgotten.  

A. Brainstorm 

1 electronic devices —> more convenient daily lives 

2 long-distance communications possible 

3 predict natural disasters  

1 cause environmental problems 

2 isolate individuals 

3 more dangerous 

B. Outline 

Opinion 
	

I strongly support the idea that technology 

has improved the world.  

Reason 1 Electronic devices have made our daily 

lives more convenient.  

Reason 2 The Internet and mobile communications  

technology enable us to communicate 

with people regardless of where in the  

world they live.  

»Reason 3 Modern technology helps us predict 

natural disasters and take action in  

advance. 

• 01111P 
»Opinion 

»Reason 1 

I question whether there has been any 

improvement in the quality of life as a 

result of technological developments. 

Technological developments have 

worsened environmental problems. 
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Disagree 

1 possibly a fatal mistake 

2 bitter advice 	what a real friend should do 

3 may get disappointed later 

B. Outline 

Agree 

Opinion 	I agree that it is better to let a friend make 

a mistake than to say or do something 

about it. 

Reason 1 Every person grows by learning from his/ 

her own mistakes. 

Reason 2 A friend's mistakes are mostly minor 

ones which do not call for advice or other 

actions. 
Reason 3 Your advice or criticism can make the 

friend lose his/her self-confidence. 

Disagree 

Opinion 

Reason 1 

»Reason 2 

»Reason 3 

You should intervene when a friend 

makes a mistake even if it could ruin the 

friendship. 

The mistake may turn out to be fatal to 

the friend. 
Being a good friend includes giving bitter 

advice when necessary. 

If you did not say or do anything about 
a friend's mistake, he/she might get 

disappointed in you later. 

»Reason 2 Technology such as TV and the Internet 

isolates a lot of individuals from society. 

»Reason 3 The development of military weapons has 

made the world a more dangerous place 
to live. 

8 

A. Brainstorm 

Agree. 
1 can learn from his/her own mistakes 

2 mostly minor mistakes 

3 advice or criticism —4 lose self-confidence 

with. PreferetKe 

A. Brainstorm 

Learn by oneself 

1 develop reasoning skills 
2 develop researching skills 
3 not easily forgotten 

Learn with a teacher 

1 people need guidance 

2 learn communication as well 
3 takes a shorter time 

B. Outline 

_,Le.arn by oneself 

Opinion 
	

I firmly believe that it is better to learn by 

oneself than to learn with a teacher. 

Reason 1 You may be able to learn how to reason 

while trying to understand the concepts. 

Reason 2 Since you will find the sources of 
information by yourself, you will learn how 

to do research. 

Reason 3 You will not easily forget things that you 

have struggled to master. 

Learn with a teacher 

Opinion 	In spite of the benefits of learning by 
oneself, I believe that the best way to learn 

something is to be taught by a teacher. 

Reason 1 People need someone who can guide them 

when they have no idea where to start. 

Reason 2 You can also practice communicating 

with others while talking to your teacher. 
Reason 3 It takes a shorter time to learn with a 

teacher than to learn by oneself. 

A. Brainstorm 

411111111111111111. 
1 a wide range of knowledge 
2 helps choose a particular major 
3 maximizes educational effects 

11111111111111111110 
1 can be an expert 
2 no unnecessary study load 

3 many subjects superficial knowledge 
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A. Brainstorm 

411111111111111111.1.10 
1 a more convenient life 

2 leads to medical development —> long life 
3 a stronger country  

1 main duty of the government 

2 technology does not help the poor 

3 food shortage & housing problem 

B. Outline 

Spend on corm technology 

I think that governments should spend the 

majority of their revenues on developing 

computer technology. 

If computer technology develops, 

everybody will be able to enjoy more 

convenient lives. 

The development of computer technology 

can lead to medical developments, 

thereby lengthening people's lifespans. 

The development of computer technology 

is an important measurement  in  showing 

the power of a country. 

Opinion 

Reason 1 

Reason 2 

Reason 3 

pend on basic neecs 

»Opinion 	In my opinion, governments should spend 

as much money_ as possible on basic 
needs such as food, shelter, healthcare,  
and education. 

Reason 1 Meeting the basic needs of society is the 

main duty of governments. 

.>› Reason 2 Computer technology is almost useless 

for the poor. 

»Reason 3 There are still so many hungry, homeless 

people. 

1 4 

A. Brainstorm 

1 higher salaries & better fringe benefits 

2 experience various kinds of jobs 

3 a pleasant working environment 

irmimannw 
1 closer relationships with colleagues 

2 easier to get a promotion 

3 less of a workload 

B. Outline 

MEV 
Opinion 

	

	
Given the choice between learning many 

subjects and one subject, I would like to 

learn as many subjects as I can. 

Reason 1 I can gain a wide range of knowledge in 

many areas. 

Reason 2 I need to know about as many subjects 

as possible in order to decide which field 

to pursue for my career. 

Reason 3 Since every field of study is interrelated, I 

can maximize the effects of my education. 

One supjec. 

Opinion 

	

	I would rather specialize in one subject 

than learn many subjects. 

Reason 1 I can be an expert in that particular field. 

Reason 2 I can reduce any unnecessary study loads 

if I focus on only one subject. 

Reason 3 Learning many subjects is very likely to 

end in my having  superficial knowledge.  

B. Outline 

filliork for large company 

»Opinion 	I think that  it is more beneficial to work 

for a big company than to work  for a 

small company. 
»Reason 1 Big companies usually offer higher 

salaries and better fringe benefits. 

»Reason 2 You can have more chances to get 

experience doing various kinds of jobs. 

»Reason 3 Big companies spend a lot of money on 

creating  a pleasant working environment.   

11111■1111mormo 
›>Opinion 	In my opinion, a small company is a better 

place  to  work at than  a big company. 

Reason 1 Employees at a small company have 
closer relationships with each other. 

Reason 2 As the number of employees is smaller, it 

is easier to get promotions. 

Reason 3 You can have less of a workload at a 

small com  an than at a bi conn an 

A. Brainstorm 

thu  Eat out 

1 save time 
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2 various kinds of food 
	

Reason 3 It is definitely safer to travel with a 
3 convenient for meeting people 	 companion than to travel alone. 

Eat at home 

1 healthy foods 

2 cheaper 
3 a more relaxed atmosphere 

B. Outline 

Eat out 

Opinion 

Reason 1 

Reason 2 

Reason 3 

»Opinion 

Reason 1 

»Reason 2 

»Reason 3 

Given the choice between eating out and 

eating at home, I would like to eat out. 

As I don't have to cook if I eat out, I can 

save time. 

At restaurants, I can enjoy various kinds 

of food from different cultures. 

A restaurant is a more convenient place 

to meet people. 

Compared to eating out, eating at home 

is a better decision. 

Hardly any restaurants serve foods as 

healthy as those you prepare at home. 

Since you do not need to pay any tips 

and taxes, it costs you much less money. 

You can feel more relaxed and take your 

time eating. 

7 

A. Brainstorm 

luable information 

1 can get updated information quickly 
2 free information 
3 can get feedback from all over the world 

Too much information 

1 children exposed to harmful information 
2 misleading information 
3 online scams 

B. Outline 

Travel alone 

Opinion 

Reason 1 

Reason 2 

Reason 3 

I would rather travel by myself than travel 

with a companion. 

If I travel alone, I will be able to manage 

my schedule more flexibly. 

By  traveling alone, I  can develop an 

independent spirit and experience more 

adventure. 

Since I don't need to worry about another 
person, I can concentrate on my trip. 

6-  

A. Brainstorm 

Travel with a companion 

1 save money 
2 less bored while traveling 

3 safer 

Travel alone 

1 a flexible schedule 
2 an independent spirit & more adventure 
3 can concentrate on the trip 

B. Outline 

Travel with a companion 

Opinion 

	

	From my perspective, traveling with a 

friend is more enjoyable than traveling 

alone. 
Reason 1 You can save money by sharing 

accommodations and transportation fees. 
Reason 2 Since you can talk to your companion,  

you will  feel less bored while traveling.  

Valuable information 

Opinion 	I go along with the idea that the Internet 

is a useful source of information.  

Reason 1 The Internet provides updated information 

about almost every subject with just one 

click.  
Reason 2 Most information on the Internet is 

accessible free of charge. 

Reason 3 You can get feedback on anything from all 

over the world. 

Too much information 

Opinion 	I agree that excessive amounts of the 

information on the Internet cause problems. 

»Reason 1 Children are easily exposed to harmful 

information on the Internet. 

»Reason 2 Much of the information on the Internet is 

misleading or just wrong. 

»Reason 3 Innocent people can be victims of online 

scams. 
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A. Brainstorm 

free time eetdeors. 
1 good for health 
2 can enjoy nature 
3 can socialize with more people 

Spend five lime indoors 

1 less expensive 
2 can enjoy regardless of weather 
3 less exhausting 

B. Outline 

111111111111== 
»Opinion 	I would rather participate in outdoor 

activities than indoor ones. 

Reason 1 Doing outdoor activities such as soccer 

and hiking is good for one's health. 
Reason 2 Outdoor activities can give you good 

opportunities to enjoy nature. 

Reason 3 Outdoor activities enable you to socialize 
with more people. 

Spend free time indoors 

Opinion 	In my view, doing indoor activities is a 

better way to spend my free time than 
participating in outdoor activities. 

Reason 1 Indoor activities cost less money than 

outdoor activities. 

Reason 2 Indoor activities are enjoyable regardless 
of the weather conditions.  

Reason 3 Most indoor activities do not need 

much physical effort, so they are less 

exhausting, 

Unit 18 

Check-Up 

1 SUVs (gas ) vs. smart cars (gas 1 ) 

2 re: megastores - esp. good for busy ppl 
(b/c one-stop shopping) 

3 convenience - self-checkout systems > cashiers 

( b/c can be used anytime) 

4 early retirement w/o enough money —> depression 

5 buzz marketing — word of mouth bit many ppl 

6 web-based surveys — freedom p ( conducted 

w/o human interaction) 

7 cost - computer vt sys. < paper vt sys. 

8 self-deception - esp. big prob. w/ substance 

abuse 

9 menhaden 1 — birds that feed on it 1 

10 college edu. - best invstmnt in one's life 

B 

Example 

Self-deception causes our 'workplace productivity to 

suffer 2diminishing levels of return. Prolonged bouts of 

3self-deception, such as a strong addiction to television 

or computer games, can cause work levels to diminish 

to dangerously 'slow levels. 

1 'Trace fossils are traces left behind by a creature, 

rather than 2body fossils of the creature itself. Some 

such trace fossils are of 3footprints or 4dung that was 

preserved in the elements over time. 

2 Human cloning is the 'copying of human genetic 

tissue material. It is performed by taking an 2egg cell 

from a donor, removing the 3nucleus, and adding the 

genetic material to be cloned, therefore forming a anew 

cell. 

3 'TV addiction can lead to many problems with 

2socialization and 3workplace productivity for those 

who suffer from it. TV addiction often increases to 
problematic levels when it occurs in conjunction with a 

decreased number of 4interpersonal relationships with 

others. 

4 Sometimes doctors hate to work in 'rural areas to 

help sick and injured people who do not have access 

to a hospital. The reasons for this unwillingness are that 

the 2equipment in rural clinics is often poor, the patients 

do not always 3cooperate, and the level of sterility in the 

operating rooms is 4inferior. 

5 The 'economic theory of utility measures the level 

of 2consumer satisfaction with a product. For example, 
if a man likes the 3hamburgers at restaurant #1 better 
than at restaurant #2, the utility of the first hamburger is 
4higher for that consumer. 

6 The 'exploration of space has resulted in a number 
of improvements in 2science and general knowledge. 

Just a few of the many inventions that have resulted 
from the space program include 3the microwave oven 

and firefighting equipment. Additionally, the space 
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program has increased man's knowledge of Earth with 

regards to various fields of study such as 4rneteorology 

and cartography. 

Practice with Note Taking 

1 

I Wind Farms 
	

2  large land 
	

3 energy cost 

3 
W: Let's discuss the negative aspects of having 
megastores around us. There are actually quite a few. 
Some customers complain that they tend to get lost 
when trying to find items at megastores. They also say 
it is hard to get good service, and it's especially difficult 
to find employees who are knowledgeable and helpful. 
People who like to purchase items in small amounts 
often find that the quantities in these stores are often 

bigger than what they need, so they end up wasting 
much of what they buy, especially fresh produce. 

1  get lost 
	2 service quality 	3  fresh produce 

2 

1  nose-in parking 	2  gas mileage 
	

3  recycling features 

3 

1  accessible 
	

2  large quans 	3  one-stop shopping 

4 

1  confusion & misunderstanding 

2  expensive 

3  worth effort 

5 

1  anytime 
	

2  human interaction 	3  instant 

6 

1  cost 	 2  instant 
	3 counting errors 

1 
W: Let's talk about some of the advantages of using 
wind farms to generate energy. Unlike fossil-fuel-based 
energy sources, wind farms do not create pollution such 
as sulfur or greenhouse agents like carbon dioxide. 
Also, they are less expensive to build and operate than 

fossil fuel refineries. Finally, they can create perpetual 

energy so long as the wind blows. 

1  CO2 	2  fossil fuel refineries 
	3 perpetual energy 

2 
M: You know, lots of people actually dislike smart cars. 
They think that they have a lot of negative aspects. 
These people believe that smart cars are too small for 
families with children or people who need to carry heavy 
loads in their cars. Some people also think smart cars 
are rather ugly. Besides, since these cars are very light 
and small, they are unsafe if hit by a big, heavy SUV. 

1  small 	 2 ugly 	 3  safety  

4 
M: Don't believe that buzz marketing is always going 
to fail. There are some advantages to buzz marketing, 
too. After all, this form of marketing avoids many of 
the weaknesses of mass marketing. For example, 
it manages to make consumers feel as if they are 
personally being targeted. This, in turn, inspires the 

customers themselves to spread news about the 
product by word-of-mouth. This causes the target 
audience to get a more personal attachment to the 
product and also to understand why they need to have 

the product for themselves. 

1  individually 2  word-of-mouth 3  personal attachment 

5 
W: Let's think about web-based surveys for a bit. 
There are actually a number of bad things about them. 
Web-based surveys often lead to incomplete answers 
because there is no one to oversee the surveys while 
they are being completed. Furthermore, sometimes 
people will repeatedly take the survey, which may 
heavily slant the survey in favor of results that are not 

accurate at all. 

1  overseer 
	

2  incomplete 	3  inaccurate 

6 
M: There are a number of benefits to paper voting 
methods like punch ballots or write-in ballots. For 

example, paper voting costs less in small-scale local 
elections since no expensive electronic machines are 
needed. Also, it is more reliable than electronic voting 
because machines can break down or give faulty 
results. Furthermore, paper systems hold up better as 
evidence in court when the results are doubted. 

1  cost 
	

2  reliable 	3  legal evidence 
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1 

1  brand recognition 	2  highest quality 
S one-way bookkeeping 

M: Though you may have read about the benefits of 
franchises, not everything about franchises is actually 
good. For example, they have sprung up everywhere, 
making many places look the same. You see the same 
golden arches of McDonald's in both New York City and 
in places in Kansas. Also, they create their products 
in one place and send them to the franchise, but this 
may actually cost more. Isn't this rather inefficient 
considering that flour produced in Kansas must be 
shipped all the way to the main factory in New York only 
to be sent back to Kansas to the franchise? Finally, take 
a look at the bookkeeping that must be done. What 
happens when there are different tax laws in different 
states? You can't use one-step bookkeeping in that 
case. 

1  the same 
	

2  cost 	3  dill. tax laws 

2 

1  brought back 2 family 
	2 physical attributes 

3  heart transplant 

W: I must say I, like many others, believe that human 
cloning is wrong. There are a number of reasons we feel 
this way. First of all, many opponents of human cloning 
liken it to playing God. This means that scientists who 
clone human tissues are making decisions and creating 
life that people feel only God should be able to make. 
They feel that there is absolutely no way to carry out 
human cloning under ethical and moral constraints. 
Another grave concern about cloning is that it will 
accidentally produce destructive strains of mutant 
viruses that scientists cannot control. These viruses 
could run rampant over Earth, killing anybody who is in 
their path. Finally, some people fear the cloned human 

baby could be harmed during its creation or acquire 
some disability caused by faulty laboratory procedures. 

'moral & ethical 	2mutant viruses 	3disability 

3 

1  faster 	2  prices 	3  customer-specific services 

M: Unfortunately, supermarket self-checkout systems 
have a number of disadvantages. Using the self-
checkout systems, stores can save time, but customers 
can't. It will take time for them to scan each item and  

place it in a bag. Also, using the systems can be a 
nightmare when customers need help removing a 
product they purchased by accident. It's practically 
impossible to fix things when the machine reads the 
barcode improperly and there is no one around to ask 
for help. In addition, customer-specific advertisements 
can encourage customers to buy unnecessary things. 

1  time-saving 2  barcode errors 3  unnecessary items 

4 

1  cheaper 
	

2  fair judgment 	3  traffic policemen 

W: Class, you may have noticed that speed cameras 
are everywhere since some people think they are good 
things to have. Well... there are some negative points 
to them, too. Some people think speed cameras are 
a form of "Big Brother surveillance," and that upsets 
them. These cameras are everywhere, watching and 
taking pictures. This worries people since they do not 
want to have their pictures in police files. Furthermore, 
people think speed cameras sometimes make recording 
errors, forcing them to go to court to contest speeding 
tickets. And some people point out that the cameras do 
not always prevent speeding because the driver might 
reduce his speed only when passing a camera. 

1 "Big Brother surveillance" 	2  dispute in court 
3 slowing 

5 

1  interactive 	2  real-time updating 	3  distribution 

M: Did you enjoy reading those web-based storybooks? 
Not really? Well, I think I can tell you why. First of all, 

since anyone can publish them on the Internet, there is 
no way to ensure quality control. In other words, many 
times these books are poorly assembled with links that 
don't even work. And if the company goes under, the 
story is gone forever as well. Plus, you need to connect 
to the Internet in order to read a web-based storybook. 
Since there's no paper, you can't underline important 
things or take notes on the pages. Nor can you drag 

your desktop computer out to the beach or read in your 
bed at night if that's where you enjoy reading the most. 

1  quality control 	2  take notes 	3  desktop 

6 

1  discuss & clarify 
	

2  subjects 
3  personal / profssnl reltshps 

W: You know, group study is not always as good as 
people say that it is. It is not effective when in-depth 
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Practice with Summarizing 

A 

Example 
Key words go to college / learn a trade / enter a 

profession / the love of learning 

Summary 	People attend college for different 

reasons. 

the microwave oven / cook food / without 
using the power / without using as many 

pots, pans, and utensils 
The microwave oven has made cooking 

faster and more convenient. 

violence on -N / violent video games / 

increased violent behavior 
Exposure to violent images can cause 

violent actions. 

universities / spending a lot of money on 

sports / better students and faculty 

Investment in sports might ensure better 

recruits for universities. 

good system / reduces traffic / saves 

money / lessens harm 
Efficient public transportation improves 

the living environment. 

1 
Key words 

Summary 

2 
Key words 

Summary 

3 
Key words 

Summary 

4 
Key words 

Summary 

12 Much ocean life is unknown to people. 
13 American women's long struggle for equal rights 

was not easy. 
14 The toxins emitted into the atmosphere from 

industrial plants become acid rain. 
15 Dinosaurs have been extinct for many millions of 

years. 

16 Hemophiliacs can die from wounds that cause 

uncontrolled bleeding. 
17 The Pilgrims moved from England to America for 

religious freedom. 

18 Without a doubt, the Wild West's most dreaded 

criminal was Jesse James. 

19 Breaking from tradition, schools are now stressing 

math and science education. 
20 Subjects without any practical value cause students 

to lose interest. 

studying for a single subject is required. In this case, 
group work tends to lessen individual productivity. Also, 

group study is less desirable if students must come up 
with individualized answers rather than ones agreed 
on by the group. It is easy to forget one's own opinion 
when other people give their own opinions rather 
forcefully. Also, the group is likely to distract members 

from studying and can lead to the wasting of valuable 

study time. 

1  individual productivity 
	

2  individualized 

3  personal study time 

Unit 19 
flifIJ.::-J11-2if4j 

Practice with Paraphrasing 

A 

1 (A) 2 (C) 3 (B) 4 (C) 

5 (A) 6 (A) 7 (B) 8 (B)  

9 (C) 10 (A) 11 (B) 12 (C)  

B 

1 The decision was made by the school board that 
math and science would be the focus of the new 

curriculum. 
2 When it comes to human development, some 

people may think more highly of literature than 

science. 
3 In the 1920s, American pop music was greatly 

affected by jazz. 
4 The experiment will be rescheduled on account of 

the weather. 
5 Europeans consider the winter moth one of the 

most harmful insects to plants. 
6 Students get better at class discussions and get 

better grades on tests via group studying. 
7 The failings of English aristocrats were often 

ridiculed by Victorian literature. 
8 The advent of the Internet has made geopolitics 

more complex. 
9 A skin growth consisting of cancer cells is a 

melanoma. 
10 Copernicus affected more people's lives than most 

others have. 
11 Until they are allowed to take off by the airport 

authorities, airplanes must remain on the ground. 
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Summary 	The space program has enabled us to 

know more about Earth in many fields of 

study. 

1 
Summary 

2 
Summary 

3 
Summary 

4 
Summary 

5 
Summary 

6 
Summary 

7 
Summary 

8 
Summary 

9 
Summary 

10 
Summary 

11 
Summary 

5 
Key words 

Summary 

6 
Key words 

Summary 

7 
Key words 

Summary 

8 
Key words 

Summary 

9 
Key words 

Summary 

10 
Key words 

Summary 

11 
Key words 

Summary 

12 
Key words 
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bicyclists / lack of bike paths and 

sidewalk access / American cities 

Riding a bike in the city is inconvenient in 
America. 

eighty percent / part-time job / work full-
time / little time for academics 

The majority of American college students 

cannot concentrate on their studies due 
to their jobs. 

cell phone usage and noise / decline in 

the quality of civic life / self-centered 
outlook 

Cell phones have made our society 
debased and selfish. 

rise in Earth's temperature / melting of 

glaciers / increased hurricane activity / 
erosion of the beaches 

Earth's warming has had harmful effects 
on the environment. 

retirement age / greater demand / hospital 

care / assisted-living centers / nursing 
homes 

The aging of America will require more 
health services for the elderly. 

computers / tasks easier and quicker / 

social interaction less personal 
Despite their benefits, computers have 

had a depersonalizing effect. 

rising tuition costs / cost of living / 

potential students / away from college 
campuses 

Many people give up on going to college 

for financial reasons. 

space program / increased man's 
knowledge of Earth / meteorology, 
cartography, geology, and 
communications 

The U.S. preserves many areas as 

national parks. 

Medical developments are helping people 
to live longer and healthier lives. 

The use of embryonic stem cells for 

medical advances is controversial. 

Living in big cities is too expensive. 

Thanks to big budgets, modern movies 

provide many wonderful things to see. 

Unlike the rest of the colonial powers, 

America expanded peacefully. 

Computer technology has been 

progressing very rapidly. 

Industrialization has given women the 

power to be independent, thereby 
increasing divorce rates. 

Pop culture is making society more 

accustomed to sex and violence. 

Pollution is forcing cities to expand their 
mass transit systems. 

Video games and computers are causing 

today's children to be in bad shape and 
are often making them obese. 

12 
Summary 	Excessive commercial fishing may harm 

the oceans' ecosystems. 



13 
Summary 

14 
Summary 

The zebra mussel threatens the survival 

of local species of fish and interferes with 

city water supplies in North America. 

Financial aid and higher incomes have 

made college increasingly affordable to 

common people. 

wild, they'd see that zebras don't try to hide. What they 
do is, uh, they expose themselves on the open plains so 

that predators can't sneak up on them. 

You got that? So the only thing we know for sure is 

that whatever markings an animal has today got there 

because they gave the animal some kind of, uh, survival 

advantage. Hmm... Another example is the hump on a 

camel, okay? 

Actual 	5r, 

Task 1 (Integrated Writing) 

Reading 

Lecture 

Narrator Listen to part of a lecture on the topic you 

just read about. 

W: As we've seen, evolution explains how animals got 
the way they are. But, uh, scientists don't always agree 

on why particular traits have evolved. Hmm... One 
example is our striped friend, the zebra. We still don't 

know for sure what purpose the stripes serve, and, you 

know, the usual theories have holes in them as big as 

the savannahs where the zebras live. 

Okay, ready for the theories? One is that the stripes 

make the zebra into an optical illusion, so that an 

attacker—let's say a lion—thinks he's much closer 

than he really is. But that idea's no good because a 
lion doesn't catch a zebra by leaping at it, you know. It 

chases the zebra and captures it when it gets tired. 

Urn, some "experts" say that predators are confused 

when the zebra is in a large herd because the pattern 

of stripes makes it hard to make out an individual zebra 
to attack. Okay? But predators can adapt over time. 

Hmm... So they've learned how to pick out a particular 

member of a herd. 

Probably the most popular explanation is that the 
stripes are the zebra's camouflage outfit, which makes 

them disappear in the tall grass. Hah! If these "experts" 

would spend some time actually watching zebras in the 

Sample Answer 
The lecturer disagrees with the passage's premise 

that the stripes, in various ways, serve the purpose of 

protecting zebras from their predators. 

First, she refutes the theory that the stripes create an 

optical illusion that causes a predator to leap at the 

zebra when it is too far away. She points out that a 

zebra's predator, often a lion, does not attack by leaping 

but by chasing it down on the open plains. 

Second, she says that predators are adept at singling 

out a zebra from its herd because they have adapted 
to the patterns of stripes. Thus, she disagrees that the 

purpose of the stripes is to cause a particular zebra to 

blend in with the herd. 

Finally, the lecturer explains why even the most popular 

theory—that the stripes serve as camouflage—is 
negated by real-world observation. She notes that this 

theory assumes that zebras attempt to hide in the tall 

grasses. In fact, she reports, zebras prefer to expose 

themselves on open plains so that they can detect the 

approach of any predator. 

Sample Answer 
Learning is a lifetime pursuit. While a college program 

in teaching gives prospective teachers the credentials 

to teach, it does not give them everything they need 

to know about their subject area. The conscientious 

teacher will keep abreast of developments as they 
occur. But a formalized, every-five-year process will 

ensure that all teachers know what they should know 
and that their students will learn what they should be 

learning. 

This refresher requirement is especially important in 

science subjects. More than languages, social studies, or math, 

science is constantly being reinvented, as new phenomena 

are discovered and new explanations are found. For 

example, until the late 1990s, astronomers believed 
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15 
Summary 
	

Email and instant messaging are 
prompting people to invent new, short 

words. 



 

the universe was slowing down as it expanded. But then 

they discovered that the expansion is actually speeding 
up, suggesting the presence of a new force called dark 

energy. Also, every year brings new data on global 
warming, evolution, and biology. A periodic return to the 
classroom will keep science teachers up to date. 

Almost every week, the newspapers report new studies 

about the harmful effects of certain foods or behavior. 
For example, the recommended food pyramid recently 
changed. A health teacher needs to be aware of the 

change in order to provide his/her students with the 

latest nutrition guidelines. Also, information about 

AIDS prevention and sexually transmitted diseases is 
continually being revised. 

Even with seemingly unchanging fields like writing, 
math, and languages, the methods of teaching are 
constantly being questioned and improved. Over 

the last 50 years, math teaching has gone from one 

extreme—repetition and memorization—to another — 
"new math"—and back again. Language teaching has 

been revolutionized as more studies are done that refute 
prior assumptions about how students learn a language. 

In sum, if students are to receive the most current 

information, which they must if they want to compete 

and succeed in their jobs and lives, their teachers must 
be expected to acquire the latest and best knowledge 
in their chosen field. 

the ecological balance of the local area. Remember that 

striped bass are part of the food chain. And, uh, bigger 

fish depend on them, so, if they decline in numbers, the 
food chain will be interrupted, and some species will not 

get the nutrients they need. So I don't think that limiting 
striped bass in order to save the menhaden is worth the 
side-effects. 

Second, any harm to local economies, such as job 
losses, will be temporary and short-lived. That's 

because when harvesting is reduced for a period of 

time, you know, the population of the species has 

time to increase. And, uh, soon there will be plenty of 
fish ready to be caught. And don't forget that people 
are also adaptable, okay? We've seen that when one 

way to make a living is taken away, people gravitate to 
something else, or they can move to another place that 
is not, say, fishing-dependent. 

Third, I, uh, doubt that limiting menhaden fishing will 

disrupt the food chain. Nature is amazing. When one 

source of nutrition disappears, you know, others tend 

to take its place. Hmm... So striped bass will feed on 
other fish instead of menhaden and even on the algae 

that used to be eaten by the menhaden. As a result, the 

striped bass will grow large enough to be snacks for 
those above them in the food chain. 

Sample Answer 

The lecturer believes that the reading focuses only on 
the bad effects of restrictions on menhaden fishing 

and ignores the possible beneficial effects. First, he 

disagrees with the passage's proposal to reduce 
the population of striped bass as a way to reduce 

the menhaden's predators. He cautions that such a 
measure would have a harmful impact on the ecological 

balance of nature in the area, as it would remove an 
important link in the food chain. 

Second, as opposed to the reading, the lecturer predicts 
that any economic harm from restricted menhaden 

harvesting will be temporary since the stock will quickly 
return to normal levels during the period of regulation. 

And some people who depended on the menhaden 
industry can move on to other kinds of work. 

Finally, the lecturer doubts that the food chain will be 
disrupted. An increase in the numbers of menhaden 

may mean that there will be no algae left for some 

menhaden, but he says that nature allows adaptations 
and that menhaden and others in the food chain will 
alter their eating habits and thrive just as well as before. 

 

Actual 

 

    

 

Task 1 (Integrated Writing) 

  

 

Reading 

Lecture 

  

Narrator Now listen to part of a lecture on the topic 
you just read about. 

M: Okay, class. Listen up. We've seen that laws limiting 
menhaden fishing can have some harmful effects. But, 

like most social forces, you know, restricting menhaden 
harvests can have good effects, too. Hmm... In fact, 
I'm convinced that such restrictions are the best way 
to avoid menhaden extinction. 

First, it's true that decreasing the number of striped 

bass means that menhaden will have fewer predators to 
worry about. But, urn, fewer striped bass also can upset 
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Task 2 (Indepen 

Sample Answer 
I disagree that speaking skills are more important than 

writing skills. I think writing has become more important 

due to recent technological and social changes. 

My first reason is personal. I write well but do not 

speak well. I stumble and stutter when forced to 
express myself orally, but I can confidently put words 

on paper and express myself in what I think is concise 

and interesting prose. For that reason, I am attracted 

to classes where my grades depend on writing good 

papers and essays on tests. So I probably will choose a 

career that demands effective writing. 

The second reason is a cultural one. Writing ability 

has declined in the computer age, as students can 
communicate with the new language of text messaging 

and e-mail. Sentences no longer need to be complete, 

and words no longer need to be spelled correctly. 

Abbreviations and emoticons are twenty-first century 

substitutes for correct spelling and word choice. But 

once the student enters the job market, he may be 

unprepared to meet his boss's expectations that he 
write an effective letter or report. And there will always 

be occupations for which writing is critical, such as 

those of lawyer or teacher. 

Even with careers that place a premium on speaking, 

writing is important. A salesman can have some success 

if he is verbally adept, but business contacts more and 
more are made electronically—whether by fax, e-mail, 

or text messaging. So a successful businessperson 

or professional must be able to write clearly if he is to 

win new clients or achieve his goals. And a lawyer who 

can orally persuade a jury that his client is innocent still 

must be able to write briefs capable of convincing an 

appellate court that the trial court made a legal error. 

Everyone must be able to express ideas and convey 
information in order to succeed, both at work and in life. 

In today's world, I think that writing is the most effective 

way to do that. 
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thorough practice of essential expressions and skills to address the writing tasks on the TOEFL° 

iBT. The book is comprised of four parts, and each part provides a step-by-step program that can 
enhance your writing ability. 
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• To-the-point presentation of essential grammar for writing 

• Lists of instantly usable TOEFL° collocations and frequently used patterns and expressions 
• Intensive practice writing English sentences about various topics found on the TOEFL° iBT 

• Step-by-step brainstorming, outlining, note-taking, paraphrasing, and summarizing practice 
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